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Foreword

M aany people do not think about where their energy comes from.
They just flick a switch or start their car. For nearly two billion people in
developing countries, however. the search for energy is a daily grind. These
people have neither electricity nor g,as nor oil to cook their food. Women and
children from these families often spend hours each day gathering dung and
wood-hours they might otherwise be able to spend on productive work or
education. Their health is damaged by the smoke given off by these fuels.
Their environmenit mayv be damaged as they chop down trees for wood.

The problems of rural energy have long been recognized. What is the
World Bank doing about them'? In recent years the Bank's work in energy has
largely focused on making existing energy supply and consuminyg industries
more efficient, openinlg them up to competition. and encouraging private sec-
tor participation. This is an important job and is far from finished. In many
developing countries. for example, electricity prices are heavily subsidized.
These subsidies often benefit the wealthiest households the most. They also
undermine the financial health of utilities. making it difficult for them to
extend services to rural areas.

But the Bank should not concentrate on reforimiing existing energy
markets alone. Any reform will fail in the long run if it does not benefit the
whole population. Improving rural energy should therefore be seen as an
important goal in itself. The exciting message of this report is that, through a
combination of better technology and decades of experience. we are now able
to tackle the problems of rural energy better than ever before. The report
draws on the experience of many experts in government, industry, and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs). We thank them for sharing their knowl-
edge with LIs.

Tackling the problems of rural energy will force us to challenge
some old assumptions. Those kings of the energy world-coal, oil, and gas.

lx
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for example-are not the only modern forms of energy suitable for rural areas.
This report describes the growing attractions of renewable technologies, such
as solar power. It argues that policymakers, governments. NGOs, and the pri-
vate sector should concentrate on improving the use of traditional fuels. such
as wood, and not just on promoting modern energy, such as electricity. It stress-
es the importance of designing policies and projects with local people rather
than imposing schemes from above. It shows, for example, how the environ-
ment can be protected by giving farmers responsibility for managing forests.

Rural energy presents the Bank with an important challenge. It
should be a key part of our work, whether we are discussing country assis-
tance strategies. energy sector reform, or new investments. While the Bank
can play an important catalytic role, real progress in tackling these issues is
critically linked to the adoption of the needed policy and institutional reforms.
mobilization of local entrepreneurial and NGO resources, and development of
innovative rural energy delivery and financing mechanisms. We therefore
also plan to promote regional and country workshops to discuss these issues.
encourage investment in rural energy, and foster policy reform. Such an effort
has started already: this report itself reflects the results of widespread consul-
tations between the Bank, donors, NGOs. and recipient governments that took
place during its preparation. We will regularly report back to the Board and to
the public on our progress on this vital task.

Jean-FranCois Riscliard
Vice President

Flinance and Private Sector Development
The World Bank
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Executive Summary

It is hard not to be dauntedl by the scale of the problem of providing
modem energy service to the world's rural population. Ther-e are nearly two
billion people without access to modern forms of energy. such as electricity
and oil. This report describes in detail the plight of these two billion. Its mes-
sage, however, is that there are now many ways in which their situation can be
improved. For though the problem is daunting. practical and affordable pre-
scriptions are available.

To uliderstand the possible solutions. consider first what is known about
the problem. Aroulid a third of all energy consumliption in developing countries
comes from burning wood. crop residues, and animal dung. Such biofuels are
mostly used in rural areas, though wood is also Lised as a fuel by the urban poor.
Biofuels produce the equivalent of twice the energy of the coal mined il China
or the United States in a single year. They produce energy, however, in a seri-
ously inefficient way.

For a start they help trap the user in poverty. Gathering fuelwoocl and dung
takes time-tine that could be devoted to more productive activities such as
farming. A recenit study in the hill areas of Nepal showed that even in areas
with fairly good supplies of wood, women need to spend over an hour a day
collecting fuels. In areas where wood was more scarce. the chore lasted about
2.5 hours a day. Moreover. most biofuels rieed to be collected in large quanti-
ties. They are a highly iniefficienit means of cooking compared with fuels-
such as liquid petroleum gas (LPG)-used by wealthier- households. A kilo-
gram of wood, for example, generates a mere tenth of the useful heat for cook-
ing delivered by a kilogram of LPG.

Biofuels canl also damage people's health, because they give off smoke that
contains many hazardous chemicals. Studies of rural areas show that smoke
levels inside dwelliigs often far exceed safe levels recommended by the World
Health Organization. Cooking with biofuels does riot cause health problems
everywhere. but in houses that have poor ventilation it can be as dangerous as
smoking cigarettes. A stucly in The Gambia. for example. examiined the health
of 500 childrei tinder- five years old. It found that childien who were calTied

1
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on their mothers' backs as they cooked in smoky huts were six times more like-
ly to develop acute respiratory illness than other children. Studies of women in
Nepal and India exposed to biomass smoke-but who did not smoke them-
selves-found that their death rate from chronic respiratory disease was simi-
lar to that of male heavy smokers.

The use of biofuels can also damage the environment. The search for fuel-
wood often involves chopping down local trees. As trees disappear, fuelwood
has to be sought further and further away. Using dung and crop residues as a
fuel reduces the amount available for use as a fertilizer for growing crops. Such
problems are avoidable. As the report shows. farmers in many areas use biofu-
els in sustainable ways. But in many other areas the gathering of biofuels ranks
together with logging. and the clearing of land for agriculture, as a cause of
deforestation. In the northern Chinese county of Kezuo. for example, people
have already cut down most of the trees around the farm lands. Poorer house-
holds are now turning to even less efficient fuels such as straw and dung.

Without electricity, moreover, poor households are denied a host of mod-
ern services such as electric lighting and refrigeration. To an extent, some of
these problems are being alleviated. Electricity supplies have been extended to
over 1.3 billion people in developing countries over the last twenty-five years.
Yet most of these connlections have been in urban areas. In many regions of the

Figure 1 Rural Electrification, Increases in the Number of People with and
without Service. Selected Countries and Regions, 1970-90
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world, including sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. populations have grown

even faster (figure I). With the total population of developing countries expect-
ed to grow by more than 3 billion in less than four decades, the problems of

rural energy are likely to become more pressing than ever. So what can be done
to solve them?

The problems of rural energy should certainly not be dealt with in isola-
tion. Poverty and dependence on biofuels go hand-in-hand. As household
incomes rise, people normally switch to modem fuels, if these are available

(figure 2). Higher-income countries also depend much less on biofuels than

do poor countries. The best schemes for improving rural energy may therefore
fail if other policies prevent economic growth.

Figure 2 The Use of Bioniass in Relation to GNP per Person in Eighty Countries

Percentage ot bioniass in total energy uised

6(1
so n~o E1 

lH 
4( O C1 13I

20 F-I F-I I I I .
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Source: World Bank data

Provided the background conditions are right, one of the most powerful
ways to improve energy supplies is to ensure that the energy market is deter-

mined by consumers' choices. In particular that means both that the price of
energy should retlect its cost and that regulation of energy industries should

encourage competition and choice. Govemnments should concentrate on ensuring

that there is a level playing field for different investors in energy. whether they
are public utilities, private finns. or enterprises set tip by the local community.
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The opposite has been true in most developing countries. Rules and regu-
lations have strangled the emeigenice of firmns other than the state-run utility.
For example, it is illegal in many countries for local private or cooperative
non-grid-connected generation and distribution enterprises to enter the mar-
ket. Many governm11enit programs have attempted to extend energy supplies to
rural areas. But too often the result has been unsustainiable public institutions
promoting technologies that are unsuitable for rural consumers.

Subsidies for electricity consumption are a particular problenm. In the
early 1990s average electricity tariffs in developing countries were less than
US¢4 per kilowatt hour (kWh). even though the average cost of supply was
around US I() per kWh. Such subsidies are harmful in a host of ways. They
constitute a huge fiinancial draini (revenues from electricity supply in devel-
oping countries fall short of costs by some US$ 100 billion every year). As
a result utilities are often economically crippled, unable to finance the
extension of services to rural areas. Where supplies have been extended to
rural areas, subsidies often underiiiine the efforts of businesses to provide
cheaper ways of generating electricity. In remote rural areas, for example.
diesel engines or solar photovoltaic (PV) systems may provide electricity at
a lower cost than grid supplies. But consumers will not opt for them if grid
supplies are subsidized, nor will investors come forward to develop least-
cost options to serve rural consumners.

Overall subsidies on energy consumptioni tend to benefit rich people
more than the poor. A recenit World Bank study of seven countries showed
that high-incomiie households benefit disproportionately, largely because
they use mo:lre electricity. In Malawi. for example. a pooI consumider onl
average receives a mere US04 a year in electricity subsidies. while a rich
one gets US$6.60. Some subsidies may be justified-but only if they are
limited to specific and affordable goals. such as providing cheaper rates for
very poor households for a fixed niaximiumn consumption per month (which
can be achieved by charging wealthier households a little more than the
cost of supply).

Hefty subsidies for moderin cooking fuels. such as kerosene and LPG.
are also commoni in a numilber of developing countries As with electricity.
the results are often counterproduIctive. In Indoniesiai, for example, kerosene
used for cookinig and lighting is subsidized. But riclher households reap a
disproportionate share of the benefits because they can afford to buy more
energy than the poor. The governm111ent of Ecuador also subsidized kerosene
until recently. But the poor received little of the fuel because retailers could
make more money selling it for use in vehicles. Even if subsidies reach the
poor they often become unsustainable financial burdens on the state budget.
Senegal's ann[ual subsidies for LPG. for example. rose from US$2 million
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to US$1() million between 199(0 and 1994-an increase that could have paid
for thousands of desperately needed teachers.

Market-opening reforms can be dramatically effective, as shown by the
experience of Hyderabad in India. In 1980 only the richest 10 percent of
households in Hyderabad used LPG. The proportion has since risen to over
60 percent. Meanwhile fewer households are using fuelwood even though
the city's population has doubled since 1980. The main cause of the change
was the liberalization of energy markets. In particular the Indian govern-
ment relaxed restrictions on the production and import of LPG. As a result
more middle-class households could buy LPG. a more efficient fuel than
kerosene. That in turn allowed the poor to graduate up the fuel ladder from
wood to kerosene.

The New Agenda

Liberalizing energy mar-kets. however important. may not be the complete
answer. Despite the progress made in encouraging private investment in the
electricity industry since the beginning of the 1990s, for example. private
companies have shown little interest in extendinig electricity supplies to
rural areas. They have instead plreterred to concentr-ate on more lucrative
conitr-acts to generate electricity and to supply industrial and urban cLIs-
tomers. There is evidence, in other words. that creating urban-based energy
markets by itself will fail to provide rural electricity.

There is one obstacle in particular that discoura-es companies from pro-
viding supplies to rural areas: high start-up costs. Extending an electricity
grid to a remote village can be very expensive, especially if only a few
households are to be connected. Until more households join the network, the
cost of electricity can reach US¢70 per kWh. seven times the typical cost in
an urbani area. Even setting up a solar electricity system for a single home
can cost between US$500 and US$ 1I000. a large sum to spend in one lump.

The problem here is not necessar-ily that people are unwilling to pay.
Evidenice suggests that people will spen(d a significant proportion of their
incomes on better energy, which impr-oves their quality of life or enables
tihem to become more productive. In Bangladesh even the poorest people are
connectin- to the grid when the service is available. In rural China. many
people without easy access to cooking fuels are investing in efficient stoves
and tree planting.

The problem is that rural customer-s often cannot get affordable credit.
That makes it difficult for them to pa)y the high start-up costs of improving
their energy supplies. One solution may be to establish a local member-sup-
ported bank to make small loans (such as the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh.
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which lends mainly to women and poor people). Another is to promote com-
panies that lease basic equipment to consumers, communities, and local
energy suppliers (e.g., LPG distributors and small power companies).

The importance of credit is illustrated by the experience of Mizque and
Aiquile, two rural villages in Bolivia that are supplied by local diesel micro-
grids. When the villagers were first given the opportunity to buy electricity from
their local micro-grids. barely a quarter of them could afford the service. The
electricity company that runs the micro-grids then decided to provide credit for
the US$100 to US$125 connection charges. allowing customers to pay back the
costs in small monthly installments over five years. As a result more than half
of the villages' households were able to purchase electricity, even though the
prices of local micro-grid power were fairly steep, at US¢25 to US¢30 per kWh.

Suppliers can also expand their markets in rural areas simply by reducing
start-up costs for rural consumers. A key aspect of the electrification scheme
in Mizque and Aiquile, for example, was that supplies were limited to evenilg
hours. Uniform standards and codes that prevail in many developing coun-
tries and that have been designed for industrial and higher-income customers
often prohibit such service adjustments.

Technologies such as solar. wind, and small-scale hydropower are often
ideal in rural areas and require far- more systematic attention by policymakers
than they have hitherto received. Renewable technologies have significant
environmental advantages relative to fossil fuels. S.anlight is also in ample sup-
ply in many developing countries. Most important of all, the costs of many
renewable technologies have come down significantly over the last decade. A
combination of improved technology and economies of scale has pushed down
the costs of wind power, solar thermal power (sunlight is used to heat air or
water), and photovoltaic power (electricity is generated directly from sunlight).

In the 1950s and 1960s. for example. PV cells were only used in the space
industry. Their costs have fallen so dramatically since then (figure 3) that they
are now used to power tens of thousands of homes in developing countries.
Though electricity generated from PVs is still more expensive than electrici-
ty generated from fossil fuels. PV modules can be easily installed in remote
locations, circumventing the need for large investments in extending the elec-
tricity grid. For this reason. PVs often make economic sense for rural house-
holds or for water pumping. In recent years in Kenya, for example. 25.000
rural households have bought (unsubsidized) PV modules-more than have
been connected to the electricity grid under the highly subsidized govemment
rural electrification program. Still, both electrification strategies have so far
reached only a tiny fraction of Kenya's rural population of 19 million.

The effective exploitation of the new renewable technologies requires a
"leveling of the playing field"-that is, eliminating tax, subsidy, and import
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Figure 3 Actual (1970-92) and Projected (1993-2015) Costs of PV Modules
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distortions that now discriminate against renewables in favor of fossil fuels;
initiating national surveys of wind and solar resources, promoting credit
schemes to help consumers meet the high first costs of such systems; devel-
oping private supply and service infrastructures and associated training; and
supporting selected demonstration projects.

However quickly modem energy spreads in developing countries, dung,
crop wastes, and wood will be used by tens of millions for decades to come.
Encouraging the use of improved biomass stoves is one step in improving the
efficiency and sustainability of the use of biofuels. Relatively simple and
inexpensive improved stoves can reduce by as mtich as 30 percent the amount
of fuel needed for cooking, thus cutting the time needed to gather wood.
Moreover. because the improved stoves give off less smoke, they make the
domestic environment less damaging to householders' health.

Encouraging the use of improved stoves is easier said than done. A number
of programs run by govemnments and donor agencies in the late 1970s and early
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1980s tailed, partly because they were oblivious to local customs and the local
economic climate. But lessons have been learned-in particular that schemes
should target those who would benefit most. For example, the Chinese National
Improved Stove Prograrii (the world's largest stove scheme, which has installed
120 million stoves in rut-al households) wisely concentrated on areas with the
greatest fuelwood shortages. In Tanzania a project funded by the International
Development Association started up a self-sustaininig market that by 1992 had
sold more than 60),000 improved stoves. It nio doubt helped that produIction and
sales of these stoves were put in the hands of local artisans and shopkeepers.

Fanm forestry and natural forest managemiient have long played an inportant
role in alleviati wood pmpoblems in China, India, and many other countries. By
providing market incentives for effective managetilemit of existing trees arid
shrubs and limited planting of new ones, these practices significantly increase
afforestation rates. Programs that support such market-driven approaches direct-
ly address farmers' needs for fuel. fodder. mulch. medicine. arid wood. They also
reduice pressure on agricultural residues and can improve soil fertility. Other ben-
efits include curbing soil erosion, improving soil moisture retention, and supply-
ing soil nutrients.

Effective management of existing, forest resori.rces requires that local people
take active responsibility and that forestry departmenits must change their role.
Success depends on voluntary participation and decisionmaking as well as on
fomial transfer of responsibility for forest managemLnt to the rural coniniunities.

Perhaps the most important lesson learned by the World Bank and other
organizations in recent years is that local inpiLt is vital to success. Local peo-
ple trnderstand their situation and their problems better than outsiders. The
village of Pura in south India is a prime example of this. Community biogas
digesters. which produce gas from dung and farmn residues, have a h1istory of
problems in India. Initial attempts to promote this technology failed in Pura
too. The aim of the initial schemes was to encourage villages to use biogas as
a cooking fuel, even though fuelwood is abundant in Pura. When finally
asked, villagers explained they were more interested in getting clean water. So
the biogas was instead used as a fuel to generate electricity. sonle of which
was used in turni to power a deep tubewell pump. The result was a double gain
for the villagers: clean water and electricity sLrpplies.

The Role of the World Bank

In the I 980s the finances of electricity utilities in a number of countries were
deteriorating sharply. As a result the Bank turned toward encouraging countries
to liberalize their energy markets. introduce transparent forms of regulations,
and attract private investment. Two Bank policy papers published in 1993 set
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BOX 1 BROADENING THE SCOPE OF ENERGY OPERATIONS

What the Board Approved in 1992:

Bank

Commitment lending

Promotion of clean

technologies Countries

Sector reform

4-
* Transparent regulation
* Commercialization/corporatization
* Private involvement
* Importation of services
* Market pricing
* Demand management

4-
* Added dimensions-a renewed comm11itment to

* Extend modern energy supplies to unserved populations
* Promote sustainable supply and( use of biofuels

lintroduce new and renewable energy technologies
by
• Promoting commercial pricing and private involvenmenit

in distribution
- Providing incentives for extensioni of service
* Supporting agroforestry and biofuel progrinis
* Encouraginig local initiative anid open markets

out this policy reform agenida. Sinice then. the Bank has been learning a great
deal about how to improve rural energy development. At the same time the
economics of renewable energy have also been changing rapidly. As a result
the Bank is now pursuinig a new set of solutions to supplement the established
ones of liberalizing energy markets (box I ).

Sonie of the Bank's operationis in recent years have borne the stamp of this
new knowledge. The sustainable management of forest resources has been
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impr-oved by enipowerinig local populations to gain revenue from supplying
wood to nearby fuel markets. Forestry assistance has led the way, followed
by natural resource management and energy operations.

Innovative delivery of renewable energy to consumers has been spear-
headed by lending operations in India and Indonesia that focus on developing
the ability of retailers and other intermediaries to reach rural markets.
Technical assistance co-funded by bilateral donors is identifying policies and
projects in many countries of Sub-Saharan Africa. Asia, and Latin America
that pave the way for using new decentralized technologies to provide afford-
able energy.

However, this is just a beginning. The emerging strategies that promise to
make a real difference for rural populations require a new and powerful com-
mitment by the Bank and its partners. The Bank is committed to devoting sig-
nificantly more attention and resources to the alleviation of the "energy pover-
ty" of large portions of the developing world's rural populations. An Action
Plan to achieve this is in place (table I ).

The Bank's Action Plan (see table I) calls for a strong effort to accelerate
the opening of rural energy markets, help consumers to have a choice, and put
in place better systems to deliver and finance rural energy. The Bank intends
to base its efforts to provide better access to energy for rural people on five
main principles:

* Provide for consunter choice. A better choice of affordable energy
sources should be provided to rural consumers. Informed consumers will
choose the most cost-effective solution. according to their preferences.

* Ensure cost-reflective pricing. Distortions in prices that are created by
subsidies and taxes should be eliminated. They create a disincentive for
entrepreneurial solutions to rural energy supply, and give consumers the
wrong signals.

* Overcome thle high-first-cost barrier The obstacle of the high initial cost
of obtaining energy needs to be removed. Credit mechanisms, lower-cost
equipment. and lower service standards can all contribute to achieve this.

* Encourage local participation. Participation of local communities.
investors, and consumers in the design and delivery of energy services is
essential. Decentralized approaches need to be part of the solution, includ-
ing systematic local capacity building.

* Implement goold sector policies. These are the basis for bringing better
energy access to rural populations. Energy sector reform should include
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the opening up of the rural energy market. Macroeconomic policies
should not discriminate against rmral energy. The role of the government
should change from central planning to supporting markets.

The task of improving energy supplies for two billion people remains daunt-
ing. What has changed is that we now have solutions more firmly in our grasp.

Table 1 Broadening Energy Access: An Action Plan for the World Bank

1. Develop Regional, Counltry, and Local Owner.shIip anzhd Commitment to Efforls to
Broaden Energv Access

The Bank should continue to conduct regional workshops, road shows. and train-
ing seminars in Latin America. Africa. and Asia to initiate and reinforce planning
for effective and affordable rural energy supply. For example. Bank activities
should sustain and build on the regional dialogues such as the recent
Johaninesburg power reforn symposium, which acidressed the requirements of
expanding electricity supply and use in Sub-Saharan Africa. The institution
should also earmark country-focused assistance as a follow-up to regional work-
shops. as in the ongoing upstream work in Cameroon, Mali. and other countfies.
On the local level. an example of productive assistance is reflected in a joint
Chinese/ESMAP technical assistance project. which inclided training of county-
level staff in economic analysis of energy projects.

Finance technical assistanice and training projects to assist countries in developing
policies. institutions, and programs designed to promote rural energy. Most of the
Bank' tradlitional energy clients-notably the power and oil and gas companies-
are ill-equlipped to puisue pro-rains involving provision of energy in rural and poor
areas. Indeed, their current programs and policies often undermine rural energy
markets. It is essential, then. that both the energy "establishments" and the new
institutions involved in developing rural energy build the necessary capacity.

2. Srstematically "Operationalize " Rural Enetg! in Batnk Assistance Programs

The Bank's energy sector assistance instrumilenits need to make a more consistent
and systematic effort to address the problems of people's access to energy ser-
vices. The course of normal Bank work provides many opportunities to promote
eneroy access for rural and poor people. but at present those openings are not sys-
tematically exploited. Bank assistance efforts can help promote wider energy
access by helping client countries to "level the playing field" for existing and new
energy service providers-for example, by setting import tariff levels on energy
products at reasonable levels. Iimiting distorting taxes and subsidies for house-
hold fuels, eliminating or regulating monopolies to allow wider entry into the
business of rural energy supply, andl so oni.

continued
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Table I Broadening Energy Access contiumed

In addition, "operationalizing' rural energy developmsent in the Bank's policy dia-
logues and reviews conducted with client countries will help broaden the base of
expertise within the Bank and will help the Bank arid its clients develop creative
and effective approaches. For example, in India an ESMAP project involvinig
renewable energy led to the development of a new type of renewable energy loan;
in Kenya, policy dialogues on the distortioniary effects ot' import tariffs have helped
to create a mor-e attractive environimenit for private photovoltaic (PV) iiia-keters.

As they do for power sector- rei'or-ril. staff appraisal reports for all energy projects
shoruld describe the country's and the Bank's strategy for rural energy develop-
merit even it thie operation does riot include direct SUppOrt for rural enlrgy. It is
not enoughi to assume that policies to address (tie problems of large energy indus-
tries will indirectly benef'it rural and porr peoplc.

The Bank shiourld help its clienits develop cross-sectoral strategies that take advan-
tage ot the well-estikblished tiid(ling that cnergy projects are niost effective when
coordinated witli efforts to promlote rirral developimienit through agriculturc.
heatlti, and educationi projects. The importance of this approach is illrstrated by
the Brazil rural developmenit pro.wCt, in which communiities are rsirig social
developmenit funds to purchase PV and wind systemiis for lighting arid televisions at
comiriiiiity centers. Local demilanid for these systemiis in turn has encouraged the
developmenit in Brazil of conirinlercial distributioni networks for renewable eneiry
products. To encourage coirUllities to see energy as part of the menIu of rural
development choices. energy services and componienits should be typically includl-
ed on the Bank's list of' approved uses of' social developmenit fuLids. along with
schools, roads, health clinics, and so on.

* Bank staff should pay more systenilatic attentioni to the energy access problems of
people in rurral areas in country assistance strategies (CAS). In this context, the
CAS is importanit for coordinatirig energy assistance with other sectors.

3. Promol' Bor.; Prac I'ce.s tiid I,,,ro. ioato in Prop'ie i De'sigr nm/rd Imrpler'mentition

* The Bank can hell) to develop ininovative projects arid project componelits for
rural eriergy. Efforts sliotrld be made to include conilporrents in energy projects
withi the goal of incorporating the best practices irito the Bank's lending prograni.
Examples are Niger and Chad Fuelwood Resotrrce Manageriierlt Projects. India
Renewable Energy Project. arid Indonesia Solar Horiie Systemis.

* Micro-finance for rural energy will be an important part of the strategy to ease
access. This will inivolve working withi local financial institutionis and NGOs to
establish rural energy as an eligible item for small-scale finialnciln. A link with
the CGAP progranil will he established.

* If access is really to be expanded to rural and poor- people. a consistent effort is
needed to devise mearis to case or defer the all-importanit l'irst costs of energy

colrrilrled
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Table I Broadening Energy Access continued

access (e.g.. conilectiolis, appliances, and equipment . Ininovative experiments in
financing, leasing. and delivering systemiis must be designed and piloted.

The Bank should develop standard analytical tools for project appraisals of
innovative rulal energy projects as well as ftor traditional rural electrification
projects.

4. Disseminate Inn ovations and Be.st Practice

Make available inlformationi on good praictice in delivering and financing rural
energy-including leasing and credit schemes. eid rural electrification, micro-
grid systems. renewable energy' systeiis. anid natural forest maiagemeent for fuel-
wood production. Conduct research on impact of rural energy and energy policies
on rurl developienit. Best practices can he seen in the Thailand Rural
Electrification Program. which lowers grid elect6ification costs for rural people
by using local donations of land and labor in the construction of electricity net-
works, and by providing modest utility cross-subsidies that help keep the f'irst
costs of coninection low.

5. Partnershipis w. itih Donors. NGO.x. and Othier Organication.s

* The Bank should expand its work withi bilateral donors. NGOs and fou.ndations
in providing technical assistance. This is an area in whichi the Bank can exell
global leadership in direct support otf innovative and new projects and learn from
best practices.

- One way of' broadening the base of involvement and coordiniating efforls is to
promote joint implementationi of'projects in collaboration with groups outside the
Bank. including bilateral donors. NGOs, and foundations. The Bank has already
undertaken a successful rural electrification pr-oject in Bangladesh with the help
of the U.S. National Rural Electrification Cooperative Association (NRECA).
New initiatives include the lauliching of a fiinancing vehicle for solar home svs-
tems being conducted in cooperationl with a major founidation.

T The Banlk ciain also provide technicial assistance to make fund(s available tor
onlending to NGOs and voluntary and grassroots organizations that can catalyze
investments in communities and organlize communLities to catry out eneigy-relat-
ed programs. One sucIh program. proposed in the Haiti Forest and l'arks
Protection Project, involves assistance for implementing an ilmproved charcoal
stoves project through CARE.

6. Special Itnitiative oan Afiica

* Sib-Saharani Africa has a particular nee(d to address the issues of serving dis-
persed rulal eneigy dernand- The lack of populition density in rural areas
requires innovative solutions for electricity and cooking fuels.

* An initiative will designi a program of assistance to African clients that will aim
to reforimi the power sectors. find solutiolns for improving energy access for the

conlinued
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Table I Broadening Energy Access conlinued

80 to 90 percent of the continent's unserved population, and facilitate develop-
ment of local delivery and financing mechanisms.

* Electricity delivery will be looked at in terms of designing ways to put in place
decentralized. locally financed solutions (includinig renewables and solar home
systems) and the relited reforms required in the existing power systems.

* Access to cooking f'uels will be enhanced through programs emphasizing fuel-
wood management, stove efficiency, charcoal efficiency, and transition to mod-
ern fuels.

* Assistance in policy reform will include opening of inarkets, elimilation of
price/tax/tariff distortions, and facilitatinig entry of competitors.

7. Improve the Bank's Capacihv to Deal witJi Rurail Energy Issues

* Training and retraining of staff to deal with rural energy issues will remain an
important nee of the Bank. This can be accomplished through training courses,
internal workshops on best practices, and opportunities to work in agencies deal-
ing with rural energy issues.

8. Monitoring of Progres.s inA chieving Objectives

The following activities will be important:

* Preparing an aninutal status report that reviews the progress in implementing the
action plan. This would include reviewinY the extent to whicih rural energy has
been included in Bank assistance and the effectiveness of the instruments tised,
such as promotion of structural reforms designed to open the rLral sector to new
entrants, grid niral electrification. renewable energy, fuelwood, and so on.

- Monitoring the investments and policy work in the areas identified in the paper
as retlected in the CAS.

- Assessing the recruitment and retraining activities for bringing Bank staff skills
in line with goal of increasinig activity in rural energy project development.

* Assessing the effectiveness of regional and country workshops.

Note: CARE Cooperative for Americai Relief Everywhere
CAS Country Asistance Strategy
C(CAP Cornsltative Group to Assist the Poorest
ESNIAP Energy Sector Managemient Assistiance Progranimne
NGO Nongovernmenital Orgatizalions
NRECA National Rurail Electrification Cooperatie Associatioin
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Introduction

Policies on energy and the environment are overwhelmingly pre-
occupied with the production and use of modern energy forms. Thus they
focus on private versus public ownership, global warming. acid deposition,
urban smogs, and so forth. While all these matters are extremely important,
and the energy. industry. policymaking, and environmental communities,
including the World Bank Group, pay a great deal of attention to them, anoth-
er aspect of energy production and use gives rise to developmental and envi-
ronmental problems of equal, if not greater, importance: half the populations
of developing countries lack access to modem energy forms.

Approximately 2 billion people depend on traditional fuels-animal dung,
crop residues, wood. and charcoal-for cooking, and an equal number are
without electricity.1 We also know that fuelwood and dung are inefficient
energy sources-gas. for example. is fully ten times more efficient for cook-
ing-and that their use leads to environmental damage through the stripping
of forests and woodlands, and to respiratory diseases and premature death for
millions of people through smoke inhalation.

Dependence on such fuels is also an economic hardship. as in many parts
of the world people spend excessive amounts of timte gathering and cooking
with these fuels. While using traditional fuels more efficiently and in ways
less damaging to the environment and to people's health is possible, this is not
happening in large regions of the world, while the shift to modern fuels
(which most people in developing countries would surely count as a ble.ing)
is not progressing as rapidly as it could.

The Challenges Ahead

The total population of developing countries will grow by more than 3 bil-
lion people in less than four decades and by 5 billion within the lifetimes of

15
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children now in school. Thus energy policies will not only have to grapple
with the task of meeting the needs of the 2 billion people curTently without
service, but with new demands resulting from population g-rowth. The alter-
native, a situation in which billions more people continue to lack access to
modern energy forms and to depend on fuelwood and dung for cooking.
would be socially iniquitous, environmenltally unsustainable, and a failure
for development.

In addition, developing countries need to meet the rapidly growing
demands for modern or commercial ener-y from households and businesses
that already have service. Their per capita consumilption of cojmmercial ener-
yy is extremely low relaltive to that in the industrial countries. For example.
per capita consumption of coinmercial energy in the United States is 8 tons
of oil equivalenlt energy per year. or 80 times mIlorte thani in Africa, 40 times
more than in South Asia. 15 timies more thani in East Asia. and 8 times more
than in Latin America (fioure 1. 1). Electricity consumption is also much
higher in industrial countries, about 13.000 kilowatt hours (kWh) per capita
per year. compared with about 600 kWh per capita in developing countries.

The financial anid manager-ial requir-ements of serving those lacking
access, of keeping tIp with populaktion growth, and of meeting increased
demand( on the part of those already served are (Iriving the current movement
to liberalize the ener-gy industry in maniy countries.

Figure 1.1 Per Capita Consumption of Commercial Energy in Selected Regions
and Countries, 1992
Index: US = 100)
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Past Responses

How might rural energy demands be met in ways that are sustainable? A good
starting point for answering this question is to consider what has been done
already and what can be learned from experience.

Rural energy problems have long been recognized, and for more than
two decades the electricity industry. forestry and agricultural agencies.
development organizations, nonigovernimienital organizations. and many oth-
ers have made innumerable efforts to address them. Few, if any. ideas and
approaches have not been thought of or tried. India's interest in rural elec-
trification, for instance. goes back three generations. In the past 25 years,
developing countries have extended electricity supplies to more than 1.3 bil-
lion people (500 million in rural areas. 800 million in urban areas), equiva-
lent to almost twice the population of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development countries. Whatever the shortcomings of
electricity supply industries in developing countries, this is an impressive
achievement. and testifies to their commitment to expanding service. In
Africa and South Asia, however, the efforts to expand service still lag
behind population growth. which underscores (lie immensity of the task that
still lies ahead (figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2 Rural Electrification, Increases in the Number of People with and
without Service, Selected Countries and Regions, 1970-90
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Many countries have tried to provide incentives, some successful, others
counterproductive. to improve the supplies of LPG and kerosene for cooking
and lighting. As concerns biofuels and renewable energy, countries have
experinented with numerous approaches: introducing woodstove programs,
promoting agro-forestry and farm forestry (the former involving intercrop-
ping of trees or shrubs and traditional crops and the latter involving cultiva-
tion of trees alone as a crop), demonstrating sustainable ways to use local for-
est resources, and encouraging the use of biogas from dung and crop residues.
They have also attempted to introduce new ways of utilizing solar, wind, and
hydroelectric energy resources on a small scale. Practically all these efforts
were pioneering, and much can be learned from both the successes and the
disappointments.

The World Bank has also had significant experience with rural energy, and
has supported rural energy programs for more than twenty years. Its policy
paper on rural electrification was published in 1975 (World Bank 1975), and
was followed by thirty-four projects in eighteen countries amounting to US$2
billion, plus several general electrification projects that had rural electrifica-
tion components. In addition, the Bank financed more than forty fuelwood-
related projects during 1980-95, often as components of agricultural and
forestry development projects, and twenty-onie renewable energy projects.
with a total commitment of more than US$4 billion. The joint United Nations
Development Programme/World Bank Energy Assessment and Energy Sector
Management Assistance programs, begun fifteen years ago, facilitated exten-
sive policy discussions on the energy sector (including the rural energy sec-
tor) and project preparation activities in nearly 120 countries.

In addition to investment and policy advice to improve the rural energy
situation directly, developing countries also need a financially sound and
well-managed modern energy supply industry to meet the energy needs of the
millions currently unserved. The 1980s, however, saw a marked deterioration
of finances and managerial efficiency in the industry in numerous countries.
often with deleterious consequences for their public revenues (given the fre-
quent recourse to subsidies). This eventually culminated in the recent surge of
interest in regulatory reform and the liberalization of energy markets around
the world. The Bank's own policies on the subject were laid out in its policy
papers on electric power and energy efficiency (World Bank 1993a,b),
approved by the Bank's Board in 1992. and in a number of subsequent publi-
cations and seminars.

Important as efforts to reform and liberalize the energy sector are, they
leave several questions unaddressed. How will fundamental shifts in policy
affect the energy supply situation for the rural--and also the urban-poor? 2

In all countries, rich and poor, public utilities have historically undertaken
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almost all rural electrification programs. Is service provision likely to become
more widespread in the new institutional and economic settings. as many
believe it will, or will the low-income markets for electricity and other mod-
em fuels, such as LPG and kerosene. be neglected without public leadership?
Will services be affordable'? Who will be concerned about using traditional
fuels in more sustainable and healthier ways'? Will the reforms help with the
introduction of solar energy technologies? More generally. how will public
policies on energy and the environment ensure that the world's most inipov-
erished people are not left out'?

The purposes of this paper, therefore, are to take stock of the efforts of the
developing countries and of the support the development community has pro-
vided. to see what we can learn from experience to date, and to identify ways
by which the World Bank Group can help its member countries address the
problems discussed. To this end, several drafts of this paper have been shared
with and critiqued by many people and organizations that have been involved
in developing policies and projects in this area.

As the title implies, the paper is mostly about rural energy supply and use.
However, the problems it discusses are not confined to rural areas. Millions
of people in urban areas also lack access to modem energy forms and depend
on supplies of wood. charcoal, and in some countries dried dung, for cook-
ing-another manifestation of urban poverty and a source of damage to rural
and urban environments, as well as to people's health. The policies discussed
in the following chapters are often equally applicable to unserved urban pop-
ulations, for whom the costs of service extension are much lower.



CH APT ER T W O

The Rural Energy Situation

Approximately one-third of all energy consumption in developing
countries derives from the burning of wood, crop residues, and animal dung
(biofuels). By some estimates. it amoiiunts to around 1,000( million tons of oil
equivalent energy per year, more than three times the energy of the coal mined
in Europe in a single year and twice the energy of the coal mined in the United
States or China. Most of this energy is used in rural areas, which account for
about 60 percent of the population of the developing world, or up to 70 per-
cent in the low-income economies. Consumption of fuelwood and charcoal in
urban areas is also large in many countries, and results in deforestation and
environimilental damage in the suiTounding countryside. with fuelwood even-
tually havinig to be trucked over large distances. This is especially true in
African countries. where the costs of distribution and of acquiring appliances
often inhibit the use of gas and electricity.

Effects of Biofuel Use by the Poor

Aside from the economic hardship associated with gathering and cooking
with biofuels. the indoor air pollution created by such fuels is a health hazard.
particularly to women and children (see box 2I). In addition, collection of
bioftiels frequently leads to ecological damage to forests, woodlands. and
farmilands. and biofuels are generally energy-inefficient.

Polilutio9, al(d Health

As the 1992 World Development Report (WDR) noted (World Bank 1992).
studies of smoke from the use of biofuels in rural areas (Smith 1987. 1988:

20
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Smith and others 1993) have founid levels of solid particulate matter that reLg-
ularly exceed the safe levels cited in World Health Organization guidelines by
several orders of magnitude (table 2. 1). Cooking can expose women and chil-
dren to such levels for several hours a day. and has serious health effects that
have only recently been studied systematically, even though they are often
just as senious as the effects of cigarette smoking. Carbon monoxidle emis-
sions niay give rise to amiibienit concentrations that interfere with the body's
norimial absorption of' oxygen. Estimates indicate that smoke contributes to
acute respiratory infectionis that kill some 4 million infants and children a
year. Recurrent episodes of such infections show up in adults as chronic bron-
chitis and emphysema. which can eventually lead to heart failure. Studies in
Nepal and In(dia of nonsmiiokinig women who are exposed to bioinass smoke
have found abnornially high levels of chroniic respiratory disease. with inor-
tality from this condition occurring at far earlier ages than in other populations
and at rates comparable to those of male heavy smokers.

BOX 2.1 TIME, HEALTH, AND dren, though the provision of
COOKING WITH WOODFUELS improved woodstoves along with

household education and extension
When woodfuels are scarce, the time programs can help remedy this. A
people spend collecting fuels reduces study of 500 children under five years
the time they can devote to produc- of age in The Gambia found that girls
tive agricultural activities. A recent who were carried on their mothers'
survey in the hill areas of Nepal, for backs as they cooked in smoky huts
example, found that even in regions had a risk of acute respiratory illness
with relatively good supplies of fuel- six times that of other children.
wood, women still need to spend Studies in Papua New Guinea and
more than an hour a day collecting India show that nonsmoking women
biomass. and the time they devoted who have cooked on biomass stoves
to agriculture was correspondingly for many years exhibit a higher preva-
less compared to people not depen- lence of chronic lung disease than
dent on these fuels. In the more those who have had lower levels of
deforested areas where fuels are exposure to cooking smoke.
scarcer, the time and effort women In conclusion, the quality of life of
expended were even greater, with women and children can be improved
about 2.5 hours per day being spent by improving access to biomass and
collecting fuelwood. fodder, and providing improved biomass stoves.
grass. Surveys in Africa dating back
to the 1970s have similar findings. Source: Kumar and Hotchkiss (1988);

The use of biofuels also has an Smith (1987, 1991). See also Cleave
adverse effect on the health of (1974) for surveys of people's use of
women and children, especially chil- time in Africa.
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Ecological Damnage

The costs to the environnment of biofuel use in terms of increased deforestation,
soil erosion, and reduced soil fertility have also attracted much attention. The
consumption of fuelwood and dung is not the only cause of these problems-
logging and clearing land for agriculture often cause greater damage-but it is,
nevertheless, a source of environmental damage and cannot be ignored (see
World Bank 1978, 1991). A study on Ethiopia (Newcombe 1984) found that
where tree cover losses were severe, all the natural cycles through which nutri-
ents were returned to an initially rich topsoil had been breached: first through
the losses of trees themselves, and then through losses of grasses. crop
residues. and dung when they were used for fuel instead of being used to fer-
tilize the soil. Another consequence is that the soil retains less moisture. which
results in reduced crop yields. Investigators have found that farms with good
tree cover-where farmers have planted trees as windbreaks or shelterbelts. for
example-have yields 20 to 50 percent higher, depending on local climates,
terrain. and ecosystems, than those without good tree cover (Anderson 1987:
Doolette and Magrath 1990: Gregersen. Draper. and Elz 1989; Spears 1986).

Table 2.1 Indoor Air Pollution from Biomass Combustion in Developing Countries

Concentration of .suspended
Location and' parwticulate nuttter as nmultiple
vear of study Measurement period of WHO peak guideline"

China, 1987 Cooking II

The Gambia, 1988 Average over full day 4-11

India. 1987-88 Cooking with - wood 75 (15-minute peak)
- dung 90 (15-minute peak)
- charcoal 25 ( 15-minute peak)

Kenya

1987 Average over full day 5-8
1972 Overnight (space heating) 12-34

Nepal. 1986 Cooking 9-38

Papua New Guinea, 1975 Overnight (space heating) 1-39

Zimbabwe. 1990 Cooking (two hours) 6

Brazil. 1992 Stoves with flues < 0.4

Note: The studies are noit completely comparable because of different measuiremiienit milethods.
a. The WHiO peak (98th percentile) guideline recomnitends that a concentration of 231) micrograms per ciubic
meter not be surpassed by more than 2 percent (seven days) of a year. Source: Smith (1988).
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Recognition of the linkages between biomass use and the productivity-
many would argue the sustainability-of agriculture has done much to revive
interest in the once time-honored practice of agro-forestry. Development prac-
titioners now understand that they should not view the "fuelwood problem"
and its resolution in an isolated way, but as part of the larger problem of ener-
gy supplies, poverty alleviation, and the protection of natural resources in
rural areas (see chapter 6).

More people now also recognize that the use of biomass need not be
inherently negative. In principle, biomass fuels can be supplied-from
forests, woodlands, or farmilands-and used in sustainable ways. One can cite
several examples from Kenya and India of fanners turning to agro-forestry
autonomously to respond to local demand for wood and to improve the local
ecology. Biofuels are traded and are an ilmportant source of cash income for
many of the world's rural people, and growing fuelwood can yield a compar-
atively high return. In Africa alone, the production and marketing of biofuels
represents a US$5 billion business that provides gainful employment to more
than 400,000 people.

Nevertheless. some regions in densely populated countries have already
passed the point of sustainable production of biomass fuels. In areas of China
and India. the combination of intensive use of land and rural population
growth has already transformed many forests into farmland, leaving only mar-
ginal lands to supply trees and shrubs. In the northern Chinese county of
Kezuo, for example, people have already cut most of the trees around the agri-
cultural lands and are now turning to less efficient fuels-straw and dung-
while wealthier households are using coal. Deforestation has other undesir-
able effects on energy production: in Yongchun County, Fujian Province,
China, lands and forests had become so degraded by 1983 that siltation had
reduced annual hydroelectric production from the 1960 level of 5.000 hours
to only 2,200 hours.

Energy EfficiencY

Figure 2.1 presents data on the efficiency of various cooking fuels. Biofuels
are generally much less efficient for cooking than modern fuels such as liquid
petroleum gas (LPG) and kerosene. An exception is biogas. This is derived
from digesters of dung and farm residues. and both China and India have done
much to develop biogas and encourage its use among people in rural areas.

The least efficient fuels are agricultural residues, leaves, and grass. With
few exceptions, people use these fuels because they are available from the
local environment at no cash cost, not because they value them as convenient
cooking fuels (Agarwal 1983). Many parties have worked hard to try to raise
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the efficiency with which biofuels are used by introducing improved stoves.
often with positive results.

Urban and some rural households generally pLirchase wood. charcoal. coal.
and kerosene. These fuels have higher energy values per unit of weight than
wood and are generally used in more efficient stoves. In addition, the level of
heat output of kerosene stoves can be adjusted relatively easily. so kerosene is
more convenient for preparino a wide variety of dishes. Households with the
highest incomes use gaseous fuels such as LPG. LPG burns cleanly and effi-
ciently. it is convenient, and it has an easily adjustable heat level.

Figure 2.1 Energy Efficiency of Selected Cooking Fuels
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The Transition to Modern Fuels

As their incomes grow. rural people begin to use modern fuels more exten-
sively. Table 2.2 sumimiarizes some typical changes in patterns of energy use
by households and in agriculture and small industrial enterprises. The initial
dependence on biofuels in the home eventually gives way to the use of elec-
tricity for lighting and fossil fuels for cooking. In agriculture and industry.
diesel engines and electricity replace manual and animal power for a vari-
ety of purposes. Where rural electrification from the grid is not available or
is too costly, diesel generators may be used instead. More recently, photo-
voltaic systems have become an attractive option for small-scale electricity
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supplies for homes, businesses, refrigeration and lighting in health clinics,
and water pumping.

However, as figure 2.2 shows, the transition to modem fuels is likely to
take some time. In the lower-incomiie developing countries, high percentages
of rural people in particular, but also of the urban poor, continue to rely heav-
ily on biomass. 3 Even residenits of countries approaching the lower-middle
incomiie range. such as Ecuador and Uruguay. still consurne large amounts of
biomass energy.

As regards the regional use of biomass, in Africa, about 85 percent of the
total energy used is in the form of biomass, in South Asia this figure amounts
to 60 percent, and in East Asia and Latin America to 25 to 30 percent. Table
2.3 provides estimates of the current shares of biomass in total energy con-
sumption and of likely levels in 20()0 and 2010. The actual rate at which the
transition to modern fuels will occur will depend on countries' economic per-
formanice and development policies: the extent to which people cun-ently use

Table 2.2 Rural Energy Use Patterns in Developing Countries by End Uses

Household in(olne

Etdl Else w) Me(ditut Hijh

Household

Cookine Wood, residues. Wood, residues, dung. Wood. kerosene.
& dung kerosene & biogas bioyas, LPG. & coal

Lighting Candles & kerosene Candles, kerosene. Kerosene. electricity.
(sometimes mlolne) & gasoline & gasoline

Space heating Wood, residues, & Wood. residues, & Wood. residues, dung.
dung (often nonie) dung & coal

Other appliances None Electricity & Electricity &
storage cells storage cells

Agriculture

Tilling Hand Animal Animal. gasoline,
diesel (tillers &
tractors )

Irrigation Hand Animal Diesel & electricity

Post-harvest Hand Anitiial Diesel & electricity
processing

Industry

Milling Hand Hand & animiial Hand, animal, diesel.
& mechanical & electricity

Process heat Wood & residues Coal. charcoal. Coal, charcoal, wood.
wood. & residues kerosene, & residues
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biomass, coupled with population growth. suggests that a large number of
people will depend on biofuels for many years to come. Even in East Asia and
the Pacific, a region that has experienced significant econorric growth and a
major increase in the use of commercial energy. biomass use still accounts for
33 percent of energy supplies and is expected to decline only by some 50 per-
cent during the next fifteen to twenty-five years.

Figure 2.2 Use of Biomass by Rural and Urban Populations in
Four Developing Countries
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Table 2.3 Current and Projected Use of Biomass by Region, Selected Years
(percentage of total energy used)

Region 1990 2000 20/10

Sub-Saharan Africa 85 83 8(

Sooth Asia 60 52 43

East Asia and Pacific 33 26 20

North Africa and Middle East 27 2-3 19

Latin America attd Caribbean 26 22 19
sotoe: WVorld Bank estimaltes
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The conclusion must be, therefore, that energy policies will need to be as
concerned about the supply and use of biofuels as they are about modern
fuels, and so have two aspects, not one. They must create the necessary coIn-
ditions so that modein fuels-primarily electricity from the grid, renewable
energy sources, liquid fuels, and LPG-can be efficiently supplied to large
populations that still lack them. Second. they must support ways to use bio-
fuels more efficiently and sustainably. a task that is not confined to those
working in the energy sector, but must also involve those working with agri-
culture and forest management.



C H A P T E R T H R E E

Emerging Practices and Policies

The transitioni to mooderin fuels and the sustainable provision andl use
of biofuels will both depend on the quality of the enabling conditions for devel-
opment. When human resource programs are in place and enabling conditions
for investmenit are favorable. policies to extend energy services to those without
them, whether rural or urban. are much more likely to succeed. Under such cir-
cumstances. the markets for energy will be stronger, and suppliers of electiici-
ty. photovoltaic (PV) sets. liquid petroleum gas (LPG). kerosene, woodstoves.
biofuels, and so folth will have better financial returns both to investment and
to labor. Such situations give rise to a "virtuous circle," because with increased
rewards, efforts to expand services fLurther will grow. Thus development poli-
cies can accomplish a great deal independenitly of policies that focus directly on
the rural energy problem, though both types of policies are necessary.

There are five general principles that experience has shown to be relevant
to the provision of both modern and traditional fuels. namilely:

* Enabling people to choose alternative forms of energy

* Avoiding unnecessary subsidies

* Addressing market failures

* Emphasizinig participation and institutionlal development

* Recognizing the cential role of enabling conditions.

We consider these before examining the specifics of policies toward each
type of energy.

28
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Enabling People to Choose from among Alternative Forms
of Energy

In economic terms. givinig, people choices and allowing t1eni to express pref-
erences means liberalizing the pricing of and regulatory policies toward ener-
gy supply and use. and allowing people to express their willingness to paTs for
service. In the past. interventionist financial and regulatory policies restricted
people's ability to inake choices and ultimately undermined the provision of
services. Notable examples are the restrictions often imposed on electricity
prices and, in some countries. on LPG and kerosene prices. By reducing ener-
gy companies' reveniues. such restrictions often had the cotLnteiproductive
effect of limiting their financial capacity to invest and extend services.

Evidence froin rural areas suggests that people are willing to spend a sig-
nificant portion of their incomes on higher quality energy services that
improve their quality of life or enable them to become more productive. In
Bangladesh. for example. when service is available, even the poorest people
are coninectinig to the grid. In Kenya, where the possibility of timely connec-
tion to gridl service is remote. higher-income rural households are buying solar
PV systems. In rural Chiia, people without easy access to energy for cooking
are investing in efficient stoves and in tree plantiig. In India, during the 1970s
and 1980s people shifted from usinig animal power for irrigation to diesel or
electric pumps. In some parts of rural Bolivia, those without access to elec-
tricity use LPG lanterns as an alternative to candles.

Experience shows that if services are available and reliable, rural people
ar-e willing to use many different types of energy. anid that given a choice, they
genierally select the combination appropriate for their daily demands.

Avoiding Unnecessary Subsidies

Man' governments have sought to promote the provision of affordable mod-
erni energy services in rural areas by subsidizing particular foorilis of energy.
Rural electrification is perhaps the main example. although governmenlts have
sometimes offered subsidies for kerosene, LPG, solar energy, woodstove pro-
grams, and so on. Although well intentioned, such policies have often proved
to be counterproductive for the following reasons:

They worked against consumers making least-cost choices, and in doing
so also underminled investors' efforts to provide alternative energy forms.
Commonl' cited examples are the choice between diesel enginies, solar
PV systems. and grid-supplied electric motors for irrigation pumping and
small-scale power suipplies. When load densities are high or connection
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distances are short, the least-cost alternative is generally grid-supplied
electricity, but subsidized investment programs of electric utilities have
too often led to grid supplies being extended to small loads when diesel,
solar energy, or in some areas wind energy, would have been cheaper.

* Widespread recourse to unnecessary subsidies has frequently proved to
be fiscally unsustainable. When coupled with price restrictions, subsidies
eventually limiited energy companies' investmiient programs (see chapter
4). This has not only happened to some countries' rural electrit'ication
programs, but sometimes to the suppliers of fuels such as kerosene and
LPG for cooking.

* Subsidies have discouraged efficient energy use.

Subsidies have also, for the most part, gone to higher-income households
(box 3.1).

Subsidies lhave often gone to farms and commercial entelprises willing
and able to pay for the full costs of service. For example, in Indonesia. subsi-
dized kerosene for cooking and lighting is available to anyone who wants to
buy it, but middle-class and better-off households, who can afford to buy more
energy than the poor. reap a disproportionate share of the benefits. Until sev-
eral years ago. the government of Ecuador subsidized kerosene, a fuel used
predominanitly by the poor. Hlowever, the poorest households ended up receiv-
ing only limited amounts, because retailers could make higher profits by
divertings supplies to those using them for vehicles. Large subsidies have also
been ineffective in reaching the poor through rural electrification programs,
particularly when decreased cash flows undermine power companies' ability
to maintain the quality of service and to extend service to remote areas.

Addressing Market Failures

Limited subsidies or tinanicial support can be justified for some programs in
areas where education and training may be needed or where the costs and
risks of start-up are high.4 No country so far has succeeded in providing uni-
versal electricity service without some form of public support or cross-subsi-
dies in the tariff structure. A typical approach that most industrial countries
followed was for the government to mandate a regulatory requir-ement or to
stipulate that a utility had to expand services in rural areas and towns, but
could recover the costs through an overall increase in average electricity tar-
iffs. As the costs of service are higher in rural areas, such policies led to some
cross-subsidization from urban consumers, though without undermining the
utilities' financial positioil.
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BOX 3.1 WHO BENEFITS FROM A recent Bank study looked at the
ELECTRICITY SUBSIDIES? distributional impact of electricity sub-

sidies in seven countries. Electricity
The shift from subsidized tariffs to subsidies are significant in all seven,
economic pricing is urgent in several ranging from 0.2 percent of gross
transitional and emerging market domestic product (GDP) in Malawi to
economies. Many governments have 2.7 percent in Poland. The higher the
historically set prices far below cost household income, the greater the
recovery levels through subsidies subsidy realized, with the extent
and cross-subsidies to serve social depending on the level of electricity
and political objectives. Generally, used. However, as high-income
however, the wealthiest benefit the households have more electrical
most. The subsidies often amount to appliances, they benefit more than
a significant portion of gross national poorer households. Thus a poor con-
product (GNP) and lead to excessive sumer in Malawi receives US$0.04 a
demand, higher investment require- year in electricity subsidies, while a
ments, fiscal stresses, and inefficient rich one receives US$6.60.
energy use.

Source: Gutierrez (1995).

Electricity Subsidies as a Percentage of GDP in Seven Countries
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Most countries also recognize the wisdom of supporting the development
and use of new and innovative technologies, for example, by providing tax
incentives, and sometimes investment grants, for solar energy technologies,
which have considerable promise as commercial and environmentally attrac-
tive sources of energy (see chapter 5).

Public doubts about the capacity of unfettered marklets to meet the needs of
the lowest income groups are often important in policies. The use of "lifeline"
rates (that is. low tariffs) for low levels of electricity consumption is not an
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uncomnnoni practice, and such rates are effective il properly targeted. Experience
has shown that they can be implemented without undermining industries' finan-
cial integrity (see the example of Thailand in chapter 4).

Aside from the social justification of such polices as lifeline rates. are there
any ground rules for the application of subsidies and other folms of public SUpport'?
Experience and economic principles both suggest that they work best if they are
targeted directly on-and are limited to-addressing market failures. In tihe case
of rural energy provision and use in developing countries. two circumstances
merit attention: high start-up costs and risks and external costs and benefits.

High Start-uip Costs anid Risks

Programs to extend electricity to rural areas and towns and to establish solar
energy programs are perhaps the best-known exaimples of energy sector activ-
ities that entail high start-up costs and risks. The costs of grid extension can
be high initially because of the lumpiness of the investimients needed to reach
rural areas and towns for the first time. Costs are often US¢4() to US¢70 or
mor-e per kilowatt hour initially, but can declinie rapidly toward the levels
found in urban area as load densities rise (see figure 3.1 ). Average costs dur-

Figure 3.1 Costs of Grid Electrification in Relation to Load Density. Urban
and Rural Areas
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ing a program's early years may greatly exceed the marginal costs of expand-
min service. and some allowance for this in the tariff structure and financing
arranigements may be justified to encourage use.

The situation is similar in relation to the costs of connection and the pur-
chase of appliances and of solar home systems. Setting up a community grid
can cost tens of thousands of dollars. and the expense of connection to grid
electricity is a pervasive problem, with initial connection costs being as much
as US$1,000 in some cases (not including the additional costs of internal
house wiring). A solar home system costs between US$500 and US$1.00() or
more, depending on the system's configuration, imllport tariffs. and profit mar-
gins. Stoves and cylinders necessary to burn LPG are also a significant invest-
ment for the rural poor (see chapter 6). Another start-up cost for many pro-
grams is that of providing education and training, which was an important fea-
ture of Kenya's PV program, which is discussed more fully in box 4.4.

The problems posed by start-up costs and risks arise partly from a real or
perceived lack of creditworthiness of low-income consumers, and partly
from a shortage of long-term credit. Although many researchers have found
that rural savings (like people's willingness to pay for service) are often high-
er than commonly thought (Von Pischke, Adams, and Donald 1983). the lack
of affordable credit can be a barrier to meeting the initial costs of more mod-
ern energy. However. emerging innovations in credit delivery systems, such
as the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh (a member-supported bank mainly com-
prising poor families and women), offer some promising approaches to eas-
ing the credit situationl in rural markets (Khandkher, Khalily. and Khan
1995). Leasing arrangements for equipment such as PV sets, such as are
being considered in India, are another possibility. While micro-financing and
other programs have been directed imlainly at nonenergy uses, they seem well
suited to financing energy investmenits. such as small-scale generating and
distribution equipment and appliances.

Electricity companies can also provide credit by including connection
and service fees on consumilers' bills and spreading the costs over several
years. The five-year installiiieiit paylenit for the coninection charge operated
by the Bolivia public utility is a good example (see box 4.2). Similarly, and
perhaps with the aid of a participator-y program, wholesalers or retailers of
household PV systems, LPG, and improved appliances could, in principle,
also become useful conduits for consumer credit. Nontovernmenital organi-
zations, cooperatives, extension services, and other community organiizations
could play a role in desigiiing and overseeing such programs.

Private industries in the rich countries frequently absorb start-up costs
themselves, and also extend credit to their customers in anticipation of coIll-
mercial rewards later when markets develop. Examples of this abound in
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appliance markets. While the same may eventually occur in developing coun-
tries as they liberalize their economic policies. it cannot be assumed that it
will. Public policies to address the problems posed by high start-up costs are
both necessary and desirable.

E-xternal Costs and Beniefits

Public support is also merited to address indoor and outdoor air pollution and
the damage to natuial resources arising from the use of traditional fuels for
cooking. Economists have long recognized that the most effective way to
address environmental problems is to tax or regulate pollution. But taxing or
regulating rural households in developing countries for cooking with wood
and dung is not a practical proposition, and other policy instruments are more
appropriate-for example, working through rural education and extension
services to inform people about the fuels' health effects and initiating related
efforts to encourage the use of more efficient woodstoves with flues.

Not all externalities are negative, however, and in relation to energy sup-
plies, rural (and urban) energy policies now need to take into account the pos-
itive externalities of new renewable energy technologies. The costs of solar
technologies and solar-derived technologies, such as wind, are declining
steeply for several reasons: learning by doing, the opportunities for innovation
provided by new investment, and scale economies in the manufacture and
provision of support and marketing services.

Given the considerable economic potential and environimlental advantages
of these technologies, both for small- and( large-scale applications, the idea of
subsidies to develop them further is fully consistent with the economic prin-
ciples of public policy (Arrow 1962; Baumol 1995). The World Bank Group
has also accepted this argumenit in relation to Global Environmient Facility
projects (see GEF 1995. 1996. various years).

Emphasizing Participation and Institutional Development

As with other endeavors, development practitioners now recognize that par-
ticipation by community organizations and local social units is crucial for the
success of rural energy policies. To many community workers. scholars, vol-
untary organizations, and others who pioneered participatory approaches. this
has long been self-evident; their efforts are now beginning to bear fruit.

Participation

The World Bank Participation Source Book (World Bank 1995b) summarizes
the main features of the participatory approach arid draws on case studies
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from many countries to provide pointers toward good practices.
Cooperatives, nongovernmental organizations, and local community orga-

nizations can be highly effective vehicles for supportino the delivery of energy
services of all kinds and for managing natural resources. Such grassroots orga-
nizations are familiar with and understand local resources and needs. and are
often willing to assume responsibility for implementing policies and projects.

For example, in Karnataka State. India. residents of the village of Pura.
supported by the Karnataka State Council for Science and Technology and the
Centre for the Application of Science and Technology to Rural Areas, now
administer household electricity and water generated by large community bio-
gas digesters (see box 3.2). Subsequent chapters of this report present fulrther
exainples of the participatory approach.

Even the participatory approach, however. does not guarantee success;
given its nature it must be tailored to the local situation and the task at hand.
Experience has shown that Linless projects are related to social groups or
actors interested in their outcome and capable of carrying them out, they are
unlikely to succeed (see Cernea 1992). Several World Bank-financed com-

BOX 3.2 DECENTRALIZED POWER ested in obtaining clean and reliable
MEETS VILLAGE'S NEEDS FOR water supplies near their houses.
CLEAN WATER Because grid electricity supplies were

unreliable, the community decided to
Near Bangalore, south India, the vil- establish a system of biogas produc-
lage of Pura supplies household elec- tion for fueling a five-horsepower
tricity and water through large com- diesel generator. Electricity from the
munity biogas digesters. Although generator was supplied to house-
community biogas digesters have a holds through a micro-grid, and also
history of problems in India, the key to powered a deep tubewell pump. All
Pura's success was in listening to households participating in the pro-
what villagers viewed as their main gram received a tap with clean water
problems and needs. in front of their houses, eliminating

Original attempts to promote com- long walks to the local tank and sig-
munity biogas systems in Pura failed nificantly improving their health. Each
because they were directed at substi- household is charged a fixed rate for
tuting biogas for wood as a cooking the water tap and each electricity
fuel. Abundant wood resources in connection. Some households now
Pura make fuelwood collection rela- have both a grid and a village con-
tively easy, and therefore villagers had nection, which some villagers refer to
no incentive to maintain the system. as "people's power."

Subsequent discussions with vil-
lagers revealed they were more inter- Source: Ramani. Reddy, and Islam (1995)
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munity woodlot or community forestry projects, for example, proved to be
disappointing for this reason (Ceniea 1992). Undertaken in the late 1970s and
the 1980s. these projects were intended to reduce fuelwood shortages and
pressures on local forests and woodlanids by involving communities in plant-
ing local woodlots. However, even though they were based on local inquiry
and sought to have high levels of local participation, planting rates and wood-
lot maintenance often fell below expectations. The underlying mistake was to
view communities as units of social organization or economic agents, when in
actuality, the interests of community subgroups frequently differed and
worked against collective actions; community land was limited and the tenure
of common lands was uncertain; the local systems of authority had uneven
influence over subgroups' decisions; the distributional arrangements for shar-
ing the products of the common endeavor were disputed; and. more general-
ly. the communiities were -eographiical residenitial groupings, were not orga-
nized as joint producers, and were not systems onto wliichi external econom-
ic activities could be grafted (Cernea 1989. 1992).

In contrast. when project designer-s identify the appropriate social unit. the
chances of success are improved enormously. An excellent example is
afforestation based on farm- or agro-forestry. in which the farmers themselves
plant trees on farmilands in association with agriculture. Such projects began
to receive more support in the 1980s. and have often exceeded the project
designers' expectationis, largely because *as an enduring social unit able to
sustain forestry development, the far-m family is a powerful social resour-ce"
(Cernea 1989, p. 53). Participation in the development of woodstove pro-
grams by women's grouLIps is another successful example.

Local Inistitutionatl Development

Community action may however be effective when people from several vil-
lages and towns in a particular region are seeking electricity services. To this
end, various approaches are possible, namely:

* Establishing an electricity cooperative, a model followed in parts of the
United States and encouraged in the 1960s and 1970s in several Latin
American countries. Bangladesh's rural electrificationi program has
recently used cooperatives and has achieved considerable success in
terms of the number of connections achieved. cost recovery (close to 100
percent), and service quality.

Sending deputations from the communities to the regional or national
electricity utility to request service. perhaps in conjunction with offers of
community self-help to reduce costs.
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Establishing village-level or community ownership of a local system
where grid supplies are not available (box 3.2)

Historically, however, providers have used other imeans of making elec-
tricity available to villages and towns. In the first few decades of this century.
it was often supplied by a local enterprise willine to invest in a small genera-
tor and establish a small, local grid to retail the electricity service or by an
agro-industrial plant thi had surplus power available. In other cases, local
governments established public companies to provide electricity service to
their communities. either using their own genlerators or medium-voltage liniks
to a grid. Joint public-private partnerships were another arrangement com-
monly followed in both industrial arid developing countries. As villages and
towns expanded following migration fromii rural areas and economic growth
took place, the area's public or private comilpaniies also grew, and were the pre-
decessors of the larger mullicipal-and sometimes regional-electricity com-
panies we still see in some regions. Inteiconnection then followed, initially to
pool reserve capacity. and later- to reduce costs further through trading power
and energy and through the scale economies that could be obtained by
increasing the capacity of power stations. All this took place. if not always in
a competitive environmenit, at least in a situation where good financial returns
to investimient could be, and generally were. being achieved.

In developing countries, public ownership succeeded local private or
quasi-private ownership of electricity distribution in the 1950s and 1960s, and
took place somewhat earlier in most industrial countries. Since then. the prin-
cipal source of service expansion has been the direct extension of supplies
from a national electricity authority under public ownership and regulation.

With the privatization and unbundling of the electricity industry in many
countries, the question arises as to whether these historical models will reap-
pear or, where countries clo not pursue full privatizationl. ownership will be in
the hands of municipalities that operate on commercial principles. This ques-
tion is difficult to answer, because no country has followed this path before.
and it raises new issues, not only about ownership but about risks. taxes, reg-
ulation, and the roles of local or regional governments (see chapter 4).

A monopoly element would still be present in any public or private
involvement in distribtLtion. though the companies would be more visible than
their nationialized predecessors, and thus more accountable locally. However,
this scenario assumes that companies are willing to invest extensively in
extending distribution networks to villages and towns. Yet despite the progress
made with institutionial reform in the electricity inIdtlStrV since the beginning of
the 1 990s. private companies have so far shown comparatively little interest in
distribution and much more in generation1. Will local or regional govemments
have the capacity to attract private investment in distribution on the scale
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required? We are at the beginning of a new and complex process of institu-
tional development. the path of which is not yet clear. In the meantime, service
expansion needs to proceed. Chapter 4 pursues the discussion of options.

Even when well-tailored local energy approaches are pursued by cooper-
atives or municipalities. they run the danger of failing because of inadequate
training of personnel and inadequate maintenance and repairs of systems.
Local diesel generators and micro-hydro schemes have failed for such rea-
sons. and, as chapter 5 points out, so have some PV systems, even though they
are inherently low-maintenance operations. A solution often suggested is for
communities or cooperatives to share the needed infrastructure of services, a
practice that can be facilitated by regional or central leadership.

Decentraalization

In a broad sense, participation by local people in choosing and designing local
investments is moving countries toward decentralized economic develop-
ment. Thity years ago a Nobel Laureate, the late Sir Arthur Lewis, drew
attention to the importance both of decentralizing financing and of building
Up local governmenit units. He also noted that public services (schools. water
and electricity supply systems, local roads, and health centers and hospitals).
which in mature economies are rin by local authorities. were in many coun-
tries still being run by central governments and financed from central rev-
enues, a situation that persists in most developing regions (Lewis 1969). Local
participation and the development of local institutions in this broader sense is
desirable fiom both the demand- and supply-side perspectives.

On the demand side, it helps to reveal people's preferences among different
services and may also reveal other things. For example, many studies have found
that people's willinigness to pay for electricity and other services is far higher
than had been assumed (Whittington, Lauria, and Mu 1991; World Bank 1992).
Similarly, as noted earlier, rural savings are also often greater than assumed,
which makes the problem of people raising enoLIgh moniey for initial connection
somewhat less severe. On the supply side: decentralization increases local
accountability and provides incentives for more efficient provision of services.

In sum, then, the general aims of seeking greater local participation in
rural energy programs are to ensure that such programs are far more respon-
sive to people's needs than they often have been in the past.

Recognizing the Central Role of Good Enabling Conditions
for Development

The dependenice of so many people who lack access to modern energy forlmls
on biofuiels is above all a manifestation of poverty, and unless development
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policies in general promote economic growth and development on a broad
basis, not only will the rural energy problems described in this report persist.
they will become worse as developing countries' populations grow.

Even well-conceived investments in rural energy may falter, not because
they are intrinsically wrong, but because economic conditions may be work-
ing against them. For example, in rapidly dleveloping agricultural regions. the
provision of electricity helps to raise the productivity of local agro-industrial
and commercial activities by supplying motive power, refrigeration, lighting,
and process heating. In turn, increased earnings from agriculture and local
industry and commerce raise households' demands for electricity. However,
when development efforts fail because of. say. poor crop pricing and market-
ing policies, electricity supplies may be able to do little to remedy the situa-
tion. nor will electricity or other modern fuels be in great demand. If it is to
serve a useful purpose, electricity needs a "market." as do other energy forms
such as l PG and renewables.

Thus it is no coincidence that investments to improve energy supplies in
rural areas are more successful whien development is proceeding and incomes
are rising. The higher a country's per capita income, the greater the use of
modein fuels (figure 3.2). When per capita annual incomes are US$300 or
less, 90 percent or more of the population typically depend on fuelwood and
dung for cookiig. Once annual per capita incomiles reach US$1,000 to
US$1,500. substitution to modern fuels is almost complete.

With techinological progress and reductions in the costs of supplying
modern f'uels, the income levels at which the transition takes place have been
declining for more than a century. This can be illustrated by comparing the
experiences of the United States and the Republic of Korea. In the United
States, the transition from being 90 percent dependent on woodfuels to elim-
inating them almost entirely took nearly seventy years, from 1850 to 1920).
In Korea, the same transition took about thirty years. and wats almost com-
pleted by 1980.

For each 1.0 percent increase in per capita incomes. roughly 0.6 percent
of the population turn to inodern fuels. Based on projections of per capita
income in Global Economic Prospects and the Developing Countries (World
Bank 1995c), the population served by modern fuels cotIld rise fiom around
2 billion in 1990 to more than 4 billion by aroulid 2010. and if' this happens,
the number dependent on traditional fuels would decline by 0.5 billion or
mole during the period. The biggest gains would be in Asia and Latin
America, but there is no reason why Africa could not make good progress,
given a good enabling environmenit.

Looking at the relationship between per capita incomes and fuel use in this
way is, of course, a simplification. When development policies are such that
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incomes in a region are growing. both public and private investments in ener-
gy supply, in natural resouice management, in soil erosion control, and so
forth are all more likely to "work" better and show good returns. When assess-
ing the prospects for policies and investmenits focused directly on improving
energy supplies, therefore, one should also ask whether local health and edu-
cation programs are being put in place; whether complementary infrastruc-
ture, such as rural roads, water supplies, and sanitation is being given proper
attention; and whether macroeconomic and pricing policies are such that the
investments will function and will serve useful purposes. Rural energy poli-
cies and investments are an adjunct to good general development policies, and
their chances of success are greatly increased when the answers to such ques-
tions are positive.

Figure 3.2 The Use of Biomass in Relation to GNP per Person
in Eighty Countries

Percentage ot biorinass itl tot;l Qnergy used
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Options for Rural Electrification

Rural electrification is generally thought of as grid electrification.
and this is indeed the most comimlon and most desired means of supply. Where
load densities are low, however, diesel generators. renewable energy (solar
energy. micro-hydro. wind, and small biomaass-fired generators), and
"hybrids" of such options are miiore cost-effective.

Progress to Date

Developing countries' efforts to extend electricity supplies to their popula-
tions have been impressive. During 1970-90. nearly 1.3 billion people were
newly suipplied with electricitv from national grids, of whom 800 million
were in urban areas and 500 million in rural areas (table 4.1).

In all regions the share of the population served rose. China accounted for
nearly half of the increases, but the extent of service in Africa remains low.
DIurinig this period, populations grew by 1.5 hillion, and in low-income
economies outstripped the growth of people with service: in Sub-Saharan
Africa, the nuimber of people with service grew by 55 million, total popula-
tion grew by 220( million; in South Asia. the number of people with service
grew by 250( millioni, total population grew by 320 million.

Low-income households in developing countries use electricity mainly for
lighting, television, radio, and ironing; as incomes rise. refrigerators and other
appliances become affordable. Table 4.2 provides data from a survey of elec-
tricitv use in urban households in Indonesia. where the pattern was similar to
that found in rural households in other counitries. Unless one CouInts fans,
whicil are quite popular, air conditioning. which is one of the biggest sources

41
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Table 4.1 Urban and Rural People Connected to Electricity in

Developing Countries, by Region, 1970 and 1990 (percent)

Re,/ian R19 al

Region 197z) 1990 /970 1990

Northi Africa and Middle East 65 Xl 14 35

Latin America and Caribbean 67 82 15 40

Sub-Saharan Africa 28 38 4 8

South Asia 39 53 12 25

East Asia and Pacitfic 51 82 25 45

All developig coauntries 52 76 18 33

Total served (in millions) 320 1,100 340 820

Nole: The'e esaitiiie, aire aonIv approximation'

Smiurce World B ink project anid sector reprls. other Imatenils. aInd ILnrveVS 'If eleCi1ici ty slatis ics hy the
Wo,rld Bank's regional siaff in Asia and Latiii Aitterica.

Table 4.2 Appliance Use in Households with Electricity in Urban Indonesia,

1987 (percent)

In_ icme cle.s.s

AuIinirv 1,o Middle High

Lighltinig 1(0 10( 10(

Televisioni 31 63 83

Ironingi 21 5 1 77

Economilic activity 5 6 9

Refrigeration 1 6 9

Water pumping 1 4 26

Air conditioniing 0 I 1

Cooking 0 2 8

kWhlhousehold/milonth 24 47 130

Source: Peskin and Bazrnes (1994). This paper was a background paper fIo lie World Developrnent Report

1994 (World Bank 1994bl.
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Figure 4.1 Energy Efficiency and Lighting
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of electricity demand in the rich countries, is virtLially absent. Electricity is
also rarely used as a cookitig fuel, for which it is both expensive and energy
inefficient.

One sometimnes overlooked feature of electrification programs is that they
may improve the efficiency with which energy is produced and used. A par-
ticularly dramatic case is that of electric lighting, in which even the incan-
descent lamp represents a 50- to 100-fold increase in energy efficienicy rela-
tive to the kerosenie wick lamp (figure 4.1 ). The fllorescent lamp, which is
well suited to solar home systemns. raises energy efficiency several hundred
times. The quality of the light electric incanidescent or fluorescent bulbs pro-
vide is also vastly superior to that of kerosene lights or candles.

Although electricity fromil central grids, local grids, or renewables can be
expensive in absolute terms, the combination of higher efficiency and better
quality service is attractive to those rural consumers able to afford it, and
may also reduce the real costs of the service (for example. li-ht) itself. On
the island of Java, Indlonesia. for example, the use of electricity compared
with kerosetie led to a seven- to tenfold incr-ease in lighting for newly con-
nected consumers, the cost of electricity per kilolumen of light oLItput being
about 5 percent of the costs per kilolumen of light provided by kerosene
lamps. In tiost countries, the biggest sources of demand for electricity in
rural areas and towns are often farms, agro-indt.stries. and small commercial
and manufacturing establishmenlts (for iTigalti on pumilping. water supplies.
crop processiny. refrigerationi, and inotive power). Typically 60 to 80 per-
cent of the electricity supplied in developing agricultural regions is used for
such purposes.

Thus rural areas and towns often use electricity for purposes that are
socially and econoicallv valuable. They do so often enough to justify the
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investmilent from an econoinic per-spective. The main qLiestions about grid
electrification in rural areas and towns relate less to its usefuliess, than to
financing and costs and whethier alterinatives are mior-e cost-effective. As
noted in the introduction. current moves toward market and regulatory
reforiml in the industry are also resulting in new questions beingv raised about
the role of public policy in the expansion of service. Let us consider these
questions in turn.

Pricing and Financial Policies

Practically all developing coullntl-ies have set tariffs Poa- electricity supplies to
rural areas at below the costs of supply, even makinig generous allowances for
declines in costs as load density increases (see figurlle 3.1 ). This is the same
policy that the high-incomile industrial countries have used in the past. Table
4.3 shows the rural tariffs fo7r several countries compared with the long-run
marginal costs of supply. In all cases tariffs are significantly below the esti-
mated costs of supply, althoujgh several coulitries do at least cover fuel, oper-
atingi. and mnaintenanice costs. A common policy is to have "uniforimi national
tariffs,." that is. the same tariffs in rural and urban areas, even though average
actual costs can be two or three times higher in rural than in urban areas.

In cases where the overall fiianicial position of an electric power utility has
been sound. in that it has been able to recover- the rural subsidies froni general
tariffs. theni even ambitious irLral electrificationi programs have been successful-

Table 4.3 Costs and Tariffs for Electricity in Rural Areas of Selected
Countries, 1993

U.S. cents per kilowallt ho(ur

Gentel,tit &l' Av era eg
It/ait nssion tNiOfl Di.tribtttibtto etlgicd/tltt-atl

ConeI^rv Fuwe C(7jC1tt tV (aptftcit( fiotul to7,ite

Bangladesh 4.6 9.2 1(.6 24.4 16.0

India 2.1 5.8 8.7 16.4 0.5

Indonesia 3.8 4.1 9.8 17.6 5.8

Malaysiai 2.3 8.8 4.4 15.5 7.2

Philippinles 5.0 2.8 7.5 15.3 9.2

Thailand 5.0 3.8 8.3 17.1 7.0

Note: The tigures in th titable relate to tile lonig-nutl Inaginal cot f(t electricity une in agricAilture att low coltage.
Somei e: WOrlId Batik t 1994a:.
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BOX 4.1 RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ensure revenue collection; paying
IN THAILAND careful attention to customer service,

marketing, and community involve-
Thailand's rural electrification program ment; and employing a system of
began during the early 1970s. cross-subsidies from large to small
Between 1975 and 1994, the number customers. Retail tariff rate structures
of electrified villages increased from 20 were designed to charge larger users
to 98 percent. During the same period, higher rates than small users. With
the population covered outside the respect to residential classes for both
Bangkok metropolitan area increased urban and rural customers, the retail
from 18 to more than 80 percent. tariff structure consisted of a fixed

Reasons for the program's success charge and several increasing blocks
include thorough planning for careful as shown below.
system expansion; keeping costs
low; using a unique billing program to Source: Tuntivate and Barnes (1995).

Residential Tariff Schedule

U.S. ¢/kWh

9

7 I 151-400kWh

6 at 8.90 per kWh

- -. Momt hn400kWH
4 .

4at l0 pa kWH I

l . . , I I I I I

0 100 200 3(( 400+

Moonthlv kWh Mlocks

Tariff schedule includes a fixed charge and the increasing block rate: less than 150 kWh. a fixed

charge of US$2(0 for the lirst 5 kWh or less; more thani 150 kWh. a tixed charge of US$3.56 foir

the first 35 kWhI or less.

Lifeline rates for the first 35 kWh were designed to make service affordable for poor people
who used stiall amnounts of electricity, primilarily for lighting. Because of such Iimited ttse by the
poor, lieline rates did not adversely affect the company's, ftiancial perfoirmance.
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ly implemented. The policy is not ideal, but Thailand's experience, summarized
in box 4.1. shows what can be accomplished. The program was started twenty
years ago and has achieved connection rates of more than 75 percent for the
whole country. with high participation by the rural poor. An interesting aspect
of this program is the low lifeline rates offered to low-income consumers: as
people's incomes grow and their consumption increases. they move into a high-
er tariff category, eventually reaching US¢ 10 per kilowatt hour (kWh). The tar-
iff thus gradually reduces the overall subsidy as incomes and demand grow, and
the high costs of stail-up recede into the past-a highly desirable feature.

Long-term subsidies for grid-supplied rural electrification are not sustain-
able in most developing countr-ies. For example, as the Centre for Urban
Poverty Alleviation, an Indian nongovernmental organization (NGO). has
commentecl: "The highly subsidized and free power to agriculturists in some
Indian states is an extreme example of political largesse in which there are no
winners, only losers. The foremost loser is the State Electricity Board, not
because of financial losses, but because it perpetuates the debilitating process
which makes the Board less and less capable of fulfilling any part of its man-
date. Urban and industrial consumers (who pay) suffer because the system is
plagued by load shedding and other inefficiencies. The agriculturists hardly
get the power they need. The country loses on all counlts.'

More generally, cross-subsidies have five disadvantages. (Note that they
do not arise in connection with the relatively small amounts, typically about
5 percenit of total consumption, needed to support such policies as lifelile
rates.) They are as follows:

• They underminie the utilities' financial viability, and thus their ability to
provide service. In the Philippines (before the recent reforms of the elec-
tricity sector) and India, financial losses diminished the utilities' ability to
support the expansion of service, not only in rural areas, but also in urban
areas. In addition, financial weaknesses eventually led to deterioration of
the maintenance of the power plants and electricity networks.

* The costs are high. In irLral areas, per capita consumption for household
uses typically ranges from 25 to 50 kWh per year. and for nonhousehold
uses is some two to three times this amount, bringing the total to some 100
to 200 kWh per year per person. a figure that is somewhat higher in the
middle-incomie countries. Meanwhile subsidies are frequently USe5 to
US¢ I0 per kWh, sometimes higher, and so may amount to US$5 to US$20
or more per personi served per year. These are substantial costs to bear in
light of both of the hulidreds of millions of people already receiving service
(table 4.1 ) and the yet greater numbers who will be demanding it in future.
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* The prospects of alternatives-such as solar energy. small hydro and wind
generator sets, and diesel-powered autogenerators--are all undennined. In
everyday terms, the playing field is not level, a source of much concem to
the numerous businesses, small-scale and large, otherwise able to offer elec-
tricity services from such sources to people living in rural areas anid towns.

BOX 4.2 CREDIT FINANCING the evening hours. This scheme
COMPENSATES FOR HIGH COST enabled the number of households
OF ACCESS IN RURAL BOLIVIA able to purchase electricity service to

double or more, making connection
When people in the rural villages of rates comparable to those achieved
Mizque and Aiquile in Bolivia were in villages served by the central grid
given the opportunity to purchase (such as Vacas; see the column in
electricity service from local diesel boldface in the table).
micro-grids, high costs prevented all Even though the households of
but 25 percent of households from Aiquile and Mizque still had to pay
accepting the offer (the cost of the ini- about five times more than the house-
tial connection to the system is high, holds of Vacas on a kilowatt-hour
and the cost per kilowatt hour of ser- basis for electricity service-service
vice is high in such isolated micro- that was limited to the evening hours
grid systems because of the high cost at that-a majority valued electrifica-
of operation compared with central tion enough to subscribe when an
electric grids). affordable financing scheme became

The electricity companies that oper- available. The example shows that
ate the micro-grids serving Mizque people are willing and able to pay
and Aiquile then decided to finance prices that cover a substantial portion
the connection charges of about of the cost of electricity supply and
US$100 to US$125, allowing their suggests how important credit can be
customers to pay back the costs in in expanding access.
small installments over five years.
The customers also had to agree to Source: Torres (1993).
receive electricity service only during

Credit Access and Electricity Adoption in Three Villages

Crledlit ',o ofl hu (11ouselloldL, Price
Vi/age Sv.etn lC(eTs credit w/ electricix ($/k Wli)

Aiquile Diesel Yes 51 55 0.25

Mizque Diesel Yes 56 59 0.30

Vacas Grid No 0 54 0.06
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* Private investment in distribution is discouraged. This can. in theoryv be over-
come by tax incentives or direct subsidies from public revenues. but again.
one must ask whether the state can alford this and whether greater claims
on public revenues do not exist, for example. from education and health.

* Innovationi is discouraged. Such innovation might. for example. include
providing smlall-scale supplies from renewable energy sources.

More often than not, subsidies are not needed anyway. Rural consumers
are willing to pay more if suppliers are willing to incorporate the capital costs
of start-up and connection in the tariffs. The cases of Pura (box 3.2) and
Bolivia (box 4.2) provide good illustrations of people's willingness to pay. In
Bolivia. the costs of energy supplied by diesel were five times the costs of
electricity supplies in urban areas, but when the capital costs of connection
and supply were incorporated into the taifff (as a forimi of credit), connection
rates were high. In many countries people have purchased diesel engines at
cost ftor in-igation pumping. crop processing. and off-grid electricity supplies
(Child and Kaneda 1975). Recently. rural households in Kenya have been pur-
chasing PVs at cost. inclusive of import duties. to provide electricity when
grid supplies were not available.

An ideal policy is one in which prices recover the present value of costs
over the long-term, that is, prices are equal to the discountecl unit cost (see
Turvey and Andersoni 1977). In general. this will mean that prices will be
below average costs for some time unltil demand and load densities have
increased sufficiently. but above the long-run marginal costs of supply so as
to provide for an eventual recovery of the initial costs of extension. Such a
policy has the advantages of including a credit componenit, of being finan-
cially viable, and of making it attractive to the company to expand service and
promote use. As noted earlier, there is no reason why such a tariff cannot
include lifeline rates without compromising the utility's financial position.

Cost-Effectiveness and the Choice of Alternatives

Electrification programs have centered almost exclusively on grid electrification.
While this is cost-effective for high-density loads. planners have often over-
looked the alternatives. The costs of electrification can be reduced by working
with lower service standards. but other options are available (Munasinghe 1987).

Costs of Grid Supplies

Table 4.4 shows the costs of extending distribution to unelectrified areas. The
incremental costs of expanding grid supplies usually have the following coin-
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ponents: (a) the capital and fuel costs of generation: (b) the capital costs of
reinforcing the transmission and subtransmission nietworks; (c) the extension
of medium-voltage transmission networks; and (d) the establishment of a low-
voltage distribution network and household connectiotis. Such costs vary
from country to country and among regions in a single country. and the costs
of meeting peak demands are considerably higher, but the table illustrates how
costs vary in a typical situation. Grid supplies are usually a cheaper option il
areas with high load densities and high load growth near the grid.

Reducinig linitial Investment Costs bx Usinig Appropriate
Design Standards

The highi initial costs are a major balTier to serfvice extensioni, but can be reduced
appreciably by using designi standards suitable for areas with lower demiand
(once demand rises, standards can be increased). The demands of most rural
consumers range from 0.2 kilowatts (kW) to 0.5 kW; however, the minimum
service connectioni ratings in developing-country utilities are typically 3 to 7
kW. which raises costs. For the same reason, the costs of installation and wiring
provided by the utility are high. Simplifying wiring codes and using load lim-
iters (circuit breakers) for lower levels of consuimptioni can reduce costs signif-
icantly. In addition, using cheaper poles and involving local people in works and
mainiteniance will also reduce service costs. When service is being provided to
millions of people, the aggregate of such economfies is considerable.

Micro-Grids Supplied bY Diesel Generators

Decentralized, isolated distribution systems have been comimonll for several
decades in remote population centers, and in most developing countries predate
the establishment of grids. For example. such systems were serving numerous
villages and towns in northerin Ghana before the grid extensions in the 1980s.
Box 4.2 on Bolivia provides another example. The costs of such systems typi-
cally range from US20() to US¢60 per kWh. Table 4.5 provides data for two
schemes, each serving fifty consumers, one in Yemen. the other in Pakistan.

Maintenance and hiigh fuel costs have been long-standing problemiis with
diesel gellerators. The systems are often in remote locations. and the difficulties
of purchiasing imported spare parts and fuel have often made themn Lunreliable.

Electricitv Suppliesfiromn Reniewable Energy Soturces

The cost estimnates in table 4.5 are ftairly typical of smiiall diesel plants. They
also show why energy from solar, wind, and micro-hydio schemes has become
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Table 4.4 The Effects of Line Length and Consumption Levels on the Costs of
Rural Electrification (costs in U.S. cents pier kWh)

Cost 0or;i/7oniCl (jiUit costs Totals'

Generation and Transmission

Fuel 3- 4

Capital 2 - 3

Transmission & subtransmission reinforcement 3

Subtotal (rounded) 10

Medium-voltage extension and low-voltage distribution

3 km spur line, 20 households 45 55

3 km spur line. 50 households 20 30

1 km spuir line. 20 houselholds 15 25

1 km Spur line. 5(0 households 7 17

Hieh-densitv rural loadIs 2 12

na. Notl applicable.
a. Total, inicltide the getteratioti attd tratimiiton costs shown itt the rIpper rows, plus the extension and distri-

hutitn costs showwn fUr cach otf the five cases of line letigthiand Igiad density. Assiniptionis: Medi uni-voltage
linies. USS10.(KY) per kilolmeteL. iow-voltage distnbtitilt. lUS$5.0(11 per kilomilete.r. US40 per kilovolt alipere
tor si inple pole-top distributioni tranisforniers; conlsutitptiotl levels of 35 kWh per tontlth per household: 2(
mleters if lovw-voltage circuit per houtse: 10 percent clicoutt rate; twentv-fie yeear lifetitnie for circuits. fifteen
years for tIrattsforiters. The above figures ire adjasted for the higher losses experieticed int serving ruiral ener-
gy demtatids. Sotto-: Arun Santghvi. persottal cotnttttInication.

Table 4.5 The Costs of Small Diesel Supply Systems in Pakistan and Yemen

Svstcin rle;telt v PoNkisnro Yement

Number of consumers 50 50

Consumption/consumer/motith 2-5 kWh 25 kWh

Size of generator 20 kW 20 kW

Investment cost US$14,250 US514,250
(including network and civil works]

Fuel cost per liter $ 0. 17 $ 0.22
Electricity costs US$0.35/kWh US$0.5 I/kWh

Sitavcr: Meunier (1993i. cited in Foley t 1995i.

attractive in rejions where the solar insolation. wind regime, or hydro
resources are suitable. A report by the former Office of Technology Assessment
of the U.S. Congress (OTA 1992) found that the all-inclusive unit costs of elec-
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tricity were as low as US¢ 12 per kWh for micro-hydro. depending on the site.
US¢45 per kWh for PVs, and US¢25 per kWh for small wind sets (the costs of
the latter two technologies have declinied significantly since). Electricity for
local distribution can also be generated from such fuels as biogas or biomass.
depending on local availability of resources (see box 3.2 on the case of Pura).

Micro-hydropower can be one of the cheapest options for providing elec-
tricity to riral areas that are too far away from the grid to be connected to it,
and can sometimes also supply the grid. This is certainly true where local
capacity to manufacture turbines exists, as in China and India. In India, a pro-
grain to finance micro-hydro systems privately will both serve local demand
and feed into the central grid system.

Another aspect of micro-hydro is the care needed when selecting a site,
given the possible variation in stream flows during the year and from river to
river. Costs vary significantly. depending on the site and the terrain. In Nepal.
for example, some 25 percent of total costs for a micro-hydro project can be
for transportation of equipment and materials alone, but are muchi lower in
less mountainous regions. However, if all elements of the project cycle adopt-
ed a low-cost approach, even in Nepal the costs of extending the grid to small
consumers could be as low as US$150 per consumer. One important aspect of
such approaches is the participation of the local community, which reduces
costs, enhances consumer satisfaction, and helps to provide a financially
viable investment. Box 4.3 provides an example of an innovative and suc-
cessful micro-hydro development effort in Peru. at a village center distant
from the national electricity grid.

The development of micro-grids, whatever their primary source of ener-
gy. requires a significant level of community consensus and support regard-
ing such factors as billing, service, and organization. Local participation is a
key ingredient in the design of such isolated systems, in their inmplemnentation,
and in their day-to-day operation. This is self-evident in the case of small local
systems that are the result of local self-help or private initiative. However,
even isolated systems put in place by a national program are more efficient if
they enlist the cooperation of local consumers. Central grid systems also ben-
efit from local participation in rural distributioll. In Bangladesh, for example.
locally managed rural electric cooperatives are responsible for distributing
power that they purchase from the grid or generate locally. Their record of
billing, collection, losses. and maintenanice is significantly better than that of
the main power utility in charge of urban distributioni.

Developments in new renewable energy technologies have greatly
expanded the options for supplying electricity in rural areas (see chapter 5 for
a more complete discussion). Consider developments in solar PV technolo-
gies, for example. Barely twenty years ago. at the time of writing the Bank's
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BOX 4.3 A CREDIT PROGRAM son-days of labor). The ITDG super-
FOR MICRO-HYDRO IN PERU: vised construction and provided tech-
A PROMISING BEGINNING nical and management training.

The capacity of the Chalan micro-
One constraint to the wider use of hydro scheme is 25 kW and the capi-
small-energy technology is access to tal cost was US$82,700. Direct con-
capital. Many financiers see micro- nections have been provided to
hydro schemes as high risk, and are eighty families to date, with most
therefore reluctant to make funds remaining households expected to
available. This reluctance stems from connect in the future. A further 617
the frequent lack of adequate support families from surrounding communi-
for training, operation, and manage- ties are indirect beneficiaries of the
ment of schemes by borrowers. scheme as they now have access to

In Peru in 1993, the Intermediate improved health and education facili-
Technology Development Group (ITDG) ties, battery charging, agro-process-
and the Inter-American Development ing, and workshop and communica-
Bank established a rotating fund to tion services and also benefit from
make loans of up to US$30,000 avail- public lighting in the village.
able to rural communities and rural An elected committee that is inde-
enterprises for micro-hydro schemes. pendent of the village council man-
The interest rate is 8 percent per year, ages the schemes and is responsible
and the payback period is five years. for overseeing operation and mainte-

The first scheme to be installed nance; collecting tariffs; promoting
under the program supplies electricity safe and efficient use of the energy;
to the village of Chalan, fifty miles and managing the introduction of new
from the national grid. Chalan has a uses, such as workshop equipment.
population of 540 people in 120 fami- At present, the power from the plant
lies. In addition, nineteen other small is priced at USc9 per kWh, although
settlements or hamlets in the area this will increase to cover the costs of
use Chalan as their main center for generation and to provide a reserve
services. fund for repairs and replacements.

The initiative for the micro-hydro Conversely, as demand increases,
scheme came from the village council the costs of generation will fall, pro-
and a local NGO that was working viding the opportunity to reduce tar-
with local farmers. The funding for the iffs.
scheme came from four sources: a The credit program aims to install
loan from the credit program, a grant around twelve schemes. The pro-
from the local NGO, the resources of gram has already attracted consider-
the village council, and the labor of able interest among local communi-
every family in Chalan, who agreed to ties and enterprises, government
contribute a set amount of time to bodies, and international agencies.
construct the channel, install the pipe,
and build the powerhouse (the com- Source: Courtesy of Stephen Fisher,
munity provided a total of 4,318 per- ITDG, personal communication (1996).
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previous policy paper on rural electrification, costs were several hundred
thousand dollars per kilowatt, conversion efficiencies were low, and the oniv
applications were in aerospace and in specialized switching circuits. Today
PV systems are providing electricity economically to rural areas of develop-
ing countries for domilestic lighting and appliances. vaccine refrigerationi for
health clinics. village water pumps. telephones. inrigation pumping. street
lighting. and schools. In areas far from the grid or where delivering conven-
tional fuels is difficult. renewables are often the least-cost options. Significant
markets for PVs are thriving in rural areas of developing countries-in
Kenya. for example (box 4.4).

Cost-efficient use of renewable energy technologies in rural areas can be
elIcouraged by educating people about the possibilities and by providing train-
ing in how to install and maintain the techinologies. Electricity distribution
companiies also need to be encouraged to consider the costs and benefits of the
solar alternative to grid supplies to meet small loads and provide supplemen-
tary power on the longer distributioni networks. The World Bank Group's Solar
Initiative, launched in 1994. is identifyinig such oppoilunities (see chapter 7).

Regulatory and Price Reforms, Unbundling, and
Privatization

Extendinig electricity supplies to large numbers of people an(d growing mar-
kets in developing countries will require financially sound and efficiently
maniaged electricity supply industries. However, despite a sixfold increase in
electricity generating capacity and output since 1970 and the raipid increase in
the number of customiiers served. by the late 1980s the financial positions and
efficiency of electricity supply industries had deteriorated badly in many
countries. Several of these countries are now attemptinig to reform their elec-
tricity sLipply industry and its ownership and regulationl so that it can be oper-
ated on commercial principles and under independent managemiient (see
World Bank 1993b. 1994d). Box 4.5 summarizes the key aspects ol' the reform
process and provides some examples.

hnplication.s for Ruiral Electrification

Countries that permit more conmiercial policies and independent ("arm's
length") regulation in the electricity supply industry will see the industry's
finhancial positioii greatly strengthened, and thereby its ability to extend and
offer reliable service to rural areas. Average real tariffls in the electricity supply
industry in developing countries had(l eclined from lUSe5.2 per kWh (already
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below the costs of supply) in 1979 to less than US¢3.8 per kWh by the early
1990s, whereas supply costs were around USe I0 per kWh. Given electricity
sales of approximnately 2.2 trillion kWh per year, annual revenue shortfalls
were thus in excess of US$130 billion per year, more than was needed to

BOX 4.4 PV MARKET GROWTH areas is now competitive with the cost
OUTPACES GRID CONNECTIONS IN of grid electricity.
RURAL KENYA Rural electricians are joining forces

with urban entrepreneurs and solar
About 20,000 households in rural electric suppliers based primarily in
Kenya have purchased PV systems Nairobi. Currently, at least eight com-
for electric lighting, despite the panies supply the PV market and
absence of any government program compete through agents in rural
and in the face of import taxes of 30 areas to market, install, and maintain
percent or higher on PV equipment. PV systems. Such growth in PV use
The private sector has accounted for illustrates the high value people in
about two-thirds of the total installed remote locations place on electric
capacity. By contrast, the country's lighting. They view PVs as an attrac-
highly subsidized rural electrification tive alternative to waiting indefinitely
(RE) program has reached only for the grid system, which may never
17,000 households (see the figure reach them.
below). The cost of PV-supplied elec-
tricity for low levels of lighting in rural Source: ESMAP (1994a).

Comparing Grid and PV UJse. 1987-92
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BOX 4.5 INSTITUTIONAL REFORM ing much greater attention to the per-
IN THE ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR formance of the distribution enterpris-

es to ensure that they can act as reli-
Many countries are introducing reforms able power purchasers and be
to increase the efficiency of their elec- depended upon to collect electricity
tricity industries and attract more pri- bills on time and minimize losses.
vate sector financing and manage- Asian utilities are tending toward incor-
ment. Reforms include poration, as companies and govern-
* Cutting governments' role by separat- ments are not focusing on unbundling

ing policymaking from regulation and to date except in Pakistan and the
operation of utilities Philippines, but are paying particular

* Establishing transparent regulatory attention to regulation. China has
systems with predictable price-set- passed a new electricity law that is
ting rules and procedures expected to pave the way for separat-

* Putting power sectors on a commer- ing the regulatory functions of the
cial basis, preferably as companies provincial power enterprises. Likewise,
under a commercial code in India, many of state boards are con-

* Raising capital on local and foreign sidering radical reform based on the
markets "Orissa model." The government

* Encouraging direct investment and com- passed the first major regulatory law in
petition in generation and distribution. Orissa, and this is likely to be adopted
Since 1992, the pace and depth of in the other states.

energy sector reform have intensified In Eastern Europe and the former
in developing countries, particularly in Soviet Union, progress has been much
Latin America and Asia. In Argentina. slower. Many are beset by old, poorly
Bolivia, and Peru, governments are maintained plant; excess capacity; and
unbundling the sector and selling facili- environmental and safety problems.
ties to the private sector. Competition is These issues are limiting the focus on
evident in generation and the acquisi- reform, and little new investment is now
tion of distribution facilities. While each being sought. The Czech Republic and
country is developing its own approach Hungary have made good progress
to reform, many of the reforms have toward privatization. however, and
been modeled on those in Chile, reforms in Poland and Ukraine are
because it completed its restructuring promising. Still governments seem
and privatization long before other reluctant to relinquish their regulatory
countries in the region. Most recently, roles.
Brazil and the smaller countries of In Africa, governments are increas-
Central America have begun to follow ingly recognizing the need for reform
the trend. as they come to understand that reform

In most Asian countries, progress is in other regions could leave them
intensifying. As private power projects behind and discourage private involve-
develop, reforms to encourage compe- ment unless they, too, commit to
tition and increase the efficiency of changes.
existing producers and distributors Source: World Bank (1 993a,b,
pick up speed. Governments are pay- 1994d) and internal staff reports.
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expand capacity, and ten times the amount needed for even ambitious rural
electrification programs. As box 3.1 pointed out, the bulk of the implied subsi-
dies were for commercial, industrial. andl household consumers who were both
able and (in the economist's sense of the teriml) willing to pay tor service.

The main question about the reforms now being sought, therefore, is not
about their desirability, but whether they will bring about sufficient commer-
cial interest in rural electrification. Ulrban mar-kets are not only easier to serve
and more lucrative, but also have big supply backlogs and are growing rapid-
ly. All the countries that have so far succeeded in providing universal service
to rural areas and towns (the high-income industrial countries) did so with
public leadership and financial support. Governments maiidated service
expansion, often coupled with regulatory permission to recover the extra costs
from higher prices in urban areas. provided tax incentives, or both. Whether
the private sector in developing countries will respond to the challenges
involved is unknown.

So far, private investors have been mainly interested in genieration. not
distribution, something that adds to the problems of public authorities that
wish to encourage private investment and service extension on the one hand.
but find limited private response on the other. In Asia, private ownership of
installed capacity almost wholly in generation ranges from less than 20 per-
cent in China, India. and Thailand. to 20 to 50 percent in Indoniesia, Pakistan.
and the Philippines. to more than 60 percent in Malaysia. The figures are
higher, oni average, for the Latin Americanl countries, where privatization is
proceeding more rapidly. but as in Asia, private investors' intelest in distlibii-
tion is still quite low. Yet another complicatioln is that with rare exceptions.
countries cannot accomiiplish the reforimi in a short period, so for the next sev-
eral years. policymackers and the industry will have to continue to supply and
expanid service while reforms are under way.

Approaches

In these circumstances, rural electrification will require public involvement
for some time to come, and as with the general institutional reformis now tak-
ing place. ilo uniquely best approachi is available: much will depend on indi-
vidual country's circumstances. The following are some possibilities:

* A continuance of public involvement in distribution. with regulations
requiring companies to expand service in ways consistent with achieving
satisfactory financial rates of return to investment.

* Joint public-private investments in distribution. with the same regulatory
requiremelnt as the first option.
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* When the distribution company is privately owned, a regulatory require-
mient to expand service. coupled with permnissioni to meet the financing
requiremlients out of rural-specific tariffs or (a second-best measure) a sur-
charge oni general tariffs.

* Full price liberalization on private investimients in distribution, with regu-
lators acting as monlitors of prices anid the efficiency of service, the latter
being defined to inlclude the expansion of service where the costs and
returns justify it.

* Encouiragement of the formation of electricity cooperatives, the private
development of micro-grids, or both.

This list is not comprehensive, and other options are possible. Barring an
economic surprise. however, public leadership does seem to be necessary to
expand service to rural areas and towns: it will need to be open to alternative
anrangements and to a variety of ways of encouraging private investment.



C H A P T E R F I V E

Innovations in Renewable Energy

Recent developmenits in renewable energy technologies have
greatly added to the options available for improving rLiral ener-gy supplies.
The main technologies suite(d to rural areas are micro-hydro. biogas. wind
generators. wincd pumps. solar heaters for hot water, and sustainable ways to
provide wood supplies. All these are important souL-ces of energy andi can be
developed furthel,- as illustrated by the examples of China (box 5.1 ) and Piura
in India (box 3.2 ). A mor-e receni development has been the use of photo-
voltaic (PV) systems to provide electricity supplies for such small-scale appli-
cationis as electric lights and dotimestic appliances, refr-iger-ationl for clinics, vil-
lage water puimps, street lightiig, and healthi clinics and schools. For small-
scale applications in rulal areas, PVs are often less expensive and more reli-
able thani grid supplies or diesel motors. The encouraging feature of the Kenya
example discussed in box 4.4 was that it was financed on a purely private
basis (van der Plas 1994). Solar thermal electric systems U Silng parabolic dish-
es at-e also showing much promilise for small-scale supplies (Ahmed 1993).

Aside fiomi their environimenital appeal, new' renewable energy technologies
are attracting priofessional interest for several reasons, namnely: the abundanice of
the solar resource, from which most formis of reniewable energy are derived:
technical progress and cost reductiolIs: and the modularity of the technologies.
The rest of this chapter will focLis on techliological progress and on the sup-
porting policies needed if renewable energy is to be widely used in rural areas.

Technical Progress in Using the Solar Resource

Each vear. the earth receives energy from the SLuln equal to 10,000 times the
world s commercial energy consLImption and mor-e than 1(00 times the wor-ld's

58
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proven coal. gas. and oil reserves. Modern solar electric schemes, such as PV
systems and solar-thermial power stations, can currently convert 7 to 15 per-
cent of the incidenit energy into a form useful for consumption. and in theory
would need less than I percent of the world's land area to meet all its energy
needs. Solar eneryv is an abundanit and infinitely renewable resource.

Insolationis are about 2,000 to 2,500 kilowatt hours (kWh) per square
meter per year in m1aniy areas of cleveloping countries, which means that a PV
scheme of I square meter can supply 100 to 300 kWh. dependinlg on the type
of cell used, which is sufficient for lighting. radio. television. and ironing,
while a 5 square meter panel set is sufficient to meet the water pumping needs
of a village or to provide for irrigation on a small farin.

Technical dexelopments have been impressive, and reductions in the costs
of all major- solar energy technologies, incIlidinig derived forms of solar ener-
gy such as wind. have been substantial (Alimned 1993: Johansson and others
1993). As figure 5.1 shows, in the early 1970s PV modules cost several hun-
(ired thousanid dollars per peak kilowatt and applications were largely con-
litied to aerospace and other specialized uses. By 1990 costs had fallenl to
USS6,000 per peak kilowatt and PVs had become commercially Xviable for a
wide range of small-scale uses: costs have (leclined by another 20 to 30 per-
cenit since. An estimated 1(0,0)0 to 2'00.000 systems are installed in (level-
oping countries. includinig 40,00() in Mexico, 0,(000 in Kenya. 16,0)00 in
Indonesia. 1 5,000 in China. I 0,00() in Brazil. and 4.000 in Sri Lanka.

BOX 5.1 RENEWABLE ENERGY China's Solar Energy Research
IN CHINA Institute. This is equivalent to the heat

that several hundred megawatts of
China has long promoted renewable electricity generating capacity could
energy technologies for its large rural deliver. Demand has grown by 50 per-
population. Nearly 800 of China's cent in each of the past two years,
2,166 counties depend on small-scale stimulated by a rise in farm incomes.
hydro for electricity, and some 5.5 mil- Until recently, the PV program had
lion households use biogas systems reached a modest 4.500 households.
that process animal manure, kitchen However, an active research program
wastes, and night soil into biogas for is under way, and in Qinghai Province
cooking. Many small-scale wind alone, where insolations are good,
machines are in household use- plans call for PV electrification of
120,000 in Inner Mongolia alone. The 100,000 households in the next twen-
Ministry of Agriculture estimates that ty-five years.
private artisans have assembled more
than 4 million square meters of solar Source: Terrado and Cabraal, staff
heaters using devices designed by memorandum (1996).
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Engineering and econiomic data show that further progress is likely on
two fronts:

* Scale and productioni economies. World output grew from I megawatt
per year fifteen years ago to around 70 megawatts today. a growth rate of
more than 30 percent per year. Markets are still small, but the technolo-
gies are modular, and economies of scale and the technical possibilities
for batch production have barely been exploited.

* Cell, module, and systems design, along with improvements in conver-
sion efficiencies. Improved materials. multijunction devices and novel
cell designs to capture more of the solar spectrum. and concentrator
(Fresnel) lenses to focus sunlight onto high-efficiency cells are further
areas of rapid developimient.

Figure 5.1 Actual (1970-92) and Projected (1993-2015) Costs of PV Module
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The technologies are now at the point where they are competitive for off-
grid supplies, and are therefore of special interest to rural areas. Box 5.2 on
Indonesia's experience with PVs provides a good example of the respective
economics of grid and PVs for supplying rural areas. At high load densities
the grid is clearly preferable, at lower load densities PVs are a more cost-
effective option.

Good progress has also been made with small- and large-scale thermal
solar schenmes and with derived forms of solar energy. such as wind and bio-
mass resources for power generation. In China and Middle Eastern countries
solar-thermal collectors are a popular heat source for domestic hot water, and
promising experiments with solar cookers are afoot in Asia and Africa.
Another promising solar-thermal technology is the parabolic dish for small-
scale power generation. and when scaled up. for grid supplies. Studies by the
U.S. Department of Energy have indicated that the costs of 25-kilowatt mod-
ular units vary from US¢12 to US¢2() per kWh IAhmed 1993). In the case of
wind for power generation on a larger scale, costs have declined from around
US¢ 15 to US¢25 per kWh to USO4 to USc8 per kWh in favorable locations.
For small-scale applications the costs are US¢2n per kWh. but can be comii-
petitive for off-grid supplies.

Of all reniewable energy sources. biomass (ligneous and herbaceous crops
and agricultural and mullicipal wastes) is the largest, most diverse, and most
readily exploitable. Biomass residues are often available in large quantities as
agro-industrial wastes. Recuperation, more efficient production, and more
rational use of bioinass residues and forest resources could make many agro-
industries energy self-sufficient as well as provide additional energy to the
economy in general. This requires the conversion of biomass into cleaner and
more convenient fuels (gases, electricity. bri-quettes).

Developing-couLitry agro-industries (saw mills, sugar mills, and palm oil
mills) already use biomass residues to generate power and heat for the indus-
try's own use. On-site utilization is currently limited to raising process heat
and power. but its use could be expanded to heat for drying and product treat-
ment. Also. cogeneration of electricity for a minii-grid can be economically
beneficial. Off-site utilization of residues includes direct utilization of
residues in industrial oil-, wood-, and coal-fired combustion systems.

Biomass conversion technology may find application in situations where
petroleum fuels are either unavailable or where the cost of power from
engines fueled by producer gas is lower than from diesel or gasoline engines.
Gasification combined with the use of gas in an internal combustion engine or
tulbine is an efficient way to convert solid fuels into shaft power or electrici-
ty on a small scale, and more advanced processes for larger scale gasification
are under developmeit. Heat gasifiers are technically reliable anid economi-
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cally attractive compared with conventional alternatives. Apart from use in
the rural agro-industry (for example, for tea drying), non-agro-industrial
applications are also viable (for instance, brick and ceramic kilns).
Consequenitly. this technology is al-eady in large use in developing countries.

Economists believe that the costs of new renewable energy technologies
will decline further because of scale economies and the stimulus that market
growth will give to further research and development and innovation.
Japanese and American studies of the learining curves for PV technologies
have found that for each doubling of the cumulative volumIIe of production
during the past fifteen years. costs have declined by 2(0 percent (Ahmed 1993:
Anderson and Williams 1994). Renewable eneigy technologies are fertile
ground for innovation; the possibilities for further developments and cost
reductions are far from being exhausted.

Policies toward New Renewable Energy Sources
in Rural Areas

New reniewable energy technologies still accounlt ftor less than 2 percent of
the primar-y energy supplies of developing countries. but in light of their
promise. with good economic and environimenital policies and with the devel-
opment of the necessar-y support systems for installation and maintenance.
their market shares should expand. Investments will also be required to
acquainit energy engineers and managers with the technologies and to edu-
cate and train eneineers and skilled workers. As with all new and innovative
technologies. developino the best approaches will take a good deal ot' effort
(and some trial and en-or).

A recenit review of' PV programs in the Pacific Islands (Liebenthal.
Mathur, and Wade 1994), for example. found that many PV systems failed
after installation. and it was only when supporting services were introduced
that the programs beganl to succeed. These services included training techni-
cianis. ensuring timely mainiteianice, collecting fees on a regular basis, pro-
viding proper oversight to prevenlt the diversioni oft revenues to other projects,
anid obtaining promilpt feedback on needs from local user communllities and
passing the iiforimiation on to the supplying utility. Similarly. a program in
India introduced PVs in several states for domestic and street lighting, coIll-
munity televisions. water pumnping, and other puiposes dul-ilIg 1986-92. Yet
out of more than 5,000 street lights, mor-e than half in some states all were not
working a short while later, and the other applications exhibited similar' fail-
ure rates. The findings were particularly distul-binig because PVs are durable,
are relatively simple to install, and require little maintenianice. As in the Pacific
Islands. the prohlem turned out to be the lack of supporting services.
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BOX 5.2 SOLAR PV HOME decentralized rural electrification in
SYSTEMS IN RURAL INDONESIA two niche" markets: (a) where the

grid may be nearby, but consumers
Solar home systems using PV tech- are dispersed and the load density is
nologies have the potential to provide low, making grid extension to individ-
electricity to a large number of rural ual consumers expensive; and (b)
households. In Indonesia 3,000 solar where the grid is more distant and is
home units were installed during not expected to be extended soon
1988-92. A recent evaluation found (see the figure). In these two markets
that the units are working as planned. combined, the economic potential for
Today, more than 16.000 units have solar home systems in Indonesia is
been installed through public pro- estimated at more than 5 million of the
grams and by commercial dealers. approximately 30 million rural house-

In a typical 50-watt-peak system, a holds that lack grid supply.
solar PV panel is installed on the roof Solar home systems also offer (a)
of a rural home or shop. The panel superior quality and quantity of light,
charges an automobile-type battery compared with kerosene lamps, along
that is used at night to run up to four with absence of indoor fumes, pollu-
energy-efficient light bulbs and a tion. and fire hazard associated with
black-and-white TV or a radio for four such lamps; (b) no need to haul bat-
to five hours a day-approximately tery to a central charging facility; and
equivalent to consumption of 0.5 kWh (c) environmental benefits. One envi-
of grid electricity per day. Systems ronmental problem that must be dealt
ranging from 20-watt-peak (for lighting with in all solar home projects involves
alone) to 200-watt-peak (for schools, ensuring proper disposal or recycling
meeting halls, or higher-consumption of batteries.
households) have also been used
successfully. Source: Arun Sanghvi, internal com-

Solar home system units offer a fast munication.
and least-cost means of providing

Grid Extension and Solar PV Switchover Values Outside Java Grid 3 Kilometer
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Successftul programs recluire two m.ain ingredients: (a) paying propel
attention to program development. for example. initiating surveys of renew-
able energy resources, carrying out project identification and preparation, and
investing in education and training: and (b) creating good enabling conditions
through economically efficient pricing. credit. and tax policies.

Program Development

Establishing a program involves significant effort. The first task is to survey
solar and wind resources. Such surveys have long been carried out for hvdcro
programs, as geological and engineering investigations have usually been car-
ried out for many potential sites, and data on river flows have been collected
for several decades. but they are rarely available for solar or wind energy. In
addition. a program of field tests of equipmenit with a fairly substantial nluill-
ber of consumers (often several thousandl households) will be necessary not
only to justify the investment in the equipmiienit. but to establish supporting
maintenance services and to monitor progress.

As with any new area of investment, issues arise in connection with risks
and uncertainties. In the field of renewable energy. sonme of the questions
raised ar'e at a quite elementary level. For example. sonie projects designers
may not even have assessed the level of solar. wind, and biomass resources.
while potential consumers are often not up-to-date on technical developments.
costs, and how similar projects elsewhere have performed. The predisposition
of institutions to resist change is also a factor that widely inpedes new invest-
ment and initiative.

Another major task is to ftamiliarize professionals in the electricity indus-
try enginieers, managers. financiers, regulatorswitih the new possibilities.
Expanded education and training, including visits to operating projects. may
help to change negative perceptions and aid the development of investment
programs. Beyond this, the facilities and curriculums of universities and
technical colleges may need to be developed to provide appropriate educa-
tion and training.

The fiianicial requirements needed to develop programs. idenitify and pre-
pare investments, and provide education and trainiir are generally small in
relation to the costs and benefits of the investments that eventually emerge. As
with the developmenit of programs using more traditional renewable energy
forms, such as micro-hydro schemes. biogasifiers, and sustainable ways of
usinig woodfuels. the participation of nongovernmental organizations in pr'o-
ject development can be beneficial. Bilateral aid organizations and non-
governmiental organizations, often working in collaboration. have also been
influential in establishing pilot schemes and offering education and training to
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engineers and technicians from developing countries. The many applications
of PVs in developing counitries owe much to such efforts.

Prices

As discussed in chapter 4. for rural areas both peak and average costs are
sometimes twice the marginal costs of electricity supplies in a typical urban
situation. If new renewable energy technologies are to succeed as an eco-
nomic alternative to conventional power plants and to grid electrification in
rural areas, then as chapter 4 emphasized. the electricity industry must adopt
cost-reflecting price policies. Such pricing policies include time-of-day and
seasonal, as well as regional. variations in prices.

Given the high costs oft meeting peak demand and the declining cost of
PVs, several European countries, Japan. and the United States are now con-
ducting trials on the use of PVs to supplement peak loads. These trials include

inet metering," arrangements such that small users can sell surplus power to
the grid. Aside from the cost advantages. the relevance for rural areas and
towns is that decentralized generation reduces line losses and voltage drops
and provides a backup source of supplies in the event of line failures.

Credit

As with some other forms of rural energy. the initial cost of acquiring the
equipment constitutes a significanlt barrier to the widespr-ead adoptioni of
renewable energy sour-ces. The development of innovative financing schemes.
including supplier credits and leasing arrangements. is thus a critical element
of any renewable energy program. Those who have studied the credit problem
closely have concluded that subsidies are not needed, at least for small-scale
applications, for which renewables are competitive (Cabraal an(d Cosgrove-
Davies 1995).

Taxes and Subsidies

In recognition of their positive externalities (of innovation) and their enviroll-
mental advantages, one can make a good case for exempting renewable ener-
gy technologies from or at least substanitially lowering taxes and duties. while
at the same time taxing convenitional energy industries' supplies in accordance
with standard principles of tax policy. Experts have also long argued in favor
of imposing corporate and sates taxes on electricity on the grounds that it is a
fair-ly price inelastic product. In practice. however. governmients have typical-
ly pursued the opposite policy, namilely. of not only exempting electricity from
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taxes, but often subsidizing it. and imposing significant taxes on renewable
energy equipment. (See Cabraal arid Cosgrove-Davies 1995. who report that
in Sri Lanka. import duties added some 30 percent to the costs of PVs. Kenya
also has duties and taxes on PVs while subsidizing electricity to encourage
local manuifacture and assembly.)

There is. furthennore, an economic case for providing public financial sup-
port for renewable energy technologies in program development, demonstra-
tion, education, training. and monitorinig, again, in recognition of their positive
externalities and environmenital advantages. This is the rationale behind the
Global Environment Facility's (GEF's) financinig of renewable energy: during
1991-94, the GEF financed renewable energy projects in eight countries that
included PVs. wind power, and micro-hydio in India and biomass for power
generation in Brazil (the GEF quarterly operations reports provide more
details). Twenty-five renewable energy projects are cunently under review or
in vanous stage of preparation and appraisal in twenty couLIntries.

At the national level, finanicial support could come either fiom public rev-
enues or from user char-es or surcharges on the use of fossil fuels. The latter
has the advantage of making the programs less dependent on public financing.
A good example is the United Kingdom's "noffo." or non-fossil-fuel obligatioll
programil, which applies the revenues from a small surcharge on electricity to
sUpport the winners of competitive bids to supply electricity from reniewable
energy sources. Several similar schemes exist in Europe. Japan, and the United
States, all of which have active public programs to develop renewables.
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Cooking Fuels: Toward More
Sustainable Supply and Use

As incomes rise, rural and urbani households gradually shift from
using duLng, crop wastes, and wood for cooking to mnodein fuels, such as liq-
ulid petroleum gas (LPG) and kerosene. Households in rural areas and lower-
income urban households rarely use electricity for cooking. Given that people
will be using biofuels for many years to come, policies need to focus on (a)
improving the efficiency with which biofuels are used. (b) promoting more
sustainable ways to supply biofuels, and (c) facilitating the transition to the
use of modern fuels for cooking.

Improving End-Use Efficiency with Biomass Stoves

The modern bioniass stove is an importan1t development for the millions of
people who have ready access to low-cost biomass. but who caninot afford
more expensive modern fuels. The fuel savings, often as much as 30 percent,
reduce cash outlays: diminish the time spent collecting, fuelwood; decrease
smoke by ilproviing combustion and the use of flues, thereby reduci ng the
worst health effects of biofuel use (see the figures on Brazil in table 2. 1): and
reduce pressures on scarce wood resources.

Developing-country governmients. donors, and nongovernmental organi-
zations (NGOs) supportedl programs implemented in the late 1970s and early
1980s. and commonly assumed that their benefits were self-evident. They
believed that people would adopt the improvedl stoves quickly, and that the
initial promotional programs would leacd rapidly to self-sustaining markets in
the new products. Hence. most early efforts focused only on dissemination.
and were oblivious to local customs, the economic setting. and the availabili-
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ty and prices of local biofuels. Based on laboratory experimenits. early pro-
grains anticipated three- to fourfold increases in energy efficiency and a 75
percent decrease in wood consumption. With hinidisight. we can see that many
stoves did not perform as well as anticipated in the field, and the experiments
both overestimated the energy efficiency of improved stoves and underesti-
mated the energy efficiency of traditional stoves. Today, a 25 percent reduc-
tion in wood consumptioni is considered more realistic.

However, development practitioners have learned a great deal from these
early efforts, and the notionis that improved stoves could improve energy effi-
ciency substantially. albeit less than originally thought. and reduce the dlamage to
health caused by smoke. are still validl. A recenit evaluation (Barnes and others
1994a) of the programs fouLid that the best of themii had the following features:

* Identification of appropriate markets. Through local inquiry, the best pro-
grams first identified the families most likely to a(lopt and benefit from
the improved stoves. These were always low-incomile households (but
generally not the poorest) who usually had some cash inconme, a large por-
tion of which they spent on food and cooking t'uel.

* Participation in stove design and mar-ket testing. The best progr-amils
involved muci initer-actioni between designers, producers, and users and(
included stove testing by representative households. This process kept pro-
ducers and designer-s focused on meeting- the nee(ds of prospective users.
which increased the likelihood that more people would purchase the stoves.

a Provision of public funding. The stoves were not heavily subsidized.
Public funds were used to support marketin,-. design. and extension.

* Standardizationi. Standardization of stove parts andl techniques facilitated
widespread manufacture and reduced costs.

Properly managed. improved stove programils. such as the one in China
(see box 6.1). caii result in significanit adoption rates. Successful programlis
have focused on the user groups most likely to benefit from improved stoves.
including those paying significant amounts for fuel or those who must walk
long distances to collect fuelwood. Subsidies have not proven particularly
effective in promoting stoves because they create an artificial demand that
hinges on the subsidy that is not sustainable when the subsidy is withdrawil.
However'. external granit support can be valuable if used for SuChI activities as
laboratory testing. carrying out field work. obtaining users' views on alterna-
tive approaches. and demonistratinig the stoves.

An examinationi of successful stove projects in Africa leads to similar con-
clusions. A project in Madagascar financed by the International Development
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Association promoted ihproved charcoal stoves (Government of Madagascar
1994). After two years of preparatory activities (identifyingc potential users.
testing stoves. selecting appropriate stove models, obtaining feedback from
users and producers, and testing marketing channels), an active commercial-
ization phase consistitn of promotional activities resulted in the use of 45,000
improved stoves in the capital. Antananarivo. which amounts to about 20 per-
cent of all stoves in use. More than ten different models of improved stoves
are available (all metal, all clay, and mixed models). and several different types
of production units exist, both in thie informal and in the fonnal sectors. The
private sector car-ied out all production. marketinig, and sales. Today. the sup-
port for the project has been eliminated. but activities continULe. and estimates

BOX 6.1 LESSONS FROM THE stoves are affordable (about US$9),
WORLD'S LARGEST STOVE with government contributions aver-
PROGRAMS aging only US$0.84 per stove.

Indian stoves have a minimum 50
The two largest stove programs in percent government subsidy (about

the world are the Chinese National US$4.30 per stove). While dissemi-
Improved Stove Program, which has nation has been impressive, follow-
installed 120 million stoves in rural up surveys indicate that only half the
households, and the Indian National improved stoves are still in use. India
Programme on Improved Chulhas, has since revised much of its pro-
which has provided 8 million stoves. gram to use existing commercial dis-

Chinese stoves are mainly biomass tribution and marketing channels.
types for cooking. but include dual-
use stoves for cooking and heating in Source: Barnes and others (1994a);
the northern states, where winter Ramakrishna (1991); Smith and oth-
temperatures are low. Improved ers (1993).

Grid Extension and Solar PV Switchover Values Outside Java Grid 3 Kilometer
Medium-Voltage Extension

([Chillm, /Idia

* Programii concenitrated on areas with - Programil disperses efforts. including
greatest fuelwood shortages. areas with no fuelwood shortages.

* Direct contacts between goveriinmenit * Culimbersome, top-down administration
and cotLities bypass much bureaucracy. dilutes the program's effectiveness.

* Stove adopters pay the ftull cost of * Governmenit pays producers half the cost
materialis and labor. of every stove sold.

* Governimient sUppoNts producers with * Governmenit support is mainily financial.
training in stove building and promotion.
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indicate that more than 100.000 improved stoves are in use. The goveinment
intends to extend the activities to all urban areas where char-coal is the major fuel.

Another project funded by the International Development Association in
Tanzania had a similar outcome. The four-year project (1988-92) established
a production capacity. mostly among private sector artisans, of 5.000 improved
stoves per month. Distribution and sales are through a network of private sec-
tor retail outlets. By the end of the project. more thani 60,000 improved stoves
had been sold, while production and sales of improved stoves have continued
on a self-sustained market-driven basis since (Goveriment of Tanzania 1992).

The social, economic. and environmental benefits of improved stoves can
be large. and the successes have demonstrated the utility of well-maliaged
programs. The economic returns of successful programs are gooc. In urban
areas, where most people purchase woodfuels rather than gather woodfuel
themselves, the pavback time is sometimes as little as a few months. In rural
areas of resource scarcity, the savings in terms of the time and energy people
spend gathering fuelwood are significanit.

Improving Charcoal Efficiency

For many families. an interimiediate-level fuel between woodfuels and
kerosene and LPG is charcoal. Not only is it relatively inexpensive. but it gen-
erates much employment. Like fuelwoodl. charcoal can be purchased in pre-
ferred quanitities; but unlike fuelwood, it burns without smoke, does not cre-
ate dangerous tlames around cookinig vessels, and requires a simple stove
whose heat output is relatively easy to control. However, dispersed local char-
coal industries often use inefficient charcoaling kilns that use more wood
resources than necessary.

The potential for increasing biomass efficiency with improved charcoal
kilns has been recognized since the early 1980s. Kiln models based on tradi-
tional designs, but with higher heat-tranisfer efficienicies, have been developed
in Rwanda, Senegal. and Tanzania in collaboration with end-users. However.
this has showil that such technical innovations should be complemented by
easily enforced standards, systematic training, and demonstrationls to convince
traditional charcoalers to adopt the improvements. Such programs. particular-
ly in wood-scarce areas, work best when complemilenited by natural forest man-
agement efforts that have raised the price of wood stocks. thereby creating an
incentive for charcoalers to use more efficient technologies. Recent experience
in East Africa has demonstrated that a comprehensive approach to introducing
new kiln technologies to the small-scale charcoaling industry can succeed.
More efficient charcoal production is beginning to result in the use of fewer
wood resources in peri-urbani areas and is bringing down the cost of the fuel.
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Developing More Sustainable Ways to Supply Biomass

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, biofuels developimient tended to focus on
plantations and commuLnity or private woodlots. Such progr-ams proved
expensive and had limited success, as discussed in chapter 2. During the past
ten years or so, the possibilities for increasing biomass production through
agro-forestry and farm forestry have become more widely recognized, as have
more sustainable forms of forest management involving local participation.
Agro-forestry. ftarm forestry. and natural torest inaagenielit projects yield a
host of benefits in addition to an increase in fuelwood production-including
fodder, medicines, fruits, and poles for constr-uctioni.

Agro-Forestry aind Farmti Forestrv

Agro-forestry entails planting trees, shrubs (and sometimes grasses, such as
vetiver grasses), on farmlands in alternating patterns with more traditional
crops. In addition to enhancing agricultural production by providinlg shade
and complementary use of soils, agro-forestry plays an importanlt role in alle-
viating fuelwood shortages and resource custody. Such intercroppilng reflects
old and once well-known practices that have been neglected in recent years
because of persistent poverty, population pressures. and failure to address
tenurial or proper-ty rights. However, interest has been rekiindled. Small far-m-
ers often practice agro-torestry and farm forestry independently in response
to economic needs and ecological problems. The spread of farm forestry in
Kenya is an often-cited example of relatively autonomous development of
effective practices. but many others can be found in China. India, Pakistan,
the Philippines, and elsewhere.

In the Philippines. the island of Cebu lost most of its forests in the early
part of this century. The resulting fuelwood scarcity and rising prices caused
farmers to begin planting trees to supply fuelwood to urban markets, whicil
has helped ameliorate at least some of the environimental damage caused by
the earlier deforestation (see box 6.2). In India. the first social forestry pro-
grams were aimed at establishinig community woodlots. but few communi-
ties wvould engage in tree planting for urban markets. However, private faml-
ers did respond to the incentives and began planting trees on their marginal
lands. Recent programs in West Bengal have granted landless laborers tenure
to manage trees on public wastelands.

Agro-forestry and farm forestry can be encouraged through farmer edu-
cation and extension programs and supported through agricultural and
forest-y research. Such efforts are both environmentally desirable and eco-
nomically beneficial foir the following reasons:
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* Farmner-s outnumber foresters by several thousand to one. so involving
farmers in planting trees and shrubs can dramatically accelerate
afforestation.

* By their nature, agro-forestry and faariml forestry investments are more
closely related to faimiers' needs, as they supply fodder, building materi-
als, green mulch. fruit. and other by-products that are sometimes more
valuable than the firewood itself (technically also a by-product).

BOX 6.2 WOODFUEL MARKETS inducing more intensive tree planting
PROMOTE TREE PLANTING ON THE and management activities among
ISLAND OF CEBU rural farmers and landowners. Most

commercially traded woodfuels origi-
Cebu, the island province in the south nate from intensively managed agri-
central Philippines, is one of the worst cultural lands and consist mainly of
cases of environmental degradation in fast-growing, multipurpose tree
Southeast Asia. With virtually no for- species like Gliricidia and Leucaena.
est cover, but with steep terrain, pop- The growing, harvesting, and trading
ulation densities of 520 people per of woodfuels is a substantial source of
square kilometer, and widespread cul- income and employment. Woodfuels
tivation of annual crops like corn meet significant urban energy
throughout its rugged interior, environ- demands and represent a renewable
mentalists consider Cebu to be on the and locally produced energy source
brink of ecological collapse. that annually saves the economy mil-

Despite increased use of kerosene lions of dollars in foreign exchange.
and LPG, most of the island's 2.7 Rather than promoting the cultiva-
million inhabitants continue to tion of tree species that require exten-
depend on wood, particularly house- sive inputs, which require more labor,
holds and businesses in the metrop- capital, and time to harvest, rural
olis of Cebu City. This heavy depen- development programs should also
dence on woodfuel is often cited as recognize the benefits of the low-input
a major cause of the province's envi- alternatives that Cebuano farmers
ronmental woes. As a result, many have practiced for nearly a century.
government and NGO officials They should view commercial wood-
believe that woodfuel use should be fuel markets as an opportunity to pro-
discouraged in urban areas and that mote more widespread tree planting
commercial trade in woodfuel should and management practices through-
be more tightly regulated, if not alto- out rural areas of the province rather
gether banned. than as a problem to be controlled by

A recent study found, however, that restrictive legislation.
commercial markets for fuelwood and
charcoal in Cebu City may actually be Source: Bensel (1994).
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Agro-forestry and tann forestry practices reduce run-off, soil erosion, and
surface evaporation and iilpr-ove micro-climiiates and soil water retention.
Farmers can use the foliage of the trees they grow to provide nitrogen-rich
manure or mulch for their fields and to improve soil structure. Such attrib-
utes contribute to sustainable farming systems by raisinig the produLIctivity
of farm soils (Gregerson. Draper, and Elz 1989).

Fieldl studies of agyro-forestry practices in developinig countries over the
past twenty-five years have consistently found that agro-forestry has favor-
able effects on farm yields and incomes, just as similar studies have found in
the high-inicome countries for the last celntUry (Doolette and Magrath 1990:
Gregersen. Draper, and Elz 1989). This is encouraging. because it demon-
strates that biofuels cani be supplied in ways that will not only help make agri-
cultural practices sustainable but will also improve agricultural productivity
and incomes.

A recent stu(dy of twenty-onie agro-forestry projects in six Central Amer-icall
countlies (Currenit. Lutz. and Schen- 1995) found that agro-forestry practices
were profitable under a broad rangie of conditions (table 6.1 sumiliarizes the
results). These findings echo those of several other studies. An earlier survey of
field results (Doolette and Magrath 1990) of niore thani a dozen studies ill
Brazil, Colombia, India. Indonesia. Malawi. Niger, the Philippines, the
Republic of Korea. and Sudan did not find a single case in wlhich the returns
were less than 15 perceit.

Table 6.1 Returns to Agro-Forestry Practices in Six Central American Countries

NMimber of Bemfi&t/-'co.U IVl Pralio 60) k /rio'd
A grofs.jore,vn SVsw"Im .steink shiied oti 20).', discuOI' (O ear.)

Trees with crops 5 1.8 3.4
Alley cropping 9 '.1 1.9
Contour planting 4 i 1.6 2.)
Pereninials with trees 4 1.8 4(0
Hoime Larden 4 2.2 na

Taungyah 8 2.5 4.9
Woodlot It) 1 (i 9.2

a The high d<tCuOUnl rj1te .1usedL to gcie .i nc.i Lirc ol Ilte tins;ncil ltirms lo hlie l noicr. not of the ipporti-

ilty Cost of Cupllal

b A Ysteu irn Muhich fnet torest pI.intafioriu wire estabWsied tovelher U,ith lood tfiJd cah crop,. uclh coritirl-

LIC to he inilerc[OppCed LI1uil '111.dc. (Lit bUh tile 1MaltuiTIg pkuIu luo1.

Sonim-e. Ltutz. Cuirrenit. and Scherr i 1995 i.
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Participatory Approaches to Forest Mancagemtient

Experience also suggests that effective man1iagemiient of existing lforest
resources depend(s on local people taking responsibility. In such participatory
programs. small farmiers sell all the wood extracted fi-om local woodlands:
however, to obtain the revenue from the trees. the farmers must participate in
a resource management prooram mutually agreed upon with the forestry
departimleit. In such an environimleilt. foresters are no longer enforcers of pro-
tective rules, but advisors to farmnies on technical issues and on resource plan-
ning aiid management problems.

Successful programs using this approach include the Niger Household
Energy Project (see box 6.3). Its initial results suggest that transfeening respon-
sibility for ftorest areas directly to rural comimlunities and introducing taxes or
user charges designed to ensure that the market value of fuelwood reflects its
real economic costs should lead to more sustainable approaches to resouice
managemeit. Another such project is in the Nazinon region of Burkina Faso.
In operation since the late 1 980s. it enlists the participation of the rural popula-
tion in supporting natural forest maiageliment and involves the creation of a for-
est fund fromil a sales tax on fuelwood that helps to recover costs (RPTES 1995).

To suIml Up, approachies to improving biofuel supplies have evolved coni-
siderably in recenit decades. with the participation of farmers-and of rural
communities more generallv-in policymaking and the recognition that bio-
fuel supplies are part of the wider problem of resource custody in rural areas
being central features of this evolution. Many countries are now encouraging
the practices discussed here through rural extensioni and education programs,
seedling distribution. andc agricultural and forestry researci.

Improving Access to Kerosene and Gas

When people can affoord kerosene and gas (mainly LPG) they prefer these fuels
to fuelwood and dung for cooking. As figure 2.1 showed, kerosene and LPG
are five to ten times more efficient, far less damaginig to the users' health and
to their environmeit, and easier to cook with. They also greatly reduce the time
women and childreni spend gathering fuelwood. At the same time. however.
these fuels are mor-e expensive than wood: the poorest people thus rarely use
them, In Africa, in particular, poor infrastr-ucture, dispersed populations, and
poor delivery also hinder access to sucIh fuels.

Subsidies versus Price Liberalizationr

Several countries have subsidized kerosenie an(l LPG in an effort to increase
their use. A cross-country study (Barnes anid others 1994b) found that house-
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BOX 6.3 RURAL MARKET ject's national and local-level informa-
APPROACH ANCHORED IN tion campaigns are helping educate
GRASSROOTS REALITY:THE NIGER rural people about their rights to har-
HOUSEHOLD ENERGY PROJECT vest forest resources and about set-

ting up rural markets. These are
Before the Niger Household Energy established at the request of villagers,
Project was implemented in 1989, who decide on the local management
indiscriminate mining of fuelwood had structure and negotiate annual fuel-
severely depleted the natural forest wood harvesting and sales quotas
and had degraded soils. The situation based on the sustainable production
was most serious around urban capacity of the village's natural forest.
areas, because neither the land on A typical village plan (see figure)
which the wood was grown nor the calls for sustainable harvesting and
wood itself belonged to those who cut replanting on a twelve-year cycle
it. Moreover, the economic value of (impending harvest plots are P1, P2,
the wood could not be easily recov- and P3). Villagers sell the fuelwood
ered from the woodcutters. they harvest to commercial trans-

Through an integrated program of porters at prices the villagers deter-
taxation and land tenure reform, mine. The taxes villagers collect from
responsibility for managing forest local transporters ensure that the full
areas is being transferred to rural economic value of fuelwood is reflect-
communities, and local people now ed in its price.
have the right to manage wood
resources on their own land. The pro- Source: Floor (1995).

Tvpical Village Plan for Sustainable Planting
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hold fuel subsidies do influeiice the rate of substitution. For example. in
Indonesia the goverinmiienit subsidizes kerosene to make it available nation-
wide. The result is that mllOSt peOple Use klerosene for cooking. In China, coal
is heavily subsidized, which helps explain why coal accounts for a significant
proportion of total household energy use in most parts of China. In Seneg;al.

the governmtenit subsidizes LPG as a cooking fuel, which has led to the sub-

BOX 6.4 HOUSEHOLD FUELWOOD barriers. As a result, the middle class
USE VIRTUALLY ELIMINATED IN can now get LPG, which in turn has
HYDERABAD allowed the poor to shift from fuelwood

to kerosene.
In 1980, only the upper 10 percent of Today, kerosene, and LPG are the
households in Hyderabad used LPG, dominant fuels in Hyderabad's house-
most of the middle class used kero- holds. The decisions households make
sene, and the poor mainly used fuel- concerning which fuels to use are
wood. strongly correlated with income levels.

In 1994, however, the India Urban Households in the city slums earn
Energy Project found that a transition about Rs 1,500 per month, and their
from fuelwood to LPG had transpired monthly housing expenses are Rs 400
in Hyderabad. Fuelwood had virtually to Rs 600. These households general-
disappeared from the city center, ly spend about Rs 50 to Rs 60 per
except for small industrial and ceremo- month on kerosene for cooking, and
nial uses, and, overall, 20 percent less about the same on electricity for light-
fuelwood was coming into the city-a ing, television, and perhaps a fan.
major drop, given that Hydera-bad's When asked why they no longer use
population had doubled since 1980. fuelwood for cooking, the household-

A major cause of this dramatic transi- ers replied that it is both expensive and
tion was a change in government poli- inconvenient (see table below).
cy that increased access to LPG, liber-
alized fuel markets, and eased access Source: Alam (forthcoming).

Urban Consumer Prices of Cooking Fuels, 1994 (rupees)

P/'itrtc per Pri ce per (CoAkig Price pei
Enc l pe i$i Ing,iajilnic iflii(ci I clifili cncrgv

LPG (kg) 7.57 0.168 0.6(0 ().28()

Kerosene
Pressure (1) 3.50 0.1( I 0.35 0) '86
Wick I1) 3.50 0. It) 0.25 0.400

Wood (kg) 1. I( 0.069 (1.15 0.458

Electricity 1.12 0.311 0)75 0.415
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stitution of charcoal by high-inlcome and mididle-inlcome urban residents.
However, as already noted. subsidies are often counterpioductive: they

limit use to the amount that governments can afford to subsidize, their fiscal
costs can become prohibitive at high levels of consumption, and they lead to
energy ineff'iciency. In Senegal. for instanice, LPG subsidies rose from US$2
million to US$ 10 million per year between 1990 and 1994. As some observers
pointed out at the time. this increase could have paid for the salaries of sever-
al thousand teachers at a time the country was seeking to expand its education
system. Studies in Hvderabad. India, before prices were liberalized. Indonesia,
and Senegal also louinid that such subsidies mostly benefit higher-incomne peo-
ple already using the fLuels. They do help the poor. but the higher-income
groups get a "free ride." Lastly, the subsidized fuels are often diverted ftor other
purposes. Smoky. diesel-fueled cars and fishing boats are prevalent in
Indonesia and Senegal. while kerosene and LPG are exported to neighboring
countries. as happened with LPG in Ecuador (Barnes and others 1994b).

In contrast, price and market liberalization can be effective in accelerating
the transition toward more efficienit modern fuels. A recent study of fuel use
in Hyderabad (Alam forthcoming) shows how influential such policies can be.
Fifteen years ago, only IO percent of the city's households used LPG because
the Indian government had restricted production and imports. Since then, the
government has liberalized policies, and today more than 60 percent of house-
holds use LPG for cooking (box 6.4).

Cape Ver-de's experience is also relevant. In 1984, 50 percent of the pop-
ulation used biomass fo r cooking; 42 percent use(l kerosene; and 8 percenlt
used LPG, which was in limited supply. Five years later, lollowing market
liberalization. 42 percent of households were uSinig LPG and 8 percent were
using keerosenle, showing how quickly people will change fuels once they can.
Note, however. that 50 percent still depended on biofIIels, which demonstrates
the importanice of not focusing policies on the modein energy sector aloine.

Subsidizing cooking fuels is not, therefore, a good policy from any' stand-
point-encouraging equity. protecting the environimient. or even promoting greater-
use of these fuels. Liberalizing prices is a muchi mor-e promisinig alternative.

Distortionarv Effrcts of High Taxes oni Cookinig Fuels

Taxes on petroleum products are an econonmically attractive way to raise pub-
lic revenues. and many developing countries favor such taxes. The price elas-
ticities of demand, at least for vehicle fuLels. are relatively low, which means
that the deadweight losses are also relatively low: the fuels are mostly used by
upper-incomle groups. so the taxes are progressive: and they are relatively easy
to adminiister. Such classical arcguinents for taxes are -enierally valid. Taxes on
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cooking fuels, however, are an exception in developing countries. Such taxes
impair the substitution from biofuels to fuels such as LPG and are in effect
regressive for low-income people. Furthermore, such taxes may drive up the
prices of traditional fuels such as charcoal, as happened in Haiti (box 6.5).

While subsidizing cooking fuels is not good policy, therefore, developing
coLintries also need to avoid high taxes on them. At the same tine, the case for
taxing petroleum fuels for vehicle use especially remains sound. Depending
on circumstances, moclerate rates of taxation on LPG. kerosene, and diesel
fuels will often be the best option. Such tax policies are, of course, fully con-
sistent with the goals of price liberalization.

BOX 6.5 TAXING THE RICH for other fuels increases. Massive
INADVERTENTLY HURTS THE POOR deforestation during the past twenty-

five years has depleted the country's
Haiti has among the highest LPG wood supplies, so the poor use com-
prices in the Caribbean, if not the mercial charcoal, whose prices have
world, largely because of high taxes. risen with demand and along with
Although few poor people in Haiti use those of the other commercial fuels.
LPG or kerosene, prices for fuels The taxes on kerosene and LPG thus
have historically been related (see fig- have meant higher prices for the fuel
ure). Hence, when LPG and kerosene used mostly by the poor.
prices are raised via taxes, demand
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The Role of the World Bank Group

To recapitulate. accomplishmenits duling the past twenty-five years
include the extensioni of electricity services to more than 1.3 billion people, of
whom more than 500( millioni were in rural areas and towns: the emergence of
new renewable energv techniologies, which were rarely an economic proposi-
tion even ten years ago. but are now well suited for use in rural areas and towns
(and probably soon for grid-connected supplies): and the revival of interest in
more sustainable ways to supply and use biofuels based on agro-forestry and
participatory approaches to rural development. The importance of good
enabling conditionis has also become more widely recognized. Investmelits in
rLu-al energy are nlow viewed in the broader context of rural development, and
development practitioners understand that they are more likely to succeed
when complementary programs, themselves dependent on good enabling con-
ditions, are in place toward infrastructure. education. ftamily planning, and
health. It is in this context that the chapter reviews the Bank's role.

Policies and Operations since the 1970s

The Bank's work on rural energy since the early 1970s has focused on three
areas: (a) rural electrification: (b) the supply and use of biofuels; and (c) some
pilot operations in renewable energy. Much of this support has been delivered
through technical assistance for new types of projects and policies, much of it
sponsored by the Joint World Bank/United Nations Development Programme
Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (ESMAP); its precursor,
the Energy Assessment Programme: the Asia Alternative Energy Unit's
(ASTAE's) program; and the Africa Review of Policies in the Traditional
Energy Sector (RPTES). The aniex provides a listing of projects; table 7.1 pro-
vides some examples.

79
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Table 7.1 Bank Projects and Programs That Have Increased Rural Energy Access

Project or Pricin.aym eneie Financing and Lnouara.ing ai Encouraging Facimicling a
program lo imprac l lowering tie cli'eraitv of participation rllmscitiaan

a1Cue.s first costs of inhemctnenl( Pnd decentral- 01(VUald 7 al-
energy lnitd invs't%Iors izalion in kat-o-icmecd

investment approach
lending

Bolivia Rural Energy is Credit is avail- C'oiimunities Local commu- Government
Energy priced at eco- able for rural have PV. mini- nities choose provides TA.
Program nosllic Cost: electricity con- hydro. andl energy inter- but comimiiuni-
(assisted by temporary sub- nections. ollter options. ventions. lies buL tech-
ESMAP) sidies are avail- nologice from

able Ptr LPG. market sourves

Mexico Not applicable. Households can Only -rid elec- Local comniu- Grants can he
Municipal get electricity tricits is possi- nities choose used (or a var-
Funding, connections at ble; energy is from a wide ets of projects
Solidarity subsidized cost. one comiiponenit variety of pro-
Program (Bank of' a rral jects.
lending assis- devel(pliniiesit
tance, 1993) project.

Niger Energy Tnx resesec Kerosene Projects Local commu- Co('nc1icitv is
Project 1989: accrues locally stoves are sub- include market ntiies voluntari- responsible for
Mali as incentive for sidized. develop-ment ly participate in collecting taves
Household sustainable foir woodifels. projects. acid managing
Energy Project. supply. kerosenie. and local resources.
1995 (Bank LPG, energy is
project, ESMAP a compoiinent in
assisted) forestry project

Thailand Rural Bulk rate Electricity con- Covers only Includes meet- Not addressed.
Electrification charged to rural nections are gridelectricity: ings. giving
Program, distribution cross-subsi- rural electrifi- right of way for
1977-present comcpany acts dized. Cation exten- lines. construc-
(Bank loais in as a cross-sub- sion coordi- tion labor,
1978, 1980, sidv: lifeliiie nated with rural investments
and 1983) rales at 15, 25. developinecit from social

ajnd 35 plans. development
kWh/mo. funds.

Kenya Arid Not applicatble. Low-cost loans Optiutis incllde Commtnities All purchases
Lands Project, for purchasing wind purnpiulg decide on pn- completed
1995 (Bank energy equip- anid solar clec- ofities for their through local
project) ment. tricity tlr area. retail market.

schools, clinics.
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Table 7.1 cotlintiUed

Project or Priun {l7 encri,' Financing anid Encourao,,ing a Encouraging Fa( ilitating a
program to u111n*ovr lowering the divelsirlv of participation traniition

o er first costs of invremcnnts and decentral- towI'ard a,niar-
energy and in' estors izaton in ket-orientel

investmnent approach
lending

China EncoLralges Develops mar- More thaii TA for rural Government
Integrated pricing above kets for such 1.000 technolo- energy plan- fosters local
Rural Energy comts ot supply. low-cost tech- gies approved. ning is provid- planning and
Program (gov- despite utiforni nologies as includinig ed to counties. developimient ot
emmient pro- national-level stoves, biogas, stoves. titittt teclinology
gram with pricingt poli- and mini- hvdro, hiogas. markets and
ESMAPTA) cie.s. hydros. and forestry, provides TA

West Bengal, Not applicable. Not applicable. Projects Involvement of Farn forestry
India, Social itv0olve villagers in for- produce sold to
Forestry increase in hio- est protection timber ilier-
Project, 1981; niass that can and in sharing chatnts.
Bengal be tised tor benefits of pro- Nonwood prod-
Forestry cooking. but to duction. NGO ucts sold or
Project, 1982 other options involved. used by partici-

pants.

Rurcal Electrifiiction

The World Bank's 1975 policy paper set the stage for Bank involvement in
financing rural electrification projects. The paper reviewed the developing
countries' experiences with rural electrification in the 1960s and examined the
costs and benefits of such investimients. The paper's main finidings and rec-
ommendations wei-e as follows:

* Economically jistifiable investnienits in rural electrification could be found
in large -egionis of the developing world. The situation varied from one
province to another depending on the enabling conditions for develop-
menit-in particular, for the growth of agriculture. rlt-al businesses, and
rarLil incomes-and on load density. Load densities were greatest in vil-
lages and rural towns. which often also had significant demands for elec-
tricity from small enterprises. Investments would thus need to be selective,
favoring areas where prospective uses of electricity justified expenditures.

* The Bank should base its investimients on the rate-of-returil criterion. The
initial fixed costs of extending service were high. although average costs
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declined steeply in areas with good load growth. All the significant bene-
fits of electrification were directly related to the uses to which it was put
and to the costs of alternative souices of power and energy. Thus Bank
staff considered the economic rate of return to investment to be an appro-
priate criterion for investment. It would encourage cost-effectiveness and
help focus investimienits in areas where they would be most likely to be
beneficial. In other areas. Bank staff often found that the alternatives were
cheaper and had higher returins than grid extension. At that time the main
alternative for motive power, individual supplies, or to support micro-
grids was diesel engines, which are still coninionly used.

Cost recovery over the long term should be encouraged. Specifically.
prices should be such that over some twenty to thirty years. the present
value of expected reveniles equals the present value of the expected costs
of service, less a small provisioni for lifeline rates if desired. The latter
would take the form of a low kilowatt-hour charge for low levels of con-
sumptioni. A cost-recovery policy of this kind would increase the rate at
which service could be expanded: it would help finance the high initial
fixed costs of extending service and the costs of new connections, without
undermining the utility's financial position.

Figure 7.1 WVorld Bank Coniniitnients for Rural Electrification, 1976-95
Million,io U.S. L10Ila-S
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These ftindings and recommendations are still valid, and are a good basis
lor future projects and policies. but need to be expanded given the advent of
new technologies and institutional reforms in the electric power sector.

Lending Activities. Froiim 1975 to 1984 the Bank lent a total of US$1.4 bil-
lion for rtiral electrificationi, but the level of activity dipped substantially in
the mid- to late 1980s before picking up again in the 1990s (figure 7.1).
Overall lending since 1980 has amounted to about USS2.7 billion for thirty-
eight projects in twenty-two countries. More than 75 percent of this lending
weent to Asia. about 13 percenit to Latin America, and less than 3 percent to
Sub-Saharan Africa. In Sub-Saharan Afirica. the Bank has not lent for stand-
alone rural electrification projects since 1980. although it has supported sev-
eral projects that have extended grid supplies to regional cities and towns in
agricultur-al provinces-for example, the northern grid extension project in
Ghana. In addition, a number of electrification projects had rural electrifica-
tion components.

The dip in lendinig for rural electrificationi in the mid- 1980s was probably
caused by the sharp deterior-ation in the finances of-and in the quality of ser-
vice provided by-the electricity industry in numerous counitr-ies during this
period. As a consequelice, the Bank's attention turned to restor-ing puice and
managerial efficiency to put the industry on a commercial footing. Since the
publication of the Bank's policy papers on power sector reform and energy
efficiency (World Bank 1993a.b). it now views measures to promilote private
investment and finance and less intrusive forim1s of regulationl as central to
achievinig a financially sound anid more efficient industry, and the indications
are that progress is being made in the areas of finanicial and institutional
refornm. (See box 4.5 for a sumnmnary of the general directions of the policies
supported by the Bank and commenits on progress.) The large incr-eases in
lending in 1990 and 1995 reflect more thani $900) million of lendinig to rural
electrification projects in Indonesia. The scene is therefore set for a renewed
effort by the Bank to support its memilber countr-ies' efforts to extend electric-
ity to the huge numbers of people withiout service.

Evaluations of Experience. The Bank's experienice withi rulal electrifi-
cation is inseparably linked to that of the forty or so countries in which it
has financed projects, and many other- coulitries in which it has provided
policy advice amid finanice for electrification programs more generally. As
this experience was reviewed at length in chapters 3 and 4, a brief summa-
ry will suffice here.

First, on the positive sidle. rulal electrification is an economically impor-
tant area of investment capable of generating good economic rates of returin.
(In Asia. ten out of eleven Bank-financed rural electrification projects recent-
ly evaluated have had a satisfactory rating according to the audits of the
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Operations Evaluation Department.) With the huge populations still without
service and with economilic growthi, further major investments, amounting to
perhaps about 10 percent of total investment in electricity supply. will be
needed for the next several decades. Grid extension is expensive, however,
and needs good load densities and load growth to justify the investment. as the
1975 policy paper had argued. The best investment opportunities continue to
be in villages and towns, which can be ceniters of new business opportunities.
in-migration, and non-farm employmilent (and thus of load growth) as agricul-
tural provinces develop. Where load densities are low, alternatives such as
diesel generators and small-scale supplies from renewable energy sources
were shown to be more cost-effective.

But experience has also showin that grid extension can have poor eco-
nomic and financial returns, and this has happened in some Bank projects.
The obvious case is when supplies are extended to areas at much expense
when load densities are low. there are few demands from agriculture and agro-
industries, and household use is minimal and the alternatives would have been
better. Yet even where demands are high. in theory sufficient to justify the
investments from an economic point of view, poor returns have sometimes
resulted in practice tor reasons that are now all too familiar: poor pricing and
financial policies that underimiined the quality of service and wasted energy
and capital. The review of experience has not unearthed any evidence of a
need for massive subsidies for rural electrification except. perhaps, ftor the
very low levels of subsidy in support of lifeline rates for low levels of house-
hold consumption. As the various evaluations reported in chapters 3 and 4
have found, subsidies have widely proved to be counterproductive and to
undermine the utilities' financial position and their ability to extend service.

By strengthening the finances and maniagerial position of the industry. the
reforms now taking place to put it on a more commercial footing provide a
new opportunity for electricity services to be more widely and efficiently
provided. They will, however. need to be complemented by some forimi of
public leadership. The uptake by the pwiviite sector in electricity distribution.
where privatization has been taking place in developing countries, has so far
been quite limited. and there has been a natural (and understandable) ten-
dency for private investors to concentrate on investments in genelation and
in the more luciative, higher growth, and higher-inicomiie end of urban mar-
kets. Thus policyinakers and regulators will have to be vigilanit on the matter
of service extension if programils of sector reform and privatization are not to
be undermined by a discontenlted public lacking service. Options for policy
(noted in chapter 4) include tax incentives. perhaps coupled with a regulato-
ry requirement for distribution franchises to extend service: continiued pub-
lic involvement in distribution, but on commercial priniciples; joint public-
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private ventures; electricity cooperatives: and the encouiragement of the
development of micro-grids.

Two recent reviews by the Bank's Operations Evalua.tion Department
(OED) (World Bank 1994b, 1995a) have also contained findings pertinent to
this paper. one on lendinig for electric power in SUb-Saharan Africa and the
other on rural electrification in Asia.

Only 2 percent of the componients of the projects reviewed in Africa dealt
with rural electrification directly. even though about 90 percent of Africa's
rur al population lacks access to electricity. The OED's recoiimmendations
included (a) increasing the focus on decentralized. community-based power
supply options; (b) placing greater reliance on private investment and man-
agement; (c) instituting a vigorous push tor sectoi reform; and (d) placing
more emphasis on renewable energy.

As noted, the review of experience in Asia found that nine of the ten pro-
jects had performed satisf'actor-ily: however. only ftour had achieved econom-
ic rates of retul-n in excess of 10 percenit. an(d none were fiianicially self-suf-
ficient. havinig depended on cross-subsidies ftromii general tariffs. In some
countries, even where the investmenits were economilically justified. the utili-
tv's poor financial performance had often been further under-iniilecd by rural
electrification subsidies. which ultimliately ulidernmined the electrificationl pro-
grams themselves. The dispar-ities between the economic andi financial returns
were due to deficient pricing policies: none of the coulitries had adopted cost-
retlecting pricinig policies for rural service.

The review conclided that rural electrification projects can, and often did,
have significant economic benefits. Its summliary of the conditions uLidel
which investmenits were likely to succeed echoed those of the Bank's 1975
policy paper. Amonig other things. it emphasized cost recovery in tariff poli-
cies and the need to pay greater attention to the econonmic rate of retuin when
selecting investnmenits. The most successful projects in Asia took into accounlt
"the great variations in economic conditions and growth rates among rural
areas" (World Baiik 1994b) and maximized benefits by selectinig subprojects
where a high rate of demand growth could be expected and the net economic
returns would be the highest. In general. these were in regionls where the "pro-
ductivity of agricuilture was rising and supporting service industries are grow-
ing." On commenting on the report, the Banlk Board's Joint Audit Committee
further- emphasizecd the need for having more local participation and for ensur-
ing access for low-incomile consumners.

Thus the OED studies arrived at conclusions fully consistenit with those
oft many others involved with rural electrification over the past twenty-five
years, as reviewed in chapters 4 and 5. Once again, they emphasized the
need for financial sustainability and cost-effectiveness and the need to rec-
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ognize that alternative soul-ces of energy and power are often available when
loacis are small.

The Sustainable P-roduictioni anditl Use o° 'Woodtfuels

The Bank's lending in the area of woodfuels has mostly been integrated with
its work on forestry and agro-forestry. Projects typically have the following
components:

* Tree planting. once based mainly on woodlots, but now mcre com-
monily based on agr-o-forestry and participatory approaches to forestry
management.

* Institution building. or general support for the development of forestry
serv ices.

* Technical assistance, training services, andl ieseiar-ch.

* Resoul-ce and forestr-y maniagemiient focused on mainitaininig or impr-oving
existing forests or woodlots. Sometimiles, this category will include project
management costs.

e Stove and charcoal kiln pr-ogramiis. which have evolved as discussed in
chapter 6.

DuL-ing 1980-95. the Bank commilitted UJS$1.1 billion to sixty projects in
thirty-two countries in support of sustainable woodfuel supply and use in rural
areas (see the annex and figure 7.2)-about a third of its torestry lending.
Most of the SUppOrt went to low-incomile countries (Sub-Saharan Africa had
about a third, and Asia about half, of the projects).

In contl-ast to rural electrification, the Bank's work on biofuels did not lan-
guish in the mid-1980s. but intensified. This initially resulted from the long-
standing public conceins reflected in the Bank's Forestry Policy Paper (World
Bank 1978) about deforestation and the losses of tree stocks on farmlands and
woodlands, and all that this implied for the sustainability of agriculture. The
Tropical Forest Action Planl (World Bank 1987) provided a turther stimulus
whenl the -mining" of the forests by fuelwood suppliers and the charcoal
industry was meco-gnized as a major cause of deforestation, along with logging

and land clearance. Sector studlies of forestry and agro-for-estrv practices in
the 1 980s, together with the eamly work of the United Nations Development
Programme-World Bank Energy Assessment Programme, and later ESMAP,
were also influential, and provided a basis for operations.
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Figure 7.2 Lending Commitments for Sustainable Supply and LIse of Woodfuels
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The emphasis of the Bank's wxork on biofuels shit'ted considerably during
the period, however-, almost wholly in the directionis descr-ibed in chapters '

andt 6. The afforestation comilponients of the early loans were mostly for com-
munity woodlots. andc genierally yielded poor results. Although com11mun.ity
woodlot programils aimed at a high level of local participation. the notion of
commnunity" was often too vague a concept and too broad a social Unlit to be

operational. overlooked the diver-se needs and functionis of different social
groLups withini their comimlunlities. and left property rights andc adminiistrative
and other matters unaddiessed.

As the Bank's 1978 paper on forestry policy had anticipated. the agro- or
ftarm-forestry projects that followed have yielded better results. Indeed, they
have generally exceeded expectations (see chiapter 6): foml an excellent basis
for continued Bank operationis in the inter-related areas of rUral energy. forestry.
and agricultural developmenit: and are now a mainstay in the Bank's work (see
World Batik 1994c). The Bank has also begunl to support a promising approach
in ar-eas where local forest resources are still good: providing propelty rights to
local people to maniage anid nainitain the tesources (see box 6.3).

Chapter 6 reviewecl the Banlk's and others' experienlce with woodstove
programs. As with biofuel supplies, the early projects got off to a poor start,
with the projects ofteni relyinig on the results of laboratory experimiients, with
far too little involvemilenit by user-s atid by artisans who woultl manufacture
them. Evaluations of field experieice, in the Bank's case facilitated bv
ESMAP. led to a fundamilenital redefinition of the approach such that local
participation was central.
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We can thus conclude that approaches to investment in biofuel supplies
and LIse have taken a distinct step forwvard since the early efforts some fifteen
years ago.

The transaction costs of developinig projects an(l new policies in the bio-
fuels ar-ea can be high; lending(, per project is typically only about one-quarter
of that for energy in the modern sector, and the preparation of investillenlts
requires conisiderable knowledge of local ecology and natural resources and
of cominuiiities, social units, and tenurial issues. Furthermore, for the reasons
outlined in chapter 3, establishing the capacity simiiply to support particular
iilvestimients without developing local institutional capacity more generally is
insufficient. We are only beginning to understancd what is involved. Attending
to such matters will often require a significaLnt investimient in assistance for
preparinig progranis an(d developing policies. Collaboration with bilateral
donors and nonigoverinimlental organizations. who frequently sUpport pilot pro-
jects and undertake field worlk and project preparation activities, is indispens-
able. Yet even taking such partnerships into account, the trainsaction costs to
the Bank have proved to be large.

Renewvaible Enetygy

The Bank's efforts to bring reniewables into mainstreamil finaincing began in
the early 1980s. motivated by the high prices of oil at that time. During
1980-95, the Batik fianiced approximilately thirty renewable energy projects
in eighteen countries, including eight projects co-financed with the Global
Environmient Facility (GEF). By fiscal 1995. total commitimients amounted to
approximately lJS$1.3 billion.

Until 1990. however, about 75 percenit of the lending was for geothermal
energy. which is an economiiicalily attractive option for grid supplies in several
countries, but does not have a direct bearino on the rural energy problems dis-
cussed in this paper (see the annex for a full list of projects duling 1980-95). In
the 1980s. lendinig for small-scale applications of new renewable energy tech-
nologies suitable for rural supplies was confined to a few pilot projects, which
were sometimes components of ongoing energy projects. Aside from a numbel
of activities identified by ESMAP, also of a pilot nature. the collapse of oil
prices in 1985/86 led to such ventules being put into abeyance for a period.

Since 1990. interest and investment in renewable energy sources has been
on the upswing worldwicle. As chapter 5 noted. the main reasons were the
continued technological developments. conlcomilitant cost reductions, and
environmental benefits of renewable energy.

The establishimlent of the GEF has also proved to be a stimulus. because
renewables are emerging as the most promiiising non-net-carbon-emnitting
technology for addressinlg glohal warimiing over the long term (Anderson and
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Williams 1994; GEF 1996; World Bank 1992). The Bank financed eight
renewable energy projects duLilng the pilot phase, and a pipeline of projects in
more than twenty countr-ies is cuirr-ently emerging. A good example is the
US$280( million India Renewable Energy Project. approved in 1993. It pro-
vides credit and investment incenitives for the introductioll of solar home sys-
tems in rural areas, windfariiis. and micro-lhydio projects. In 1992 India had
only 50 megawatts (MW) of winid power planit. an(d experts anticipated that
aiiotiher 85 MW could be added over a five-year period. Within four years
nearly 550 MW had been installed. There is a downside to this achievemenit.
however, which is the dependenice of the program on the unusually high level
of tax incentives and subsidy: a financially miore sustainable policy woLild
reduce the subsidies and tax incentives and look to phasing them out over
time, once the prograin has been established. The photovoltaic (PV) compo-
nent had a slower start. but is beginning to genler-ate conlsiderable interest
among public suppliers in both grid and off-grid mar-kets.

As Bank-financed renewable projects have not yet been completed and
audited, it is too soon to provide a post-evaluation. We do, however, know
about the perforimianice of renewable energy projects other organizations have
financed in developing countries and about the substantial. established pro-
grams in the industrial countries. We can sum up this experience as follows:

* The basic technologies are fully proven, work well. and are no longer
experimental.

* The potential for further developmcent arid cost reductions is considerable
and will be facilitated by further- investimient and research and development.

* The failure of some has generally been for familiar institutional reasons
rather than for techniological or economic reasons, for example, when pro-
jects paid too little attention to establishing follow-Lip and mainltelnance
services.

* Investments in renewable energy will benefit from improved enabling
conditions for investment in the eneroy sector as a whole.

* The developing countr-ies are becoming increasingly iiiterested in the
wider use of reniewable energy. applications are increasing, arid a pletlio-
ra of investment arid project preparationi activities is under way.

* The projects carn meet the investment criteria of the World Bank Group
and the GEF.
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The investimients in this area are supported by nongovernmental organiza-
tions, private industry, ancd departments of energy and industry in many of
the Bank's member countries who are urging Bank involvement and lead-
ership with respect to both policy andl project development.

Thus. in every respect. reniewable energy is a good area for future invest-
inent by the Bank.

Project Innovations and Advisory' Services

Often an advisory activity or a successful pilot program pr-ovides the basis for
a fuller- Banik operation in rulal energy. The Bank has ofteni canied oLIt such

work through special bilateral. donor-supported programis, such as ESMAP,
ASTAE. and the Africa Review of Policies in the Traditional Energy Sector.
For example. the household energy strategy techinical assistance, conducted in
Niger tinder ESMAP. was the basis for a project subcomponenit on household
energy and urban fuelwood management systems in a power loan. In India. a
review of renewable energy alternatives under ESMAP lecd to the develop-
ment of the Bank's first project explicitly for renewable energy. The Africa
Review of Policies in the Traditional Energy Sector has identified policies
impol-tant for natul-al resouL-ce managemilent and traditional eneigy use in West
Africa. In Chad. Conioros. Kenya. Madagascar. and Rwanda. a special Bank
program ftor nonconlventional ener-gy. supported by DLtch granits, has identi-
fied and mainstrearmed traditional energy aii( renewable project componenits.
The donor-supported ASTAE program has done the preparatovy groundwork
for innovative small rural systems in In(dia. Sri Lanka. and elsewhere in Asia.
Finally. the Bank's recently launched Solar Initiative, supported by donors
and the energy industry, is identifying decentriLlized rural projects in China.
Latin America. the Middle East. Southern Africa, and West Africa. Table 7.1
presenits examples of Bank projects and programlis thlit have increased access
to rural energv.

A direct consequence of ESMAP's work has been an iicrease in World
Bank lending operations that incorporate specific household energy coinpo-
nents. By the end of 1995, ESMAP hacd designed household energy compo-
nents of ener-y sector loans or credits in ten countries (Bolivia, Burundi,
Ethiopia, Guinea. Haiti, Madagascar. Mali, Mauritania, Niger. and Rwanda)
for a total of US$46 million. ESMAP studies also laid the groundwork for
renewable energy investimienits in India and( Mauritius for a total of US$240
million. ESMAP's training activities in f'inancial and economic analysis. rural
energy policy analysis. andl rral survey work. includinie the development of
traininc manuals and follow-imp support activities. also contributed to the for-
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mulation of China's rural energy program (US$1.5 billion). Other similar
activities are in the pipeline (Cameroon. Chad, Chinia, and Vietnam). and
these could lead to investnents of US$75 million.

Also with the financial support of bilateral donors, in particular the
Netherlands, two other Bank programs are actively advancing activities in the
fields of traditional energy an(d renewable energy. The Review of Policies in
the Traclitional Energy Sector. which was launched in 1993. has led to policy
and project folmulation in five Sahelian countries, and this work will be
extended to other African coulitries (Burkina Faso. Senegal). Estimates indi-
cate that the resulting investments will amount to some US$40 million.
ASTAE. which started in 1992. has helped the Bank's Asia region with devel-
oping energy components or stand-alone projects for renewable energy in
countries such as India (US$28() million), and is preparing similar projects in
Indonesia (US$260n million), Sri Lanka (US$50( million), and, in cooperation
with ESMAP, in China (US$150 million).

The Way Forward: A Renewed Commitment by the World
Bank Group

This paper envisages a renewed commitment by the Bank to support its mem-
ber countries' efforts to extend moderin energy supplies to populations with-
out them. and to promiiote sustainable supply and use of biofuels for as long as
they remain important sources of energy. Modern energy as defined here
includes new foorimis of renlewable energy.

The tine is ripe for a renewed comimiilitimienit. The experiences of the past
twenty years have been substantive, spanning 100 projects of varying sizes
and policy cliscussions in more than 100 countries, and we know muchi more
about both the approaches that are likely to work and those that that probably
will not. Where uncertainties are presenit as occurs, especially with respect to
institutionial clevelopment they have beeil recognizedl and options identified.
Many developing countries are also committed to improving the enabling
environment, at the macroeconomic level and in the energy sector, which the
Bank Group is supporting, and this too should aid rural energy investiments.

With the important exception of afforestation, however, the Bank's work
on iLiral energy-and also the related problemii of extendinig service to unserved
urban populations-has declined since the mid-1980s. largely because of the
finaicial and institutionial problenis afflicting the energy' sector discussed ear-
lier. which focused the Bank's attention oin sector reform. The Bank is also still
in the early stages of developing a pipeline of renewable energy projects and
supporting policies. In addition, the Bank's work in these areas has become
highly dependent on outside support fiom tirLst funds. secondimients, and spe-
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cial programs such as ESMAP and ASTAE. The allocation of both Bank staff
time and its financial resources to the challenges discussed in this paper
amount to a modest proportion of its total efforls in the energy sector. Yet these
challenges concemn the most impoverished populations of developing coun-
tries, and work in this area is fully consistent with Bank policies.

The Bank's renewed comimiitment must be reflected in its ftuture work on
energy sector re'form and through its investments. While the following recoin-
mendationis focus on unmet needs in rural energy markets, in the case of mod-
ein energy forms, they are equally applicable to unserved markets il urbani areas.

Brotidening the Scope of Enefrgy Sector Ref rr

The Bank's policy papers on the electric power subsector and energy effi-
ciency (World Bank 1993a.b) fundamentally redefinied its energy sector and
policy work. It was to lend only to countries committe(d to operating the
industry on commercial plrinciples; to intioduce less intrusive and more trans-
parent fonns of regulationi: and, by implicationl, to be more open to private
investment. the impor-tationi of energy services, and market pricing.
Environmental concerils were also central in the form of a greater comimlit-
menit to energy efficiency and the introduction of "clean" energy technologies.
Box 7.1 sumimiarizes the main points andl indicates the added dimensions this
paper brings to the Bank's approach.

The Bank's coulitry economic and energy sector work is devoting significant
attention to sector refooriml (World Bank 1994d). which is now the principal focus
of most Banik lendlilng operations in electricity, oil, and gas. The policy dialogues
on options ftor energy sector refonr are ther-efore the ideal stage at wvhich to
review the energy problems rural (arid unserved urban) consumers face. These
dialogues engage the attention of those responisible for framing energy policies
at precisely the right time. that is, when the policies are being framed.

The Bank is well placed to broaden the scope of energy policies duling
discussions with governiments of structural and macroeconiomic adjustments
(when energy sector reforms often serve a fiscal purpose). of country assis-
tance strategies, of energy sector reviews, and ot sector and project loans.
Table 7.2 at the end of this chapter provides a chiecklist of the sorts of ques-
tions that need to be raised. based on the analysis of previous chapters. The
first set of questions deals with the general scope of the problem: the numbers
of people without service, the extent and use of biofuels and their health and
environmental effects, experience with policies and investments so far. and so
forth. Other questions deal with prices and taxes, fiianice. the analysis of
investmenit alternatives, arid the institutional matters discussed in chapters 3
through 6. Often. when working on policy reform, it is not possible to address
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BOX 7.1 BROADENING THE SCOPE OF ENERGY OPERATIONS

Eend rnt lenees t u edin

* Promoteo sustinalea supyadue_fboul

* technologies n Countries
Sector reform

• Transparent regulation
• Comnmercialization/corporatization 

P Private involvement
P Importation of services
19.teB ard o ricing p
es Dper T management t

PoAdded dimensions-a renewed commitnient to

-rExtend T odern energy iipplin s to Ulnisered pop e watioais

Prontlote sustainable seupply arod Lise of biofuels

mIntroduce new and renewable energy technologies

Aindc theos to

l Poe ov Iote coftesercial pficins ant piivate involve s eengt

ill distribLItion

-Providing incenitives t;or extcinsoiol of seirvice
*Supporting agrofoi-estrv anid biofuel progr-aiils

Ics 1992 the World Baepke s Bo rd of Dbrectoud wpp orked a lraglC se d oif poin-
cies that wt[e h utlice(i in tao pipc N Tlco mpniens BofA % Roltoan and Ele(dris
Pol,ci- Se,or t1eliiaS Enetg.i E/tfficin anl CoZlS eiwi\-vIt(ion il fht, DerIcc,lpin

lb//The Balilk WOldl he colininitted to lendinig only "lhere (here wa, ;a
lenio>nstratett corinmitmelnt tlo power wettor reform,l anid it, projc<t" \btikdd pro-

miote clean technologies aiid pI./jtitCc, These policie, t.,lvc onl added bimpor-
tance inl the contc\i oI thls papllt-

all. or even mi-ost. of the specifics at the tinie whien policies are beinig dis-
cussed, as nmuch depends on the backgr-ound work already donie. In such
instances, the technical assistanice comipoiients of loanis anid credits nmay serve
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an invaluable functioni by turining general principles agreed upon at the time
into functioning policies later.

Investments

Supported by a broader dialogue on energy policies, the World Bank Group
will be better able to tailor its energy investimients more closely to developiig
countries' needs and concemns. How its investment portfolio develops will
vary with the country. but increasing commilitimients of Bank resources are like-
ly for the following:

* Rural electrification and its alternatives

* New renewable energy formis, guided by the Bank's Solar Initiative and
joint programs with ESMAP and ASTAE

* Agro-forestry, farn forestry, and natural forest management along the
lines indicated in the Bank's forestry papers

* More efficient and environmientally improved approachies to the supply
and use of biofuels.

An increase in the supply and use of modern cooking fuels in rural areas
should also follow, though these would be private investmenit activities rather
than financed by the Bank.

Bank loans and credits have been available for such investments for more
than fifteen years, in the case of electritfication for more than twenty years,
and well-prepar-ed projects can meet the investmenlt criteria of both the World
Bank Group and the GEF. No changes to the Bank's internal policies are
therefore required, though their application, as shortly discussed, often entails
innovationi in approaches to investments and policies. The policies on electric
power and energy efficiency announced in 1992 should make such projects
economically more attractive by improving the enabling conditions for invest-
ment and the financial positions of eneigy companies. However, a significant
allocation of the Bank's resouices will be required to build on the policy
reforiims and finance investment in ruLral energy and service expansion.

In addition, there must be a willingness to ininovate anid to entertaini new
approaches. While the Bank has been able to finance the above kinds of
investmenits ftor some time, experience has shown that institutional as well as
technological and economilic innovations have frequently paved the way to
more successftul investments and policies. Perhaps the best example on the
institutional side has been the growing recognition of the importance of local
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BOX 7.2 SUB-SAHARAN POWER African power distribution companies,
CHALLENGE: PROMOTING a hesitation by companies to get
ELECTRICITY ACCESS TO RURAL involved in higher-cost distribution,
AND LOW-INCOME USERS and a practice of charging high con-

nection costs for new electricity con-
A special problem for much of Sub- sumers. In many countries national
Saharan African is the need to uniform tariffs for electricity also dis-
expand access to electricity beyond courages electricity companies from
its currently restricted level. In none getting involved with more expensive
of Sub-Saharan Africa's lower-middle rural and peri-urban service. For
or low-income countries does access instance, in Zimbabwe consumers
exceed 20 percent, and the average must sometimes pay as much as
for most countries is less that 10 per- US$900 for obtaining an electricity
cent. This compares quite unfavor- connection, which limits the number
ably to most countries in Asia and who can connect to the system.
Latin America, where several coun- Likewise, in many African countries,
tries have electrification rates above the distribution companies adhere to
75 percent, most notably, China and high and expensive standards for
Thailand. By comparison, in Ghana electricity provision, which effectively
and Kenya the rural electrification rules out many consumers from being
rate is around 12 percent, in Tanzania able to afford electricity service.
and Uganda it is less than 10 percent, Given that the populations without
and in many other countries it is bare- electricity are growing in Sub-
ly 5 percent. The reasons for the low Saharan Africa, the task of develop-
rates of electrification involve a com- ing innovative ways to promote elec-
bination of poor management by tricity service without providing exten-

sive subsidies for poor and rural peo-

participation in developimient (discussed in chapter 3). for exam)ple. in relation
to manalginlg forests and introducing agro-forestry and woodstove progralmls.

Equally important, and in a broad sense a development that also implies
greater participation, is the movenl1ent to liberalize energy marlkets, encotirac-e
private investmenit, and ihtioduce independent ("aarn's length") regulation.
Although these are old ideas, it is only recently that they have been finding
practical application in developing counltries anid posing novel problems once
we turn to the specifics of policy not least, as noted, with respect to finance.
regulation. and the distribution of energy services. On the techniological side.
an openness to investments in new renewable energy technologies will be cru-
cially importanit from both an environmental and an economic perspective.

In Africa and South Asia in particular. major efforts will also be required
for all four types of projects noted earlier (and on the supporting policies).
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because the pressures on soils and natural resources are especially severe in
these regions. In addition to the need to put biofuel supply and use on a sus-
tainable footing, Africa has the furthest to go with electrification and the pro-
vision of modern fuels. The Sub-Sahiarani Africa Power Reform Symposium.
co-sponsored by the World Bank in Johannesburg in December 1995. made a
promising start on addressing the major issues.

Box 7.2 illustrates the challenge decisionmakers face in dealing with
the power sector and rural electrification in Afirica.

Thle preceding review has also shown that innovations in finance and cred-
it will often be needed to address the high "first-cost" problem in extending
modern energy supplies to rural areas. They may come in the form of leasing
and micro-financing- arrangemenits-foor example, for PV sets--or incentives in
support of the developmenit of local energy companies that themselves may be
willing to finanice (on a cost-recovery basis) the initial costs or extend credit.

A rising area of investment activity will be the new forimis of renewable
energy. not only for rural energy supplies, but for grid supplies more general-
l. as discussed in chapter 5. The GEF, especially, is providing a golden
opportunity to the Banik's clients to break new ground in thie use of new
reniewable energy technologies (GEF 1995. 1996). To encourage investment
in this area, the Bank's energy staff have launched the Solar Initiative. The ini-
tiative is being supported externally by the donor community. primarily
throughi ESMAP. ASTAE. and the secondienit of staff with technical exper-
tise in the subject to the Bank.

The initiative encourages the Bank's clieiit countries to develop projects
and policies in this area. It provides information on project experience, tech-
nical advice, arid cross-support anid encour-agemilenit to the regiolial operating
divisions to prepare such projects and policies for Bank arid GEF fiianicing.
Also, in association with the International Energy Agency, it "networks" the
efforts of the industrial countries (where most of the technologies have been
developed) to those of the developing countries, and in collaborationl with the
IFC. it encourages private investment in renewable energy (box 7.3).

Opportuniities fir Partmerships

This report is based on the operationial experience of the Bank's staff over the
past twenty years and has benefited from the experience arid perceptions of
numerous other oryganizations. First anid foremost were discussions of the sub-
stantial issues of policy toward and investimienit in rural ener-gy in the course
of operations with people from all walks of life in niore than 100 countries.
both whenl policies and investnienits were being defined anid when they were
being implemented. As thie report was being prepared. its findings were shared
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BOX 7.3 THE IFC AND RENEWABLE as in relation to its power invest-
ENERGY ments, the IFC is actively pursuing

potential investments in renewable
In July 1992, the IFC created its energy (biomass, wind, solar thermal,
Infrastructure Department in and PVs). The IFC can provide non-
response to the growing demand for recourse project finance services,
its services in this area. The Power namely:
Division handles electric power gen- * Debt/equity investments in com-
eration projects, including projects mercial technologies in developing
using renewable energy resources countries
such as hydro, geothermal, and bio- * GEF grants or concessional
mass and new technologies such as financing to buy down capital cost
wind energy, as well as conventional differences for qualifying technolo-
thermal generation projects and gies alongside conventional IFC
transmission and distribution pro- project financing.
jects, including national and interna- The IFC can also provide services for
tional grids and metropolitan and manufacturing, investment, and
local utilities. corporate finance as follows:
The IFC has recently financed * Debt/equity investments in the

hydro projects in Belize (25 MW), manufacturing and assembly of
Chile (450 MW and 80 MW), Costa commercial technologies in devel-
Rica (11 MW), and Guatemala (10 oping countries
MW), as well as a biomass cogener- * GEF grants to support invest-
ation plant in Guatemala (70 MW). ments in manufacturing and
Geothermal projects are under assembly investments for precom-
review in Guatemala, Indonesia, and mercial technologies.
Nicaragua. Wind power funding pro- The IFC is also considering estab-
posals have been received for pro- lishing a $100 to $200 million fund for
jects in Argentina, Chile, renewable energy and energy effi-
China/Mongolia, Costa Rica, Egypt, ciency that could provide equity (and
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, possibly debt) financing for smaller
Morocco, Ukraine. and Uruguay. on-grid renewable energy projects (5
Biomass or PV projects have been to 20 MW) and for promising new off-
considered in Belize, Brazil, grid applications using solar energy
Colombia, Costa Rica, India, and and other renewables and for energy
Jamaica. The IFC has also invested efficiency projects. The GEF Council
in PV manufacturing in China. recently approved a $30 million cofi-
The IFC has made the environment nancing facility to supplement the

one of its most urgent priorities and is Fund's resources to promote less
encouraging private sector involve- mature commercial technologies and
ment in the development of GEF to reduce risks associated with these
assistance strategies for the private types of investments.
sector. As part of these efforts, as well
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with and critiquLecd by twenty or so organizations involved in developmelit
assistance. nearly fifty nongoverinmental organizations from industrial and
developing countries, and workshops with private industries investing in
renewable energy technologies.

Although professional dit'ferenices often remaini on specifics, people work-
ing in this area usually agree on three aspects of policies on and investment in
rural energy:

* There is no greater challenige facing the eneigy sector than to provide
energy in environimentally sustainable ways to rural (and unseived urban)
populations in developing countries. Good enabling conditions for energy
investments will Lundoubtedly help. but policies and investmelIts focused
directly on the various problemils to be addressed will also be necessary.

* Such policies and investments are merited not only on social and environi-
mental grounds but also on economilic grounds, as nieasured by the eco-
nomic rate of retLril to investment. In other words, there is no reason why
solving the social and environmental problems arising fromii energy use
should not bring with it appreciable economic benefits to rural people.

* Opportunities exist for collaborating andc sharing experielices and infor-
mation. In rural energy, as in other fields, no institutioni has a monopoly
of knowledge or insights. Indeed, one of the most important developments
in recent years has been the growino- (if much belated) realization that t he
best information and insiohts come from the intended beneficiaries them-
selves. This has brought about the growth of interest in the participatory
approach to the design of projects and policies and the current efforts to
come to grips with the tenurial. economic, financial, social, and admilis-
trative aspects of local institutional development.

The World Bank Group has the capacity both to brinig rural energy into the
policy dialogue and to co-finance investments. Of these, it will probably be the
brinying of substantive policy issues to the table and the catalytic effects of its
projects that will be most important. In rural energy. as in the energy sector
more generally, the developing countr-ies will undertake the bulk of invest-
ment: the Bank's financing is unlikely to exceed 5 percent of overall invest-
ment. There will theretore be mIcIh that the Bank caninot do by itself, and it will
be incumbent on all involved to work together if these endeavors are to succeed.
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Table 7.2 Broadening Energy Access: A Checklist for Bank Staff

Milain
Sp'cifh aicuonws anzd progran Baniik iisrti'i'nts1n

1. Acknowledge the questions and define the challenge: SALs, SECALs,

Define the energY supply situation ftor people withoLit access sector loans, sec-
to modern energy: types of fuels used, their costs. andl their tor reviews,
health and environmental impacts. SARs. TA, and

Modern fuielv: Evaluate past progress in sUpplY expan- Pcatio andpepa-
- . e ~~~~~~~~~~~cation anid prepa-

sion to urban and rural areas. and consider how energy ration (Bank and
sector reforms will affect the future provision of energy GEFi

supplies to these people. Will the reforms increase
investmenit in distribution of electricity, moderin cookinie
fuels, and renewable energy alternatives? What pricing
and tax policies are appropriate? Is suLfficienit project
idenitificationi and preparation work tinder way? More
generally. assess adeqtiacy of current policies and invest-
menit activities of programs to improve.

Traditiona1l tfiheS. Assess efforts to address health and
civironimenital problemils caused by use of biofuels: assess
adequacy of supporting policies and programs.

* Keep track of progress in extending modern energy services
to previously unserved populations and of progless in
afforestation and biofuel programs.

2. Price energy to improve access: SALs. SECALs.

* Follow the general principle of pricing eneigy at econtomilic sector loans,
cost. Fuel taxation and the import tariff regimie should not sector review,s
discrimilinate against individual energy' sources. SARs. GEF

* Avoid subsidies that restrict the market to governmenit pro-
grams, inCeluding general fuel subsidies and targeted subsidies.

* Avoid uniform national pricing that prevents extensioni of ser-
vice to ruLal areas.

* Generally. support incenitives for market development and
sustainable access, such as temporary and transparenit inceni-
tives to buy down inhitial capital anid transaction costs for elec-
tricity connections and basic end-use equipmenit that allows
for fuel switching.

e Within large energy companies (especially providers of LPG
and electricity), allows modest cross-subsidization of lifeline
rates and costs of basic end-use equipmllelnt.

C '00/ilmred
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Table 7.2 continied

Mcciiil
.Spc'ciIi ahcion.s ciic /)rcdp'grclinc' Baick ins trcuocc'ut.s

* Implement a resoUice tax on the urban fuelwood and charcoal
trade that is collected by local rural commnIlLities who manage
these natural resources.

3. Finance and lower the first costs of energy: Project lending.

* Expand credit to rural conisumer-s lor coninectionis and appli- TA. sector
ances by spreading costs over tilme, review, CAS

* Reduce service coninection costs thl-oughi modlifyinig design
standards to meet the needs of low-demand consumers.

* Expand credit lo inivenitory to small energy retailers and sLIp-
pliers that serve rural consumers and explore leasing schemes
and other such optionis.

4. Encourage a diversity of investments and investors in Energy, rural
rural energy: development.

* Ensure regulatory environimient does noL discriminate against forestrv project
or obstruct rural energy investment; goal is "level playing lending, sector
field" for public, local, and private investmenits. loans. TA. SARs.

GEF
* Include updated and approved energy componenits as options

for use of development funds in rural development projects.

* Provide direct investments for public grid electrification pro-
grams that follow finanicialiv sound pricing policies.

* Include. as applicable. renewables. modern biomass-using
equipment, and other alternative energy in public health, edu-
cation, and agriculture projects.

* EnsuLe a liberal trade policy for imiported fuels anid equipment
likely to be used by rural consumers. inicluding liquid fuels
and renewable energy products/comiponenits.

* Provide TA for innovative product development aimiled at
serving rural areas.

5. Exanmine the institutional questions to be addressed: SALs, SECALs.

* Restructure government role to support local initiatives and energy, rural
projects, including closer cooperation with rural development developimenit.
aoencies and progrfms. torestry project

* Evaltuate listitutional alternatives for electricity distribu- lendiig. sector
loanis, TA. GEF

tion-local franchises, public/private partnerships. coopera-
tives and other.

c liltilutd
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Table 7.2 continued

Maini
Specifc ilc cions ii rtBatik iisrnnitims

* Examine tax and 1 regulattory incentives to encouLage suppply
companies to expand service.

* Provi(le financing and technical sIupport lor local/decentral-
ized pitblic or private energy sitpply initiatives through tech-
nical assistance and trainting.

* Encourage effective. transparenit regullations promiioting com-
petition among retailers and distributors: discourage inoiopo-
listic policies tor electricity. liquid fuels. and( renewables.

* Transter responsibility for maiaginig and exploiting forest
resources to local rural populations base(d on a mutually
agreed uponi fiorest mallagemilenit plan.

* Base aftorestation and woodstose programs on the participa-
tory approach.

Note: Thie teriti inilwizit.'iaitdI itlnude, thei Woild Bank, Intieriiational Finaice
Corporation. Interttationfal Monetary FLnTId. titer-AmcTicati Developmcnit Balik.

African Deselopiment Bank. Asniat Development BaiTk. tinJted Nation, agencirc.
ai(d othters.

C AS CiOUnITy aIIItst.inec strategy

ClkF Global Ensit oinment Facilitv
NG(i notigoveritnitenital iorganiztieiill.
SAL Struiciniral adtuttrilent lendinig
SAR Stafl appraNal report
SCC' SvstelittIC ClhCIt 1eon1UalltatOtl

SF:C A I. Setoer Id iUsitnItI leniditig.
TIA Technical Awst'iance



Appendix

World Bank Lending for Rural and Renewable Energy
Projects, Fiscal 1980-95

A. Rural Electrification Projects/Components (millions of U.S. dollars)

Loan/ Toran project BRank loan
Couwarv Region Projec t name Year c redit no. financing amount

Bangladesh SAS Rural 82 CR 1262 64.5 40.0
Electrification

Bangladesh SAS Second Rural 85 CR 1633 110.6 79.0
Electrification

Bangladesh SAS Third Rural 90 CR 2129 163.5 105.0
Electrification

Brazil LAC Eletrobras I Power 82 LN 2138 739.3 36.5
Distribution

Brazil LAC Rural 83 LN 2365 585.2 222.8
Electrification

Brazil LAC N.E. Rural 95 LN 3919 60 17.24
Poverty Alleviation.

Brazil LAC Mato Grosso 92 LN 3492 285.7 7.68
Natural Resource Mgt.

China EAP SW Poverty 95 CR 2744 486.4 9.36
Reduction

China EAP 2nd Red Soils Area 94 CR 2563 296.4 1.44
Development

Colombia LAC Village 81 LN 1999 68.7 36.0
Electrification

Cote d'lvoire AFR First Power Project 80 LN 1896 46.3 33.0
Egypt MNA Third Power 80 LN1886/ 677.8 22.2

CR 1052
Ghana AFR National 93 CR 2467 185.3 20.1)

Electrification
Ghana AFR National 93 CR 2467 185.33 13.45

Electrification
Guatemala LAC Power Distribution 86 LN 2724 133.2 6.4

continued
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Loan! Total project Bank loan
Country Region Project name Year credit no. financing amnount

India SAS Third Rural 82 LN 2165 795.0 300.0
Electrification

Indonesia EAP Eleventh Power 81 LN 2056 319.4 22.0

Indonesia EAP Rural Electrification 90 LN 3180 524.7 329.0

Indonesia EAP 2nd Rural 95 LN 3845 841.3 618.9
Electrification

Jordan MNA Fourth Power 81 LN 1986 86.6 4.1

Jordan MNA Six Power 86 LN 2710 71.7 6.9

Lao PDR EAP Southeni Provirices 87 CR 1826 32.6 6.8
Electrification

Lao PDR EAP Provincial Grid 92 CR 2425 49.3 34.13
Integration

Madagascar AFR Energy Sector 94 CR 2844 119.4 4.13
Development

Malaysia EAP Rural Electrification 82 LN 2146 315.5 86.3

Mexico LAC Integrated Rural 81 LN 2043 506.0 8.1
Dev. (PINDER 111)

Mexico LAC Decentralization and 91 LN 3310 1,362.7 27.9
Regional Dev.

Morocco MNA Second Rural 90 LN 3262 220.0 114.0
Electrification

Nepal SAS Power Sector 92 CR 2347 100.1 2.44
Efficiency

Pakistan SAS Private Tubewell 89 CR 2004 50.3 12.6
Development

Pakistan SAS Rural Electrification 89 LN 3148/ 715.0 160.0
CR 2078

Philippines EAP Rural Electrification 91 LN 3439 118.5 91.3
Revitalization

Thailand EAP Second Accelerated 80 LN 1871 270.0 75.0
Rural Electr.

Thailand EAP Provincial Power 83 LN 2312 51.6 29.8
Distribution

Thailand EAP Distribution System 94 LN 3798 375 49.7
Reinforcement

Tunisia MNA Third Power 81 LN 2003 89.6 21.5

Tunisia MNA Fourth Power 84 LN 2455 83.0 13.8

Yemen Arab MNA Regional 81 CR 1102 21.5 12.0
Electrification (Power 11)

Subtotal 38 11,207 2,680.47

Note: Subtotals for eacti table in this appendix (i.e., sections A, B. and C) are correct but do not collectively
sum to a correct overall total because some projects are included in more than one category.
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B. Renewable Energy Projects/Components (millions of U.S. dollars)

L.oan,' Toial project Bank loati
Countnr Region Project namie Year credit no. tinanciing amount

Brazil LAC Alcohol and Biomass 81 LN 1989 5,115.0 250.0
Energy Development

Cyprus MNA Energy Planning 91 LN 2286 5.2 3.6
and Conservation

Djibouti AFR Geothermial Dev. 89 CR 2055 38.4 9.5

Djibouti AFR Geothenn. Exploration 84 CR 1488 16.6 6.0

Ethiopia AFR Petroleui Exploration 83 CR 1386 9.5 2.2
Promotion and
Geothermal Reconnaissance

India SAS Renewable Resources 92 LN 3544/ 250.0 138.0
Development CR 2449

Indonesia EAP 2nd Rural 95 841.3 17.1
Electrification

Indonesia EAP Twelfth lPower 82 LN 2214 1,470.9 154.8

Jordan MNA Energy Development 83 LN 2371 2.4 0.3

Kenya AFR Olkaria Geothermal 90 LN 2237 41.6 12.0
Power Expansion

Kenya AFR Geothemi. Exploration 92 CR 1486 34.3 24.5

Kenya AFR Geothemial 88 CR 1973 59.6 40.7
Development &
Energy Preinvestment

Kenya AFR Olkaria 79 LN 1799 89.0 40.0
Geothemial Power

Mali AFR Biomass Alcohol 83 CR 1403 8.3 7.6
and Energy Efficiency

Mauritius AFR Sugar Energy Dev. 92 LN 3458 55.1 18.3

Panama LAC Energy Planning 81 LN 1954 8.0 0.6
and Petroleum
Exploration Promotion

Philippines EAP Energy Sector Loan 89 LN 3163- 3,5(19.2 390.0
LN 3165

Philippines EAP Geothern. Exploration 91 LN 2203 71.5 36.0

Philippiies EAP Bacon Manito 88 LN 2969 227.0 100.0
Geothennal Power

Philippines EAP Leyte-Cebu 94 LN 3702 458.9 199
Geothennal LN 3700

Philippines EAP Leyte-Luzon 94 LN 3747 1078 231.7
LN 3746. LN B104

Yemen Arab MNA Petroleum and 82 CR 1216 2.4 0.1
Geothemial Exploration
Promotion

Yemen Arab MNA Geothemi. Exploration 84 CR 1484 15.4 13.0

Subtotal 23 13,407.6 1,695
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C. Fuelwood-Related Projects/Components (millions of U.S. dollars)

bLor/ Tot,l project Banzk /oan
Country Region Project name Year- credit no. financing (mount

Argentina LAC Forestry Dev. 95 LN 3948 26"2 1.57
Bangladesh SAS Forest Resource 92 CR 2397 58.7 30.5

Management

Bangladesh SAS Mangrove 8() CR 1042 17.2 11.0
Afforestation

Bangladesh SAS Second Forestry 85 CR 1634 36(0 17.(J
Bangladesh SAS Forest Resources 92 CR 2397 58.7 3.83

Management

Belarus ECA Forestry Dev. 94 LN 3741 54.7 1.3
Benii AFR Benin Natural 92 CR 2344 24.4 1.88

Resources Mgmt.
Bhutan SAS Forestry Dev. 84 CR 1460 6.8 5.5
Bhutan SAS Second Forestry Dev. 88 CR 1900 31.3 3.6
Bhutan SAS Third Forestry Dev. 93 CR 2533 8.9 5.4
Bhutan SAS 3rd Forestry Dev. 93 CR 2533 8.9 1.15
Brazil LAC Miias Gerais 87 LN 2895 100.1) 7.2

Forestry Dev.
Brazil LAC Rondonia National 92 LN 3444 228.9 3.13

Resource Mgmt.
Brazil LAC Mato Grosso Natural 92 LN 3492 285.7 11.9

Resource Mgmt.
Burkina Faso AFR Forestry 79 CR 982 17.5 14.5
Burundi AFR Second Forestry 85 CR 1621J 17.1) 11.3
Camneroon AFR Forestry 81 LN 2092 35.5 2.8
China EAP 2nd Red Soils Area 94 CR 2563 296.4 2.75

Development
China EAP SW Poverty 95 CR 2744 486.4 .438

Reduction
Colombia LAC Natural Resources 94 LN 3692 65.34 1.32

Management
Ethiopia AFR Forestry 86 CR 1722 62.1 45.0
Gabon AFR Forestrv and 92 LN 3506 38.2 0

Environment
Ghana AFR Forest Resource 88 CR 1976 64.6 32.1

Management
Haiti LAC Forestry 82 CR 1257 5.1 4.0
Haiti LAC Forestry and 91 CR 2301 29.0 26.1

Environmental Protection
India SAS Himalayan 83 LN 2295 66.0 23.1

Watershed Mgmt.
India SAS West Bengal 81 CR 1178 43.5 29.0

Social Forestry
India SAS Jammu/Kashmir and 82 CR 1286 67.1 33.0

Harvana Social Forestry

continued
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Loan/ Total prqject Bank loan
Country Region Project namne Year c redit nio. financing amouit

India SAS Watershed Dev. 83 CR 1424 45.5 8.9
in Rainfed Areas

India SAS Kerala Social Forest. 84 C'R 1514 54.5 31.8
India SAS National Social 85 CR 1611 327.8 165.0

Forestry
India SAS Maharashtra Forest. 91 CR 2328 142.0 107.9
India SAS Karnataka Social 83 CR 1432 56.6 27.0

Forestry
India SAS Gujarat Community 79 CR 961 76.0 37.0

Forestry
India SAS Karnataka Rural 93 CR 2483 117.8 0.16

Water Supply & Envir(on.
India SAS Andra Pradesh 94 CR 2573 89.1 24.7

Forestry Project
India SAS Madhya Pradesh 95 CR 2700 67.3 17.33

Forestry Project
Kenya AFR Forestry Dev. 90 CR 2198 83.8 14.9
Madagascar AFR Energy Sector Dev. 94 CR 2844 119.4 0.75
Malawi AFR Phase 11 of National 80 CR 992 16.3 13.8

Rural Dev. (Wood)
Malawi AFR Second Wood Energy 86 ILN 2670 19.6 16.7
Mali AFR Second Forestry 85 CR 1654 16.7 6.3
Morocco MNA National Rural 93 ILN 3622 1150 8.3

Finance

Nepal SAS Second Forestry 83 CR 1400 24.0 18.0
Nepal SAS Community Forestry 81) CR 1008 24.8 17.1

Dev. and Training
Nepal SAS Hill Community 89 CR 2028 45.4 30.4

Forestry
Niger AFR Second Forestry 82 CR 1226 16.8 8.5
Nigeria AFR Second Forestry 86 LN 2760 110.7 58.5
Pakistan SAS Punjab Forest 95 CR 2747 33.75 24.65

Sector Development
Pakistan SAS Northem Resource 93 CR 2512 36 1.7

Management Project
Philippines EAP Watershed Mgt. and 80 LN 1890 75.0 31.3

Erosion Control
Rwanda AFR Second Integrated 87 CR 1811 20.1 13.8

Forestry
Rwanda AFR Integrated Forestry 80 CR 1039 23.6 11.1

and Livestock
Senegal AFR Forestry 81 CR 1103 17.1 9.3
Sri Lanka SAS Forest Sector Dev. 89 CR 2043 29.8 19.0
Tunisia MNA Forestry Dev. 87 LN 2870 50.2 20.0

continue'd
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Loail Total project Bank locii
Countrl Regioni Projec name Year- credit no. financing amount

Tunisia MNA National Rural 95 LN 3892 420 8.5
Finance Project

Tunisia MNA Second Forestry 93 LN 3601 148.1 5.7
Development Project

Uganda AFR Forestry 87 CR 1824 33.3 12.1
Rehabilitation

Zimbabwe AFR Rural Afforestation 83 CR 1368 10.6 7.3

Subtotal 60 5,741.8 1,108

Methodology for Estimation of World Bank Lending to
Rural and Renewable Energy Projects

This research effort was carried out to review the Bank's historical lending
patterns in rural and renewable energy. It sheds light on the magnitude of
attention and resources directed toward these investments and the ongoing
operational trends.

World Bank projects typically involve multiple components and funding
sources and occasionally targeted cofinancing. Costing tables and sum-
maries within the Staff Appraisal Report provide one cross-section of the
project's economic make-up. However, the lines along which they are orga-
nized do not usually aggregate the project data in accord with the subject of
interest or do not provide the desired resolution to answer questions such as
"how much was spent only on renewable energy equipment." or "what frac-
tion of an institution building component focused on efficient stove and char-
coal kiln commercialization." Reverse-engineering and educated estimation
were used to characterize the projects appropriately, leaving a modest mar-
gin for discrepancies. Below the method of distilling the data required for
the Annex is outlined:

* The estimated Bank contribution is the sum of the subject components-
that is, those relating to rural electrification, renewable energy, or cooking
fuels. inclusive of the fraction of contingencies and interest during con-
struction attributable to the selected components on a percentage-of-pro-
ject basis, multiplied by the fractional share of Bank lending in the total
project financing.
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* The projects span 1 980 to 1995.

* Projects passirw the Staff Appraisal Report stage were selected. No
attempt was mtde to gauge the field success of any projects beyonl that

point of reference.

* The listed projects were idenitified via the Bank Reports Data Base
throLIuh fifty keyword searches andl via personal commUnications with
memiiber-s of IEN's rural energy group. Bank data bases are not oriented
precisely along the lines of the search: thus it is expected that a few pro-
jects may have escaped detection.

* If a project, such as a forestry project. appeared to fit the search objectives
but contained nio local participatory comilponienit or energy-r-elated outputs
accruing to rural communities, the prolect was omnitted from the analysis.
Likewise, if the plroject containied a reniewable energy componenit btit pro-
vided no direct energy outputs accruino to the national or local communi-
ty, that also would not fit within the scope of the analysis and wotild have
been excluded.

In projects relaatin to run;ll fii.aiice, operational experience demonstrates
that rtLral finance projects with a fuelwood component usually realize about
15 percent of the available fulIds. Where no predictionis were made about
expected allocationi of finances among the project components. the 15 percent
figule was applied.



Notes

Chapter One: Introduction

I. The terra traditional Juel refers to such fuels as woood. charcoal, agricultural
residues. durng. grass. leaves. arid othier biomass materials using open fires. "three-stone
stoves, and w ood and charcoal stoves. These are sorrietirnes alos called biofutels. The term
oroden inicludes liquidi fuels. sUch as liquid petroleum gas (LPG) and kerosene: electricity:
coal: moderin hiomass. including improved stovesanid bagasse gasificationi ond cogenera-
tioni; arid innovative renewable energy technologies, such as those that use wind, solar, and
small-scale hydroelectric resouices. The terrn comrnercial energy is sometimes tised
instead of modern energy.

2. This was a recurrent questioni members of the World Banikis Board posed during
the discussions of the policy papers in 1992 arid during a review of progress with these poli-
cies in 1994.

Chapter Two: The Rural Energy Situation

3. The term iol 1ien-icmerr de elohping conintries reters to the classificatiotn in the
WDR's statistical aninexes. This group had per capita incomes of less thani US$695 in 1993.

Chapter Three: Emerging Practices and Policies

4. The distinction between subsidies arid fiianicial sippoirt is not always clear-cut.
Some programs may reLquire subsidies in the short tern to absorb start-up costs. but more
than compensate for this by their reventues and profitability in the long-tenrs. The topic is
discussed further in relation to rural electrification arid reniewable enerIg.
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